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Grant Of $21,150 Awarded

GiftedAnd Talented Program For
City Schools Gets State Funding
Murray City School System officials
expect to begin laying the groundwork
soon for a state-funded program for the
gifted and talented.
Kentucky Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education approved 23 such
projects at its quarterly meeting
Tuesday under a law passed by the 1978
General Assembly.
In the Frankfort meeting, the 23
projects, totaling $532,926 were
recommended by the staff of the
Bureau of Instruction in the Department of Education.
Murray City School Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey said today the state
board okayed a Murray project totaling
$21,150.
"We're excited about the grant from
the standpoint that we'll be able to meet
the needs -of our gifted and talented
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students. We'll be able to provide
enrichment programs above and
beyond what is normally offered,"
Jeffrey said.
The Murray superintendent said a
committee headed by Mrs. Margaret
Franklin, director of curriculum,
drafted the grant application. That
committee will also begin forumlating
the program tor this fall, Jeffrey said.
"We may have individual education
programs or coordinate through
Murray State University, all in order to
enrich the needs of our youngsters,"
Jeffrey said.
"So many times we've had programs
for other areas, but never for this
area," Jeffrey said.
Joe Clark, coordinator for the gifted
children program, said the projects

were selected from among 82 applications totaling ;2.1 million by a
group of five persons who have had
local experience with such programs.
Clark said the programs were
selected on the basis of soundness,
potential for success and variety
because, "we anticipate these being a
nucleus for other districts to look at for
ideas."
All of the approved projects were
reduced from their original request.
tbwever, Clark and Randy Kimbrough, head of the Bureau of
Instruction, said they didn't feel the
reductions, more than 50 percent in
some cases, would detract from the
proposed programs.
Clark said the programs fall into two
basic categories — added academic
resources and expanded opportunities

in the creative arts field.
The state board had earlier approved
recommended guidelines for identifying gifted and talented children,
with the talent applying in either the
academic or visual and performing arts
fields.
The Legislature appropriated
$565,000 for the next school year for the
program and more than $1.1 million for
the second year.
Mrs. ICirnbrough said her bureau will
sponsor a workshop for all districts on
identifying gifted children so they will
be better prepared to apply for next
year's funding.
The districts approved Tuesday for
the first year of the new program will
have to apply again in the second year.

Annual MSU Session Begins July JO
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SWIM MEET DONATION — Ted Delaney, left, circulation manager for
The Murray ledger & Times is shown presenting a $50 donation from the
newspaper's circulation department to William "Bud" Nall, chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee car wash set this Saturday. The donation is
going toward meeting expenses of the first Murray-Calloway County Fair
Invitational Swim Meet set Saturday, July 8, a preliminary event to the
county fair which officially opens July 10. F. T."Butch" Seargent Jr. is chairman of the invitational swim meet. The Jaycees are accepting donations to
support the meet, according to Delaney, president of the local Jaycees.
Donations can be pledged by calling Delaney at 753-8200 or Seargent at
753-7307.
53-11113

Many Events Slated
For County Fair Here
The 1978 version of the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair will be
chocked full of events ranging from a
beauty contest and a tractor pull to not
one, but two demolition derbies.
County fair events kick-off Friday
night, July 7 with a beauty- contest at
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State
University campus. The official
opening of the week-long fair is Monday, July.10.
A Murray-Calloway County • Fair
Invitation Swim meet is set Saturday,
July 8, at the Murray-Calloway County
Park pool as a preliminary event to the
fair opening July 10.
The local Jaycees have scheduled a
car wash for this Saturday, June 17, at
the Ho-Ho Station at the Five Points
intersection in Murray to raise funds to
support the swim meet. The Jaycees
will wash cars inside and out for $3
beginning at 9:30 a.m. Saturday and
continuing until the last car is washed.
Girls interested in entering the
beauty pageant, which is the first of-
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RICHMOND, Ky.—Two Murray
policeman were among the 34 officers
from across Kentucky who graduated
from a basic law enforcement training
class at the Bureau of Training on the
Kentucky
campus of Eastern
University Friday, June 9.
Graduated from Murray were Teddy
Lee Cahoon and David E. Smith.
The 34 graduates bring to 2,212 the
number of officers that have graduated
from the basic training course since its
inception. Successful completion of the
courses entitles the officers to qualify

ficial fair event, can contact Mary Ann
Rusaell,.753-2832, or Jane SLsk, 753-9690.
Proceeds from the pageant will benefit
the Glenda Boone Memorial Scholarship fund of the Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
According to a Jaycee spokesmari
who released a partial list of activitibs
for fair week, a demolition derby will
head up Monday, July 10 activities.
A four-wheel drive pull is slated
Tuesday and Wednesday night a music
show featuring local talent will be held
along with a fireworks display.
Another demolition derby is set
Thursday night of fair week and e horse
show is scheduled Friday night.
Fair week will end Saturday. July 15,
with a horse and mule, pull Saturday
morning -ea a tractor pull later that,
evening.
In addition, displays and judging of
agricultural entries and homemaker
items, along with a carnival midway,
will be offered nightly the week of the
fair.

for a 15 percent salary supplement
program enacted by the 1972 Kentucky
General Assembly.
The course consists of 400 hours of
training in such areas as crime
prevention; disaster preparedness;
laws of arrest, search and seizure;
human relation; narcotics and
dangerous drugs; criminal investigation; unarmed defense tactics;
physical fitness; court procedures and
criminal law.
Justice Secretary John L. Smith
addressed the graduates

Two Sections — 22 Pages
Stressing citizen participation in state government, and
the need to beef up the duties of lieutenant governor,
former state public information director Jim Vernon has
swelled the list of Democratic hopefuls running for the
state's second highest post. Associated PresS political
analyst Sy Ramsey offers a critique of the Vernon campaign in today's issue. See Page 14-A.

mostly
clear
Mostly clear tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
mid to upper 50s. Highs Thursday
In the low to mid 80s. Winds
southeasterly to 10 miles an hour.
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Horoscope
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Wilma Dykeman Stokely of Newport,
Tenn.-novelist, lecturer, biographer,
historian, columnist, and critic—will
serve as the director and a faculty
member in the eighth Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop at Murray
State University July 10-28.
Ma. Stokely, who writes under the
Wilma
name
Dykeman, taught
the novel in the first
workshop on the
campus in 1969. She
agreed to return as
the director this
year when Stuart,
Kentucky
the
author and poet
whose work are
Mrs.Stighly
known around the world, was forced to

withdraw because of illness.
She will also be the instructor for the
short story course Stuart has been
scheduled to teach. The North Carolina
native and , Northwestern graduate
began her writing career with short
stories and later became an outstanding novelist.
Five writing forms—poetry, articles,
and writing for children, in addition to
the short story and the novel—will be
offered during the three-week
workshop. An anthology of outstanding
student work is published by the university from the workshop each year.
Two of Mrs. Stokely's books—"The
Tall Woman." a novel, and -Look To
'This Day,'' a collection of iessays and
vignettes- were selected by the
teu-Istian Herald Family book Club for

SENIOR CITIZENS GARDEN PLOT—Ceremonies opening the Senior
Citizens Community Garden on the farm of Hamp Brooks were held
Tuesday morning. Participating in the ceremonies were (center of Photo)
Bill Phillips, chairman of the senior citizen's board, Joe johnson, ad-

distribution.
Her other novels are "The Far
Family" and "Return the Innocent
Earth." She is also a coauthor of
several books with her late husband,
James R. Stockely, Jr. One of them
"Neither Black Nor White," won the
Hillnian Award in 1957 as the best book
of the year on world peace, race
relations, or civil liberties.
Mrs. Stokely has contributed articles
to many leading magazines, written
book reviews for several newspapers,
and lectured all across the country, including graduate seminars at Harvard
University. She writes a column for the
Knoxville, Tenn., News-Sentinel.
Her other awards include a
Guggenheim Fellowship, a Thomas
eripertior
Wolfe Memorial

fellowship of the National Endowment
for the Humanities, and an honarary
Doctor of Literature degree conferred
on her by Maryville College in 1972.
Martha Guier, workshop cordinator
and director of placement at Murray
State, said studentiMay enroll in any of
the five courses for three semester
hours of graduate or undergraduate
credit or for non-credit. Students who
pay fees for one course may audit any
- of the others four with no additional
charge.
Additional workshop information
may be obtained by writing or calling:
Miss Martha Guier, Coordinator, Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop, Ordway Hall, Murray State University,
Murray,Ky.,42071, telephone (502) 7623721..

ministrative assistant to Judge-Executive Robert0. Miller, and Dr. C. C.
Lowry, mayor protem. Others present for the ceremony included many
local members of the senior citizens organization and other interested
Photo By Jennie a Cordon
citizens.

Your Changing County Government

This Is the fifth in a series of six
articles describing changes In county
government and emphasizing the new
county administrative code. Each code
will detail a county's business
procedures for services, finance,
personnel and purchasing.)
Inflation has the same effect on
government budgets as it does on
yours. If revenue doesn't grow at a rate
equal to inflation, purchasing power
falls. Yet, citizens expect a county to
provide more and better services. We
forget that counties must purchase
goods and services in order to provide
public service. Good purchasing
procedures and policies (like inventory
control) are the only devices government has to affect this basic "cost of
doing business."
Government also has the duty to
operate "in the sunshine." This duty
should be most evident in its purchasing and is part of the reason for
bidding and public notice laws.
Even with these laws, management
of purchasing has been one of the most
neglected areas of local government
The purchase of paper clips and
staples adds up over a period of time to
a significant cost. Giving every
secretary or every department the
power to purchase supplies can obviously "nickel and dime" into a loss of
buying Power

Having every purchase go though a
purchasing agent can be just as ineffective if it hampers an agency's ability
to do its job.
Purchasing is a redtape" operation.
The question every judge-executive and
fiscal court must answer in setting up
purchasing procedures in the administrative code is: How much control
do we need for accountability and efficiency?
Control includes not only complying
with state laws.but also who does the
buying; from whom, and by what
process.
Bids are required for any purchases
of $5,000 or more, raised from $2,500 by
the 1978 General Assembly.
The state Division of Purchases can
7nake state price contracts available to
rill local governments. These allow a
•ounty to take advantage of stateteveloped specifications, vendor
selection and special prices on price
(sontract items.
All local governments must comply
with the Local Article of„the Model
Procurement Code effective Jan. 1 1980.
This will take some of the rigidity out of
existing procedures ror negotiating
major contracts
The procurement code also
specifically authorizes cooperative
Purchasing agreements among local
governments. This can increase a.

county's buying power as supplies and
equipment purchased jointly by a
number of small governments not only
hold costs down but also may benefit
from the joint ability to provide a staff
person to do the technical work.
Regional purchasing contracts also can
be developed. This would make a given
price available to all government
participating in the cooperative
agreement.
Purchasing is not a simple matter.
The process includes:
Establising specifications or conditions the item must meet.
Selecting suppliers or vendors.
Advertising if bid is required.
Developing polities for handling real
estate purchase or sale.
Maintaining storage and inventory
control.
polices for disposing of
ig.
L
.
Develw
surplus property.
Procedures should be established in
the administrative code for handling
each of these tasks. A common practice
among local government has been to
buy from local businesses if possible
Inflation is making even this a luxury
for purchases that can be made in bunt
or through price contract.
The judge-executive as the chief
administrative officer is responsible for
the purchasing function. The code
establishes how it shall be done and

what role that fiscal court shall play.
For example, will the fiscal court
authorize the judge-executive to
See PURCHASING
Page 14-A, Column 7

Deadline For
Buying Boat
Near
Licenses
Boat owners who haven't bought their
1978 licenses can save a $1.50 if they buy
their documents before Saturday.
According to Frances Shea, Calloway
County circuit court clerk, boat
licenses will increase by $1.50 for all
categories effective Saturday., June 17
at 12:01 a.m. Boat licenses are
currently due, Mrs. Shea said.
The increases, Mrs. Shea said, are
part of a number of changes brought
about by action taken during the 178
General Assembly
Mrs. Shea said that contrary to
rumor,drivers licenses are only issued
for two year span, and 16 is the earliest
age one can get a driving learners
permit.
Mrs. Shea said also that all
documented boats ( large class boats
that can be pressed into service by the
state in case of emergencies) in the
area must be registered.
s
•
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Celebration Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Morgan of Hardin Route .0ne will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, June 18,
at the Union Ridge Baptist Church Fellowship Building at
Aurora. A reception given by their son and grandchildren will
be held between the hours of two to four p.m.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during these
hours.
The couple was married June 16. 1928, at Benton by the Rev.
B. T. Hall with their attendants being Mrs. Lettie Mathis Swett
and the late Lloyd Richardson.
Mrs. Morgan is the daughter of the late Tom and Ellen Sirls
Cathey. Mr. Morgan, a retired carpenter, is the son of the late
John and Elnora Newton Morgan.
They are the parents of one son, Charles Morgan of Hardin
Route Two. They have two grandchildren, Michael Morgan of
Benton Ratite One, and Mrs. Greg ( Charissa Cates, Circle
Drive Benton, and one great grandson, Chris Cates.
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

rlit.
*** COMMUNITY
CAIENDAR
Wednesday, June 14
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows: Hannah at 7:30 p.m.;
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. June
Whitford, 1506 Dudley, at 7:30
p.m.; Wesleyan with Mrs.
Milton Jones, Camelot Subdivision, for a potluck at 630
p.m.

Thursday, June 15
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include sketching workshop at Empire.
Farm from ten a.m. to twelve
noon, search of the night sky
at Silo Overlook at 8:30 p.m.,
and program on the Civil War
Battle at Fort Henry at the
Fort Henry Trails parking lot
at 10:30 a.m.

Murray Bass Club is
Activities at the nutrition
scheduled to have a dinner
meeting at the Triangle Inn at program at Douglas Center
will be bingo at 11:30 a.m..
6:30 p.m.
lunch at twelve noon, and
Thursday,June 15
Clara Bramley to present a
Welcome Wagon Club will.program on outdoor cooking
meet at the home of Linda at 12:30 p.m.
Knight, 703 North 18th Street,
at7:30 p.m.
Thursday, June 15
Baptist Young Women of
Murray Swim Team will
First Baptist Church will meet meet Paaucah in a meet at
at the home of Mrs. Bill Settle Noble Park pool at 5:30 p.m.
at seven p.m.
Meet at Murray City Park
pool at 3:30 p.m. for tranExtension workers of First sportation.
Baptist Church will meet at
two p.m.
Friday, June 16
Twilight golf will be at 5:30
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 p.m. at the Murray Country
Order of the Eastern Starivill Club with Al Jones as chairmeet at 7:30 p.m.
man.

Gospel singing will be held
at Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 7:30
p.m.

Ow

Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at eleven a.
m.
movie,
Family
night
"$1,000,000 Duck" will be
shown at seven p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall, First Baptist
Church.
Community Theatre will
present -The Hobbitt" at 7:30
p.m. iri the new city-county
park.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held call 753-0929 for
transportation.
Bingo at 11:30 a.m., lunch at
twelve noon, and games at
12:30 p.m. will be featured at
the Nutrition program at
Douglas Center.

Activities at Land Between
The Lakes will be Junior
Naturalist program from nine
a. m. to noon, color slides and
field trip at four p.m., and 142
hour drive for wildlife at seven
Murray Business and
Swim party and barbeque p.m., all to start at the Center
Professional Women's Club will be for the "Open Up Station.
will meet at 5:30 p.m. at the Summer Event" for eighth
Murray Woman's Club House. grade through 1978 graduates
Saturday,June 17
of the Murray Country Club
Bake sale by FreedMurray Women of the from five to eleven p.m. Each Hardeman Associates will be
Moose will meet at eight p.m. member may bring one guest. held in front of Book Mark on
at the lodge hall.
east side of court square.
Twin L.skers Good Sam Club
Ellis Center will be open will have its monthly campout
-The Hobbitt" will be
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for, at Kentucky Dam Village presented by the Community
activities by Senior Citizene State Park campground with Theatre at 7:30 p.m. in the
with devotion at 10:05 a.m., Hunter and Winnie Love and new city-county park.
skin care demonstration by Andy and Linda Rogers as
Earleen Doran at 10:30 a.m., wagonmasters. A potluck
Reservations are due for
sack lunch at noon, table supper is planned on Saturday Hardin reunion on July 1 today
games or visit friends at night.
and should be mailed to
Westview at one p.m.
Dorothy Holland Warren,
Fathers Day bake sale by Hardin.
Murray-Calloway County Freed-Hardeman Associates
Community Theatre will will be held in front of Book
Chapter M of PEO will have
present "The Hobbit" at 7:30 Mark on east side of court a luncheon at twelve noon at
p.m. in the new city-county square.
the home of Mrs. Henry
park.
McKenzie.

Miss Leah Vance, July 1st
bride-elect of Gary Evans,
was honored with a personalmiscellaneous shower held on
Tuesday, June 6, at the
community room of the
Peoples Bank.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Jerry White, Mrs. Ricky
Stewart, Miss Marketia Orr,
Miss Sandra Duncan, and
Miss Sandra Stark.
For the occasion the
honoree wore a light blue
tiered guaze dress with
matching shawl. She was
presented with a corsage of
silk roses by the hostesses.
The mother of the honoree,
Mrs. Edna Vance, and , the
mother of the groom-elect,
Mrs. Wanita Evans, were both
presented corsages of blue
daisies.
Punch, cake, mints and nuts
were served from an appointed table overlaid with a
white cloth bordered with
mixed blossoms. Centering
the table was a white wicker
basket of peaches with silk
roses, daisies, and white
blossoms covering the handle

of the basket.
The gift table, overlaid with
a blue and white ,checked
cloth, was centered with a
Norfolk pine decorated with
bows which was given as a gift
to the bride-elect.
The honoree opened her
many lovely and beautiful
gifts. She was assisted by the
hostesses who presented her
with a floor length gown and
matching negligee.
Approximately twenty-five
persons attended.
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Slave day by Calloway
County High School Flag anti
Rifle Corps will be held from
eight a.m. to four p.m. Call
753-8333 or 753-3257.
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This handsome hand carved desk from Mainland
China is made of beautiful teakwood and is
deeply carved on the front and sides. This is a
handcrafted work of art which will increase in
beauty and value and will be a family treasure
•
for generations to come. Come see this and all
our other unique hand carved, hand crafted and
hand painted pieces from Mainland China.
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Tremendous
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A Perfect Wedding
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Going Out Of Business

Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen
Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Disietind Center

Protein Boost
To improve their diets, for
eign countries have been im•
porting American breeding livestock. Reoard number of cattle,
hogs, dairy cows, and other
livestock are now exported to
more than 50 countries. These
countries want to boost protein
in local diets, and see,American
livestock as the fastest, easiest
way to do it. Bei2usieseur live.
stock are superior in converting
feed to meat, milk, and other
animal-food products, foreign
nations can increase their protein production quickly with
little or no increase in feeding
requirements or new facilities,
says the National Live Stock
and Meat Board.

Miss Leah Vance Honored
With Special Bridal Event

Clorox
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• Gallon Size
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Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JUNE 15, errors. Be alert
1978
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what (Nov.
23 to Dec. 21)
the stars say, read the forecast
This may not be a spectacular
given for your birth Sign
day, but it offers some gaIns,
a
and much pleasure. Start with
ARIES
Ir°
4C-% the will to make it better than
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)"
Avoid confusion through ever and you will be happy.
proper preplanning. Weigh well CAPRICORN
22 to Jan. 20)
the pros and cons when you (Dec.
Put past doubts, disapmust render a decision. The
pointments behind you; they
visor* one could backfire.
only put limits on future sucTAURUS
cess. Stress your versatility;
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
you could now add the ''twist"
Some planetary restrictions. that
boosts projects to success.
Watch for irritating situations
and bridge them amicably and AQUARIUS
with unbiased opinion. Move (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Shun breakneck speed, but
briskly into productive areas.
neither delay nor be tardy in
GEMINI
action. Both extremes, and
(May 22 to June 21) n c
You can not only make the others, mist be curbed. Group
grade, but add some new zest to interests, partnerships favored.
your routine. Shape your en- PISCES
deavors to meet demands and (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i
A good spot for your intuitive
you should have a profitable
forces, your ingenuity, alertday.
ness and inventiveness. Do use
CANCER
them for sound purposes.
(June 22 to July 23)
Curb impulsiveness and make
YOU BORN TODAY are one
no hasty decisions. Stellar influences are favorable, but the of the most artistic of all
slow-and-steady worker will Geminians — and that is saying
a lot. Even if you should choose
accomplish most.
a business career, you will
LEO
follow
some form of art, either
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
or as an
What you feel is a certainty as a second vocationfields
vary
could be mere wishful thinking. avocation. And the
music, writing, painting
Better take a second look and fromdesigning
to çhe theater.
and
change plans if necessary.
You love
and your
VIRGO
and
affini
color
beauty,
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) NP
You
outstanding.
try
is
Good aspects. Late afternoon
the best in people
could bring unexpectedly always seeand
your tendency is
places
gratifying support from and
to share your delightful obsuperiors and associates — servations
with others. In fact,
which should boost your morale
share
incline
to
you
considerably.
EVERYTHING
with
others,
LIBRA
you are generous, almost
(Sept. 24 to Oct., 23) (11-rli since
a fault. You are ingenious,
It may not be easy to ap- to
too, and could even make a
preciate all suggestions and name
for yourself through the
directives but, with all your invention
of some form of highly
alt(confidence,
strength and
gadgetry.
Traits to curb:
useful
back those you know to be impulsiveness
exand
timely and well considered.
travagance. Birthdate of: Mme.
SCORPIO
Schumann-Heink,opera singer;
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVeV Edvard Grieg, Norwegian
• Analyses, conjectures, composer; Edward, the "Black
decisions must be given plenty Prince" of Wales.
of time in order to prevent
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Nothing Shy About
This Quiet Person
•

By Abigail Van Buren
1978 try Cn.capo Tribun• N Y Neon Syncl Inc

DEAR ABBY: Someone wrote in on behalf oAljuiet
people, saying that most quiet people are shy, sensitive
arid insecure, and they're embarrassed When someone
says, "Gee, you're quiet."
I've been quiet all my life and it doesn't bother or offend
me if my quietness is mentioned. As a matter of fact, with
so many nonstop talkers in the world, I think we quiet ones
deserve some applause. If everyone talked all the time,
who would listen?
Furthermore, the quiet ones are often intelligent people
who wisely refrain from blurting out-every thought that
pops into their heads.
Let that quiet one speak only for himself. Although I'm
considered "quiet," I'm neither shy nor insecure.
I also notice that because I'm not always talking, when I
do say something, people listen.
PROUD TO BE QUIET

4/2

DEAR PROUD: Thanks for speaking out for those who
prefer to be quiet. (P.S. I know you're right. I've been
married to a quiet, intelligent man for 39 years.)
DEAR ABBY: I am a 22-year-old, fairly attractive
woman who was born cross-eyed. I had surgery at a young
age, which corrected the problem somewhat, but it's still
quite noticeable.
Abby, my reason for writing is to ask why comedians
and cartoonists think that portraying a person with
cross-eyes is considered either funny or a sign of stupidity.
I have lived with this defect all my life and have
developed a severe complex about it. I find it difficult to
look someone in the eyes or even have my picture taken. I
try my best to conceal my defect because I have been
humiliated and embarrassed to the point of tears when
inconsiderate people make fun of me.
Being cross-eyed is a handicap. Why do so many people
think it's funny? And what can I-do about it?
HURTING IN OHIO

Howard & Starks Vows
To Be Read Saturday

DEAR HURTING: Intelligent, sensitive people do NOT
think any kind of handicap is "funny." And comedians and
cartoonists who use cross-eyed characters to get laughs do
so more out of thoughtlessness than malice.
Much is being done today in modern surgery. Don't give
up until you've explored every possibility of further
corrective surgery.(P.S. Try to develop a little compassion
for the ignorant who ridicule the handicapped, for "they
know not what they do.")

LS

Foster Parents Important People.

Your Individual
Horoscope

eielAt

heat

;

DEAR ABBY: Your letter from OVER 70 IN
MISSOURI- certainly touched home with me.
My mother recently passed away leaving no will. Now
my father must pay tax on her share of everything that he
„
-.
worked years to provide.
I don't know about the law.. elsewhere, but here in
Oklahoma we have found that it's very expensive NOT to
have a will.
The sad part is that it takes time to handle all these legal
entanglements, and this keeps your grief alive while you're
waiting.
Everyone should have a will to protect the survivors as
well as to insure that their possessions go to the right
people. The cost of a will is minimal compared to what you
must pay if no will is left.
NOT OK IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR NOT: What's true in Oklahoma is true in the
other 49 states.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send 11 with •long,
self-addressed, stamped (24 rental envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Miss Denise Gail Howarli,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
Charles N. Howard of Murray
Route Seven has completed
plans for her marriage to
Charles Randall Starks, son of
Mrs. Clara Starks and the late
Charles Starks.
-The ceremony will be at 7:30
p.m., Saturday, June 17, at
Salem Baptist Church, Lynn
Grove. The Rev. Virgil
Blankenship will perform the
ceremony.
Miss Howard has chosen
Miss Lesa Walker to be maid
of honor. Bridesmaid will be
Miss Tammie Miller. Junior
bridesmaids will be Misses
Sherri and Terri Lamb,nieces
of the bride-elect. Miss
Natalie Galloway, niece of the
bride-elect will serve as
flower girl.
Mr. Starks has chosen
Charles Craig, brother-in-law
of groom-elect as best man.
Groomsman will be Glen
Mathis. Ushers will be Keith
Starks and Mike Murphy.
Nuptial music will be
provided by Mrs. Maurita
Livers, organist and Mrs.
,

SRMEITS
In stead 1° Bras

Save at the

100

PLAYTEX

summer

Off

Livingm Bras

$100

off

i can't believe its
a girdle ° girdle
$200

Off

i can't believe its
a girdle All-In-Ones
$400
Sete ends July 5, 1978

Off
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There is more to foster
parenting than meets the eye.
It's more than just finding
nice, generous families to take
a child under their wing for a
while, said a spokesman for
the Bureau for Social Ser-

Pairings For C Group
Women's Tennis Given
Pairings for the C or
Intermediate
group
of
women's tennis at the Murray
Country Club for play on
Friday, June 16, at nine a. m.
have been released as follows:
Court No. 1—Vickie Miller,
Pat Binford, Kathy Mattis,
and Beverly Spann.
Court No. 2—Joy Waldrop,
Marilyn Adkins, Annie
Knight, and Shelia Grogan.
Court No. 3—Pat Seiber,
Nancy Fandrich, Frances
Hulse, and Ann Haney.
Court No. 4—Carol Hibbard,
Jane
Ryan,
Betty
Buckingham, and Yvonne
Hamby.

vices.
groups (2-3-4 children) and temporary home for a child as
a foster parent, call 753-5362
Foster Parenting is dif- adolescents.
ferent
from
ordinary
If you .would like more in- between eight a.m. and 4:30
parenting. The uniqueness of formation about providing a p.m., Monday through Friday.
foster parenting consists of
the many new feelings, new
situations,
and
new
relationships that the foster
family experiences as it seeks
to incorporate a new child, his
or her family and the agency
into its normal routine.
The role of the Bureau for
Social Services and the goal is
School of Dance
to keep families intact; failing
Of
that, it is hoped that alternate
temporary arrangements can
be found to meet the child's
needs. The ability to love and
Call 753-9756
then
to
give
up
if no answer
children—influencing
their
lives, but not always
Call 753-5950
remaining is an important
or inquire at
part of foster parenting, a
spokesman said.
In Calloway County the
Bureau for Social Services has
foster homes. These foster
School of Dance
homes are presently caring
1918 Coldwater Rd.
for a total of eight children.
BALLMMIS INSTROCTION UAW MUTELY
But still more homes are
111111-TRIMS and SAT.
needed to care for sibling

Got The
Saturday Night Fever?

Thurman's

Disco Classes

Thurman's

PERSONALS

Boys

Shirt Sale

HOSPITALHOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Roy Oliver of Murray
has been dismissed from
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
•

WE GOOFED--BOUGHT TOO
MANY BOY'S SHIRTS!

Buy One
at Regular
Price Get
the 2nd for..,

PADUCAH PATIENT
Dismissed recently from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, was Mrs. Luther
Downs of Murray Route Four.

We Have
a
Great

PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Timothy Stone of Kirksey
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital,Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
L. C. McKinney of Dexter
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

HOSPITAL NEWS

5-28-78
Adults 108
Nursery 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Lamb (Karen.
Rt. 8, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carol L. Brown and
Baby Boy, P. 0. Box 995,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Linda S
Rodgers, Rt. 1, Water Valley.
Janice M. Hughes, 16161.2 R
Miller Av., Murray, Celia B
W. Taylor, Stadium View Dr..
Murray, Mrs. Darlene
Alexander, Rt. 2, Puryear.
Tenn., Mrs. Dorothy J. Hunt
605 Depot, Paris, Tenn..
Thomas A. Barnett, Rt. 6.
'Murray, Mrs. Gladys 0. Dunn
305 So. 5th, Murray, Mrs
Madie 0. Taylor, 735 Rile
C'ts., Murray, Mrs. Eunice
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs
Louise Howe, 1510 Parklane
Box 265, Murray, Mrs. Nettie
0. Paschall (Expired), 204 Sc
3rd., Murray, James Blalock
(Expired), 311 No. 7th
Murray.
WHY COTTAGE?
It's called cottage chees(
because the homemaker mad(
the cheese in her own cottage
The first cheese made in
America was cottage cheese
in fact, it was probably mail(
in the Mayflower's galley is
the crossing.
*

$

SALE

a

1 0
0"

in
Progress

otadChildren's
and Shop

Southside
Center

Marge Shown,vocalist.
Guest register will be kept
by Mrs. Jill Mathis.
The reception will be held in
the Fellowship Hall of the
Church. Serving will be Mrs.
Carita Lamb and Mrs.
Rosalyn Galloway, sisters of
the bride-elect, Mts.Dorinda
Craig, sister of the groom:
elect and Mrs. Regina Cottringer, Metropolis, Ill.,
cousin of-the bride-elect.
Friends and relatives of the
bridal couple are invited to
attend the ceremony and
reception.

I

•

Murray,
Kentucky

HUGE SAVINGS

n TV&STEREO...while theylast!

Model 4050

Model 4324 Early American
Fine Tuning, this
Automatic
Complete with
beautifully crafted Magnovox will bring you accurately tuned pictures on any channel-UHF or
VHF. The also have a Super Bright Matrix Picture Tube for brilliant color pictures plus a
is,
highly reliable 100 percent solid-state c
Fine furniture styli.g, too. Exceptional valueseven without these special savings.

SAVE $130.00 NOW$4999

13" diagonal Calor Portable
Here's an outstanding value that will bring you great
viewing at a budget-pleasing price — with Automatic
Fine Tuning for accurately tuned pictures, the
Precision In-line Tube System for exceptional color
and brightness... plus a highly reliable.,energy-saving
100% solid-state chassis.

SAFE $50.00

NOW $29995

COME IN...BUY NOW and SAVE!

LA YTON'S
(Formerly J&B Music-James and Betty Clayton Owners)

Dixieland Center

753-7575

Murray, Ky..

In A Special Salute To The Dairymen Of Calloway County The Murray Ledger
& Times Wifi Publish A Special Dairy Edition Celebrating June As Dairy Month.v
H You Aie Interested In Being A Part Of This Special Salute Contact Your
Advertising Representative at 753-1919

•
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A New Public
Library System
At the June (1977) ALA Con- brave new lexicon.
ference, the Public Library
The Mission Statement
Association's Board adopted a suggests ten "needed respondraft "Mission Statement for ses" to its speculation "If one
Public Libraries" and told its were to invent an information
Goals, Guidelides, and Stan- agency to respond to the social
dards Committee to edit it for needs of today. . . " They inpublication.
clude full access to all human
It is a daring statement records by linking all the
which will provoke strong libraries in the world. It would
debate. Rather than do another all be organized for access
revision of the 1966 "Minimum from "a myriad of directions,"
Standards for Public Library to allow not only the retrieval of
Systems,” the Committee facts but also of "the wisdom in
initiated --a - bold research the record." The new agency
program to develop the would "develop. . . a responmethods and manuals to help sible policy about preservingindividual libraries set their aid erasing portions of
own standards, and until that humankind's
voluminous
research is done, it offers the current record. . . It would
new Mission Statement for in- negotiate consensus about
terim guidance. The Statement criteria for judging between
attempts to break out of the materials
which
are
patterns of thinking that have significant. . . and Those which
kept public libraries -geared to are trivial or redundant." Apthe social needs of the 19th Cen- parently worried about charges
tury." The intention is to show of censorship, the Statement
'that "the needs of society at the adds: ". . . the .agency would
close of the 20th Century assume leadership in defining a
demand that the public library new statement of professional
change, and further, that the ethics and in creating new
public library assume a strong structures to protect inleadership role."
tellectual freedom."
The Mission Statement cites
Whether libraries can wait
four factors in American until the "mid-1980's" for stanSociety that require a "new in- dards, or the "several years"
stitution":1) "run-away social for a completed research
change" and the resulting project (begun in October un-future shock"; 2) "ex- under a $140.000 USOE grant) is
ponential increase in the debatable. The Statement
volume and complexity of the recommends a revolutionary,
record of human experience"; new direction of public
3) -total egalitarianism" in- libraries, but gives little amcluding the right of individual munition to convince governing
self-determination and the authorities to finance the
corresponding obligation of in- urgently needed changes. And
dividuals to contribute to social as the statement admits, there
decision-making; and 4) the is little that is totally new in it.
depletion of natural resources.
What it does, however, is
Summing up, the Statement collect the current prophetic
says: "In the face of a world edge of library thinking and exwhich may be vastly altered, perimentation and mold it into
society needs an agency to help a modernized mission of public
people to be realistic to plan libraries. It is time to assert, as
the Statement does, a political
rather than to panic.."
The Mission Statement and social leadership role for
redefines a number of key the public library. It is vitally
library terms or concepts. It of- important that public libraries
fers a broadened definition of lay claim to a coordinating role
"access" that includes over- in the developing national netcoming all barriers including work and in national inthe
psychological
and formation policy. And it is
educational. It expands the healthy for libraries to face the
term "community" to eschew sensitive necessity to weed and
"the narrow geographic ser- select, to reject the "trivial"
vice support area" in favor of a and "redundant" in library
community that transcends not collections. We may argue a lot
only local, state, and national about its language (and the lapboundaries, but also those of ses in it), but it is progress
class, race, economics, age, when a Mission Statement from
health, and even attitude. It a committee of public
broadens
the
term librarians accepts and uses
"evaluation" to include current and relevant social and
measuring library "output," political issues as the basis for
adding that: "The social in- an institutional mission. If we'd
dicators to measure library done that back in 1966, the last
output have yet to be defined." time we revised our Standards,`Information" is redefined to we might not be worrying so
include "unrecorded ex- much about "survival now.
perience which is available (Reprinted from the Dec. 1,
only from human resources." 1977, edition of "Library JourAnd there is much more in this nal".)
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Our Economic
Record
NEW YORK (Al') — Want to reduce
In other words, one could argue, the
inflation, raise the quality of life, lower
competitive position of American-made
the foreign payments deficit, improve
goods can be maintained only by taking
the cities, solve pressing social
a smaller profit or by assistance from
problems, create jobs, extend leisure
the federal government — that is,
time?
protectionisrn.
You do, of course, so it follows that
In the sense that this is a semiyou are also for greater productivity,
capitalist country, such a turn would
which is a measure of how efficiently
bring the end in sight. The spirit of free
we use manpower, materials, maenterprise that helped spur a prochinery and money. We've measured
ductivity surge in the past century
poorly of late.
•;
might be suffocated.
At hearings scheduled today,
The alternative — licking the
members of the Joint Economic
problem and restoring greater
Committee of Congress were due to
productivity — would on the other hand
hear again from the experts that our
shower the populace with such benefits
recent poor record is a problem that no
that one wonde...s how it can be ignored,
longer can be ignored.
as sometimes it is.
That is what they heard years ago,
George H. Kuper, executive director
too. Meanwhile, the record has worof the National Center for Productivity
sened. Vital as it is, improved
and Quality of Work Life, tried to unproductivity seems to be one of those
derscore this point in his report, "The
issues always postponed, if not totally
Future of Productivity."
ignored.
If it had merely increased over the
During the years since World War II
past 10 years at the same 3.2 percent
the rate of improvement has been 3.2
rate of the previous two decade, he
percent a year, but during the past
said. "the difference would have meant
decade it has fallen to just 1.5 percent,
an additional $100 billion in real GNP
and is not likely to get back to 3.2
percent before 1990 at least.
GNP is gross national product, the
While the United States, whose intotal of goods and services, of steel and
dustrial superiority was built by rapid
bicycles and food and vacations and
productivity increases, chugs along
houses and nursing care and day camps
somewhat wearily, the rates for Japan, and security and technology and
clean
West Germany and some other trading
air and water.
partners race ahead.
In addition, productivity increases
A report just issued by the nation's
would have meant more general tax
productivity center indicates rates in funds, and perhaps enabled us to
obtain
Japan and West Germany might the tax relief that so many
Americans
average between 4 percent and 6 per- now want but cannot have without
a
cent a year through 1990, while that for reduction of services.
the United States lags under 3 percent.

Letters To The Editor
Raps City's Attitude Towards Blacks

Dear Editor:
I am a black student at Murray State
University. I was employed at a local
firm for approximately one month until
was fired. The owner said he wa&
relieving me train duties on the excuse
that several customers complained
about the services I gave them.
was never told those people
were complaining, what I did wrong,
when I did this nor was I given a cnance
to defend myself. The owner had a
the Rev. William
and two other revised excuse later on in which! was
dahedants ofMety to violate-dm - accused of neglecting my duties.
military draft law.
That's bunk, any white employer
Five years ago: A former deputy
knows that blacks and other minorities
director of the Nixon reelection cam- do work when hired not
just because
paign, Jeb Magruder, told a Senate
they finally got a job but because they
committee how he and others had
know they are the first ones fired and
plotted the Watergate bugging and then
last to be hired. The owner! worked for
tried a cover-up.
must think I was born yesterday or
One year ago: Non-emoking air
maybe even the day before. I received
travelers yon a victory as Eastern Air
imformation that! was fired due to the
Lines agreed to ban sznoking In 65
fact I am black and the customers from
percent of the seats on all its airplanes. Calloway County do not
like being
served by a black.
Murray Ledge! & Times
Well I see this small town down underneath is just like all other small
Publisher
Walter L Apperson
southern towils
.. Even though it is
Editor
R Gene Mrcuteheon
supposed to be an enlightened college
The Mammy Ledger 4 Times Li published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Chruittown, it is all a facade, for there is
=_Day Neu Year's Clay and Thanksgiving by
hardly any place for a college student to
y Nirovispers. Inc
N 4th St.
virar4y..Ky.
41,W1 Second (lass Postage Pod at
get employment during the school term
471/TI
_
MON RATES In areas served by
or after school if he is a minority The
carnets. WS per month, payable ts advance
people of Murray spend so much time in
My Mil in Calloway County and to Benne. Fla,.
church studying the Bible. Too bad they
61•111011,11•Iskia end Fennuaton. Ky , and
PO* IlLelsoill aid Piryear,
. $1536 per
do not believe in it, or God's words on
yew. By maid dher deminetiorut, De per
equality.
yew.
Member of Aembdisted'Pres., KgMt.cky Promis
This community is here to help the
AModebon and Southern Se
students at the university acheive the
Amedulka.
.
TArellosiMINIMMIMIIMMOMINIF MIMMe4te
best education they can get so they can
repubila Med Om wowed IN The Mum,'
I edger &?WSas nesse/sew AP new
get better jobs so they won't have to
IT.117110111114VMDERS
live
on welfare. Do you people think
Nemeses Offie• ,
751 191.
that there are only whites that go to the
01119111111i Manias
751
751 1914
IWO(06111.0 AikerfaMit
university' There are blacks and other
akiselles
751 .91f..
minorities there also in case you havp
4#1.11 and Sports Dept
713
not noticed.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Todly.'h Wednesday, June lk t1M165th day of 1978. There are 200 days left
in the year. This is Flag Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1775, the US. Army
was founded as the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia authorized
the recruiting of 10 companies of
riflemen to serve one year.
On this date.
In 1777, the Continental Congress
made the Stars and Stripes the national
flag
In 1846, a group of settlers at Sonoma,
Calif., proclaimed the free Republic of
California
In 1922, President Warren Harding
became the first president to make a
radio speech, broadcasting over
Baltimore's WEAR at a dedication
ceremony of the. Feencis Scott Key
memorial at Fort'McHenry.
In 1940, the Germans occupied Paris
in World War II.
In 1944, American forces began the
invasion of Saipan Island In the
Marianas. •
In 1962, in France, &group of heavily
armed members of the outlatiedSecret
Army Organization Wire arrested and
charged with plotting to assassinate
President Charles de Gaulle.
Ten years ago • A federal court jury in
Boston convicted Dr Benjamin Spodt,

Business Mirror

Not only do the whites that go to the
university need decent jobs to pay their
way through school but so do the
minorities. This world is supposed to be
changing for the better times. When I
look down town and in some businesses
I see no blacks or minorities. Yes some
of the stores do hire blacks but that's
because they look at the applications
for ability not skin color.
I think it's time for Murray to make
up their minds whether they want all
people under their thumbs as in slavery
or whether they want alLpeople who are
able and trained to hold jobs to work
and contribute what they can to "our"
economy.
Bobbi J. Patterson
Box 2741 Univ. Sta.
Murray, Ky., 42071

Grateful
For Donations
Dear Editor:
Calloway Countians are proud of the
many services offered through our
Comprehensive Care Center. This
year's Charity Ball donated all
proceeds to this center for mental
health.
We are grateful to the following
businesses and individuals who made
donations to the center;..Owens Food
Market, Mr. arftt Mtir Otis Erwin, Mr.
and Mrs. John Ed Scott, Dr.,and Mrs.
Jarries Byrn, Boyd Majors Real Estate,
Cherry's, Mr. and Mrs lames
Cassity, Mr and Mrs. James Garrison,
Mr and Mrs. E. G. Hendon.
Charity Ball Committee
Rainey Apperson
Publicity Chairman

Looking Back
,10 Years Ago
Damage Controhnan Second Class
Harry L. Watkins, USN, son of Jim
Watkins,is serving with the U. S. Naval
Support Artillery in DaNang, Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Myrtle
Rumfelt, age 88, and Mrs. R. M.
Walker, age 83.
Ellen Watson of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America received her
state degree at the Kentucky FHA
meeting held at Eastern State College,
Richmond.
Mrs. Alberta Korb, teacher at
Dawson Springs since 1959, has accepted a position as guidance counselor
at Calloway County High School.
Miss Sue Ann Watson, daughter Of
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Watson, was
married to Ronnie L. Hutson,son of Mr.
and Mrs. 0. H. Hutson, on June 1 at the
Goshen Methodist Church.

20 Years Ago
Pictured today is the new automatic
dail office building of the Southern Bell
Telephone Company at the corner of
North Seventh and Olive Streets. Also
pictured is the new office building
under construction just east of the dial
building.
Al Hewett, clerk at the Murray
Manufacturing Company and Scoutmaster of a troop at South Pleasant
Grove, has been named as recipient of a
special scholarship for himself and his
wife to the Volunteer Training Center at
Philmont Scout Ranch in New Mexico.
The Murray Training School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America
was presented an award of merit at the
state meeting at Bowling Green in
recognition of work during the 1957-58
school year, according to Inez Haille,
advisor. Murray Training FHA officers
are Benita Maddox, Sarah Crick, Kay
Miller, Frankie Jo Clark, Betty
Thomas, Janice Suiter, Clara Mae
Hutson, Meredith Farley, Sonja Jones,
Phyllis Gibbs and Wanda Tutt.
Mr.and Mrs. R. W. Weatherford
celebrated their golden wedding anniversary on June 1 at their home in
Puryear, Tenn.
"Sayonara" starring Marlon Brando
and Red Buttons is showing at the
Capitol Theatre.

30 Years Ago
The Calloway County 4-H terracing
team composed Swann Parks and Gene
Summers of Lynn Grove placed second
in the state terracing contest held
during 4-H Week in Lexington June 8-12.
Other 4-H members from Calloway
attending were Carolyn Hughes, Lou
Ann Lawrence, Jane Geurin, Shirley
Alexander, Rob Brown, and Bobby
Kemp. They were accompanied by
Rachel Rowland and Clarence Mitchell,
of the County Extension Service.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Tremon Beale, age 69.
Named as promotion and commercial manager of the new Radio
Station WNBS was Ed Griffin, according to George E. Overbey,
president of the broadcasting company
Clara Waldrop Griffin was named as
program director.
Pat M. Gingles received his B. S. in
architecture and bachelor in architectural design at the Georgia
School of Technology on June 9.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. T. C. Nesbitt on June 11. and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Tidefeell on
June 13.

Bible Thought
But we are sure that the judgment
of God is according to troth .. Romans 22
Evrrything Mat, God .clows is act ording to absolute truth His Tudgments
and decisions - arr. based in His per•
Itirtness

Heartline is a service far senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and miselsebiems —last. If
you have a question tic a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies wW
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am presently 56
years old. I have never done any work
as I have always been a housewife. My
husband is 59 years old and he has
always worked in the railroad industry.
He will be retiring next year at the age
60. When will I be eligible to draw my
Railroad spouse's benefit?—K.W.
Since your husband is going to retire
at the age of 60, he must have worked at
least 30 years in the railroad industry.
If your husband has 30 years of service,
you would also be eligible for the
spouse's benefit at age 60. A person
whose spouse has between 10 and°30
years of service can receive the full
spouse's annuity at age 65 and a
reduced annuity at age 62. In both of the
above cases, a railroad worker must be
drawing his Railroad annuity before
the spouse of this worker will be eligible
for the spouse's annuity.
HEARTLINE:I have heard so much
talk about this raise in Social Security
Tax that was passed last year. There
has been many articles written about
having our Social Security taxes cut
back. Can you tell me anything about
In early May, the House Ways and
Means Committee voted to rollback by
about half the Social Security tax increases scheduled for 1979 and 1980 and
pump general Treasury funds into The
system for the first time. The committee's action on these tax increases
was dearly pressured into this decision
by a loud protest from the public about
major tax increases enacted in 1977.
However, in the latter part of May, the
House Ways and Means Committee
reversed itself and killed this election—
year effort to roll back Social Security
taxes Tor 106 million workers and their
employers. This vote will mean higher
Social Security taxes starting Jan. 1.
Currently, each worker pays 6.05
percent of the first $17,700 earned this
year into the Social Security system, or
a maximum of $1,071. This amount is
matched by their employer.
Next year, the tax will rise to 6.13
percent Of the first 22,900 earned, or a
manimum of $1,i9.4. By 1987, the tax is
due to rise to 7.15 percent of the first
$42,600, resulting in a maximum tax
of $3,046.
This rejected plan would have
reduced to 1977 levels the Social
Security taxes paid in 1979 and 1980 by
most workers and their employers.
However, Rep. Fortney Stark (DCajif 1)aaid there will be an attempt to
cut the Social Security tax in the House
Rules Committee and on the House
floor.
HEARTLINE: I have been looking at
health insurance policies for my
mother. The main coverage I want for
her is good protection in a nursing
home. All the policies have a clause
which states that the policy will only
pay when Medicare does. What does
this mean?—N.C.
Unfortunately, this clause means
exactly what it says. The coverage in
the policy would only be enforced when
Medicare is also covering the
policyholder. In regards to nursing care
coverage, it is a sad fact that Medicare
only covers a small percentage of
Medicare participants who go into a
skilled nursing facility or extended care
facility, and those who receive
Medicare coverage in a skilled nursing
facility rarely receive the full 100 days
of coverage which is implied in all
government literature. A person who
goes into a skilled nursing home who
has this type of policy will not receive
any benefits from the policy if they do
not qualify for Medicare • coverage in
this facility.
In purchasing a health insurance
policy, you should look for a policy
which covers you whether or not
Medicare covers you, if one is available
in your area. For a 'further understanding of health insurance,
Heartline has written a book to help you
purchase the health insurance that you
need. To order,send $1.50 to Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance, P. 0. Box
11934, Chicago, Illinois 60811. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
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5-31-78
Adults 122
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Outland Paula),
No. 27 Shady Oak Tr.,Ct.
DISMISSALS
Laurie A. Miller, Rt. 1,
Farniington, Jarrod
V.
Patterson, Rt. 2, Mayfield,
Mrs. Mabel D. Picket, Rt. 1,
Dexter, William P. Camp,
401 So. 10th, Murray, Mrs.
Clara W. Marshall, Rt. 2,
Hazel, C. E. Sines, Rt. 5,
Benton, Robert L. Ryan, 612
So. Hamilton, Lincoln, TIE,
Edna M. Dillon, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Billy J. Pyle, Rt. 2, Murray,
Carl G. Cossey, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Cathy S. Wright, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Wanda S.
Colson, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Velma M. Myers, Rt. 6,
Murray, Jesse T. Huddleston,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Lorene
Jackson, Rt. 4, Murray,
Brown Howard, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Mary B. Ingram, Rt. 2,
Murray, Anthony J. Kozlowski
(Expired), 1005 Ploplar,
Murray.

ROSES
STRUCTO
...compact
Smoker Grill...
Regular $29.88

6-1-78
Adults 118
Nursery 5
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Owens (Judith),
Rt. 5, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ruby M. Eldridge, Rt.
8, Murray, Miss Debra M.
Martin, Bx. 27 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Maurine M.
Bransford, 506 Vine, Murray,
Mrs. Emma L. Morfield, Rt. 2,
Wingo, Mrs. Donna J. .Sumner, Rt. 2, Cadiz, Michael J.
Inman, Rt., 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Patricia C. Taylor, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Nina J.
English, Rt. 8, Benton, James
T. English, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Tressa M. Green, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Sarah
N. Housden, 314 Woodlawn,
Murray, J. T. Adams, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Obid Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Almo, Joe P. Thweatt, Rt. 1,
Alm,Mrs. Willa M. Donegan,
Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Mrs. Louis E. Sansom, 1600
Wiswell Rd., Murray, Joseph
0. Conley, Rt. 5, Murray,
Elmer Dillon, 737 Vine,
Murray, Naoh F. Stations, Rt.
I, Hardin, Abertine Skinner,
120 Spruce, Murray, Mrs.
Roberta A. Cobb I ex pired ,
Rt. 1, Farmington.

6-2-78
Adults 109
Nursery 5'
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Fird (Mother
Gulsen ), Rt. 4 -Greenwood
Hgts., Marion, Baby Girl Cook
(Mother Jacki ), 616 College
Ct., Murray, Baby Boy
Lowrey ( Mother Denise), 808
Jefferson Davis, MadisOnville.
DISMISSALS
Joe B. nark, Rt. 1, Burnphis
Mills, Tenn., Mrs. Darcy J.
Lowe,605 S. Market St., Paris,
Tenn., Mrs.- Denna P. Blalock
and Baby Girl, 803 Broad,
Murray, Mrs. Karen D. Lamb
and Baby Boy, Rt. 8 Bx. 855
Murray, Mrs. Faye R.
Etheridge, 1703 Holiday,
Murray, Mrs. Christine Key,
1718 Holiday Murray, Gordon
M. Bramel, Rt. 3 box 124 K.
Murray, Jessie B. Barrett, Rt.
1 Bx. 1818 Buchanan, Tenn.,
Eddie A. Cook, G-7 Murray
Manor, Murray, Mrs. Carla J.
Stokes, 327 S. 16 Murray, Mrs.
Joyce K. Stout, Rt. 3 Box 186
Murehy, Mrs. Judith L.
Vaughn, Rt. 5, Bx. 2207
Murray, Mrs. Judy M. Steele,
Rt. I. Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Mose Lee Graves, 211 Fairview Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Marell S. Turner, Rt. I,
Sedalia, Hugh G. Adams, 216
Woodlawn. Murray, Mrs.
Mabel Creed, Rt 1, Dexter.
Algie R. Gibson, Rt. 3 Clinton,
Mrs. Floyd D. Elkins, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Clifford C. Grimm.
1351 Mesker Park Dr.,
EvansivIle, Ind., Mrs. Bessie
Dogwood,
Parks,
1215
Murray, Mrs. Effie C. Hanley
(expired), Rt. 2, Murray,
Baby Girl Ford (expired,
Mother Gulsen ), Rt. 4
Greenwood. Mts., Marion.

Features adjustable vents in hood
and bowl to regulate air flow. temperature and assure desired
smokerl flavor One-piece hood
gives full access to coolppg area

9-9 Mon- Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Central Shopping Center
Single Height
WORKMATE®
all purpose
work center
and vise...
REG.
48.88

22" Self-Propelled Mower
Murray self-propelled walking mower with 3 5 HP
and 22-inch cutting edge Features easy-start-spin
recoil, automatic choke remote engine control and
front wheel drive Complete with Chute Deflector and
safety guard

A portable work center, giant
vise and sawhorse all in one
Folds flat for storage Holds
objects up to ,?1" diagonally
--,Swivel grip pegs hold irregular and
circular objects Sturdy steel

CHAR-BROIL
GRILL... (.3

Regular
$144.97

no installation
required, so you can
cook out
tonight...
fiere's a gas grill designed for

family-size
eooking convenience... 14" x 22"
cooking

area allows you to vook for as few or
as
many as you please. you'll love the selfclean feature not to mention the other
special specifications listed below. And
you won't have to wait for installati
on
because there is none. Just plan to stay
home.. . cook out and save money with this
T-errific Char-Broil Gas Grill. .

MODEL

Regular $119

AVE
'42

Lew's

Speed
Stick
Rod
Reg.
$28.99

Ig!po
Cooler

NO.7131

Reg.$27.88

Fruit of the Loom

Tee-Shirts
Briefs
and

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regtilar display, must,
be submitted by 12
noon,-the -day before
publication.
rftader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
day
the
publication.

No Rainchecks
Good While Quantities
Last

Briefs - 28-42
Tee-Shirts S,M,I„ or XL
Package of
Chorea rGnCrltfOt •. good tAoki
for general
purpimis work, the two-speed Jig Saw
Kit
you
can rilr'W the speed to sue the lob
or the Sander,
Pcgishor Assortment
two tools in one
finishing sander and a high
speed polisher: Al doUble aisutated
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Private Plane Trip Represents
No Change In Policy For Carroll
FRANKFORT, Ky. API1
--Gov. Julian Carroll's office
says the governor's trip to
Puerto Rico by commercial
plane does not represent a
change in policy regarding the
use of planes.
Carroll received adverse

publicity by using a 16-seat
state plane on a recent
vacation to the Bahamas.
But this trip to the Caribbean is on business. Carroll is
scheduled to deliver the main
address Friday at the first
annual conference of the

newly formed Southern States
Energy Board in San Juan,
Puerto Rico.
Carroll strongly defended
his use of state planes and his
press secretary, Gary Auxier,
said Tuesday, "Taking
commercial represents no

- NEW NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW_-_-_NEWNEWI_NIYEISLI

Look What's '
NEW!
Opening Tuesday June6
S00.5
1-

Ti_s
T—SHIRTS
ETC

,
JERsEys

1417 Olive
(Behind University Day Care Center)
759-1215

StiA.

Open Mon. Thru Sat.
AS
ft-VG"
SN-ft-

()IPS

Family Owned and Operated

..,...1"1:- ....0
,0044
6
:
0
,91.::6

V3 14°‘
4‘

flf l
'i
S

10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

64t4e'

t.p0

Spe
.cializing
m Top
Quality
Merchandise

iv on
SZt4ire
et
dPenne
i... g d- rUlt°41

NEW-

- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW-

NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW-NEW1

3N -M3N -MIN -M3N -M3N -MIN -MIN -M3N -MIN -MIN -M3N -MIN -M3N -M3
OUR 60'" ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND JUBILEE

•We Accept Gov't Food Stamps.

change in policy.
"It is purely a matter of
distance," Auxier said."It is a
very long way to Puerto Rice
and commercial was much
easier to handle in this case. It
is better and more convenient.
"It is close to 2,000 miles to
Puerto Rico. It is a long flight
commercially and even longer
flight by state plane," Auxier
said. The state planes are not
designed for long overseas
flights.
•'But the bottom line is there
is no change in policy," Auxier
said, noting that Carroll took a
commercial flight two years
ago when he made a trip to the
Westc6past to attrairt industry.
Auxier said he did not have
any exact figures on the cost
of the tickets, but said it would
be cheaper than operating a
state plane.
Carroll, his chief administrative assistant Henry
Vance and a state trooper
were scheduled to leave on a
Delta Airline flight today from
Bluegrass Field in Lexington,
arriving in San Juan 742 hours
later after two layovers.
Carroll is scheduled to leave
Puerto Rico Friday, spend the
night in Miami and arrive in
Louisville Saturday afternoon.
Auxier said the only reason for
the overnight stay in Miami
was to break up the long
return trip.
Flying separately and
commercially to, the conference will be Secretary of
Energey David Drake and his
deputy, Damon Harrison, and
Deputy Secretary for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection Frank Harscher.

'Bet-Air Shopping Center
*Limit Rights Reserved
Uns wee

Kool
Joy

Liqui
Dale Fresh
Grade si Extra Large

Folger's

COffi
Kroft

Velv
rlayor Aid

Drink Mix

3 Diamond Chunk Light

Tuna

597

CHAISE

Corn

Reg.
15.99

Folding choir and cheise have
extra-wide webbing for added
comfort and strength.
too 10)3) 602)43(

11"

PORTABLE KITCHEN
SALE
PRICE

SAVE

178

9c

$13

0 4410NT 165101 INN OUT

lieenty
— Inueltsetr ICE CHEST
28 at copooty, strong, feather-light
siocucel fludt m handles. 159 369 71

Madison Mill

c99

USE OTASCO CREDIT!

SAVE

SAVE
$5

ISSO

Paramount Hamburger

Slices

qt

Boma

18 oz

iijentaches
Premium

1 lb

Slatted bock, arms, and seat, portioNy
assembled in carton 160713-4)

vs%

18 SI/1

CANTALOUPES
ear

Reg.
1.49

79'

1
Limit

CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

Friendly Folks —
Friendly Berme
for 60 Years

TO-LB HARDWOOD

CHARCOAL BRIQUETS.
160 337 h

Reg.
10.99
ELECTRIC CHARCOAL LIGHTER

1101-Air Cosier
753-4311

3-qt. ice cream freezer
1.0131)

SIPSO 316 7

PRICES G000 THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL OTASCO STORES AND

PARTICIPATING DEALERS.

41.

1

1-5 See.
7

Groi
Morrell

Bolo

Coon tr)

Pori
Tlger T(

Han

1

NandiWrap
20011

COUPON
Limit I Per Fornily

Per Family

roll

69
4

Expires 6-20-78
Good Only Al Seoroy's

,

Coffee

Sanka
311- I lb con $
2
89

t Expires 6-20-78
iftsed Oilit Al Writ%

COUPON
Liriiit I
..

Per Family

Solid

Sno-Bol

59'

9 os
Expires 6-20-78
Eat Ooly Al Storey's

COUPON
Fo
.......
/14m, Per mr,
'....
7
Limit

COUPON

COUPON

Lim o I per Family

Ltm,t I Per Family

Liquid Woolits

. Blue ponnet, .

Dow

Spread

Bathroom Cleaner
25 ot

$199

2 lb

32 est
Expires 6-20-78
Cool Owl, Al Slyee't

bowl 69
4

Expires 6-20-78
trooll Only Al Storey.;
_

Men. Mars. 14
Set. 1-11

8119

Family I
4 Lbs

_
COUPON

411•1/A

4-Piataastrurroat SET. At
hate hardwood handles, wrtft
leather thongs (60 3M)

4u"

.

A

99
rtrafPri

4•:.;

6 Ox Red

.161
11m
=

4
‘
A
LOS

it

lb

899

HAMMOCK
76." e 30", Padre) Polyester tab,,, mildew resistant,
18" 10" foam Fallow, 1/.' steel' tubing irk 715)

59'
59c
59

roll

Packagc

23.99

491

WOODEN PORCH SWING

29 oz

Produce Saltines
- Dept.
Towels
Carrots
3/99'
Yellow Squash 59' --- SAVE —
Tomatoes
69'
BANANAS
Yellow Onions .19'
Radishes
18'

Reg.
SIM

69`

Pudding Cake 180z 68`•
79c
Peanut Butter

eo h

Reg. 29.97

59'

each tra y Pack

BRAZIER/SMOKER. 23- 14- coolung
area Cost Iron cookmg grates 60 342 7

:5
,

I

in the carton

WEBBING KIT
17' A 21
/
4", Choice of colors.
tek 216. 2, 3.

26 oz

(with

1 Lb

1L
7

SOU•11
•LUIAINLI/A
1U11414G

3 Pkgs.
for 87c

3/89'

Browny

TABLETOP GRILL
12" wolf with 3-postt.or
gred ,h0 337 II,

SALE
PRICE U

/6°z

Catsup

Bowl

tl

HEAVY ALUMINUM CHARCOAL GRILL.
191
/
4" A 12" cooking area, chrome plated
roolimg gr,d 63 342

78'

Scot Lad

2 Lb.

Home Owned
& Operated
vat

6 '../2 oz

Green Giant

SQ

z
7
Ra

19*

Catsup
Scot
Dressing

SAVE

99
in the carton

qt.

Suga

Del Monte

below'

24

88'

Kraft BBQ

coupon

Reg.
32.99

qt

Peanut Butter

LIVING SALE
SAVE
4.02

99'

Mag c

18 oz

Mirai

Jif

GREAT OUTDOOR

CHAIR

39'

Kroft

6 pkgs

,

9cr
20 It,
Good Only Al Storey's

Expores 6
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Every Day Low Prices
Compare These Low ShelfPrices With Theirs

Center
ed
Unsweetened

Kool-Aid

11'

-.- 6 for 72' or

Gt Size

Tide

4901

Liquid

22 oz

6C

ifainztiry Food

lot

70°
Godchain

Folger's

Coffee

913
I lb

iia"uby Food

4 oz

Kroft

Velveeta

(gs

OZ

qt

qt

OZ

39'

qt

OZ

02

DZ

lb

Dli

2 lb

SUGAR

Folger s

Flaked Coffee

Miracle Whip.

99'

13 oz

32 oz $1 29

Sugar

$108
I

51b

roll 65C

SAVE

Everyday Low SheffPrices

40°
Lb.
Bryan Smoked

Macaroni

0°Lb.
Bryan Smoked
Hum Water Added

HAM

Shank Portion
Water Added

7 oz

4 lb

48 ct

Charm in

56'

Towels

17'

box

63'

Margarine

1801

69'

Biscuits

Tuna Twist
Duncan Hines

Cake Mix

69`

89'

2 roll

89'

1 lb

59'

6 Pk.

89'

3 lb. 5169

Sunflower

Weight Watcher's

Lb.

Drinks

12 oz

19'

Flour

Northern

Beans

59'

I lb

35'

Lo Cal

SAVE

SAVE

Milk

gal

S1 43

Blue Bonnet

20°Lb.
Bryan
¼ IN

59'
59'

Margarine
111;
!
)
.k

1

1

Lb

Family Pock
4 Lbs or More
119
lb

Bologna

$109
oz

•

Pork Ribs

$139
lb

Tiger Town Smoked

.1 69"

COUPON- ECV-44

COUPON-Ew!143

Limit I Per Family

Limit I Per Family

Vanish

Windex

Granular

Plastic

oz

txptres 6 2018
&eel Only At Stony'

I.

Sliced Ham
ecPori

11-oz

89'

Expires 6-20-78
Seed Oily AI SIvey's

Pork Sausage
Pork Sausage

Ham Sausage
Dow
Rath,.

‘4ii\\

$139

4
'2

.1 29
9610)

46 oz

55'

gal

49'

8 Oz.
Rag

t

-

—1
For Out Of
Stock Specials

This RAIN CHECK invites you to
turn - o olw store and purchase the
7
---, 4
Item listed that sold out-of-stock
r**\ before you ariived. Yes,at the same
"
rt--low price as originally advertised. ..
,
thank you for your patronage.

G9c
Kraft
American

Singles
12 Ciz.
•\ Pkg.
k

AIL

$199

Market Made

Country Style

-

Water

Lb
lb

Chips

Hyde

Morrell Sired

COUPON
Limo I Per Family

Franks

59'

Distilled

Bryan Juicy Jumbo

Ground Beef

-

Orange Juice
,
Drink

39

29

I lb

Kraft

SLICED
BACON

PORK CHOPS

;2.

49'

Expires 6-20-78
hod Oily Al Slerev's

51 25

4 roll

Pure Veg

Crisco

79'

36

Parkay
Nabisco

HOLE HAM

68'.

51

Bounty

Red Cross Elbow

59'

es 6-20-78
gly Al %refs

16 oz

Beans
Lipton
Bags

Limit 1 Per Customer With 5" sct Additionat
Purchase Exciuding Tobacco 8 Dairy Products

78'

ponnet
)read

Spaghetti

5 Lb.
Bag

Magic

79'

WON
Per Family
e

Red Cross

Northern
qt 9t)C

88'

•ott•mmmoor7

Coming Soon!

Kroft

3/89'
OZ

$199

Watch For
Our New
Deli

SAVE

Joy

99'
lb.

We Accept
U.S. Govt.
Fofd Stamps

CASH POT
This
Week
Win:

Last Week
'
s

Jackie Bray

Winner:

Hazel
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Site Of His Only Open Triumph

Palmer Returns To Cherry Hills
DENVER ( AP) — After 18 years,
Anne's Army is assembling full-form
for another reunion ... and perhaps its
last hurrah.
,Itiati wild and restless band — vocal,
unfettered and fiercely loyal.
Win, lose or draw, this is Arnold
Palmer's Open. It wall here, over the
mile-high Cherry Hills course, that.the
legendary charger from Latrobe, Pa.,
rallied from seven shots back in the
final round to win the 1960 U.S. Open
and change the whole complexion of
professional golf. The world hasn't
forgotten.
Palmer's intense, squinchedup
features again grace the covers of the
slick golfing magazines. Historians are
reliving the exciting days of the 1960s as
if they were yesterday. The "Army" is
n full cry.
• *When historians take up the task of
ranking the greatest golfers of all
time," one essayist wrote, "they should

4114.:
witauwwwww

Both Twins'Cooch Pete Waldrop (left) and Pirates' Coact. Jerry Key baited play le discuss strategy in tbe sixth hi.if hist
night's Little League contest. The Twins had tin tying runs on base in the final I.I.bet Hoe Pirates won 3-1.
Stuff Photo by Tooy Una

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
A pair of longshots are being
counted on in Kentucky's bid
for a third consecutive win
over Indiana in Saturday's
renewal of the annual midThe playing fee is 825, and summer prep basketball
golfers may enter by calling classic here.
Kentucky, which briefly
753-3338 or 753-6454.
Pairings and tee-off times ended Indiana, dominance of
will be printed in Friday's the series with a sweep of the
edition of The Murray & Hoosiers last year, hosts
Times.
Saturday's game at Freedom
Hall. The return match will be
played June 24 at Market
Square Arena in Indianapolis.
Kentucky, which trails 38-21
in the series, will depend
heavily on three high-scoring
Shelly Caldwell and Lanette stars — Doug Schloemer of
Covington Holmes (24.3),
Hopkins.
Boys competing were Todd Jerry Eaves of Louisville
Swain, Mark Boggess and
Edwards. Robbie
Brad
LeMastus and David McCuistion competed in the
younger age group.
Junior golfers interested in
competing may sign up at the
Oaks pro shop. Play is ever.
Monday at 4 p.m.

Oaks Inv. Still Open
Entries are still being accepted for the Oaks Invitational at the Oaks Country
Club Saturday and Sunday.
Sectional qualifying for the
state amateur is being held
jointly with the invitational.

Poulan
CHAIN SAW

Fox, Ryan Cop Honors
In Junior Golf Monday

on

FATHER'S DAY!
(JUNE 18)

David Ryan and Glenda Fox
were medalist in the second
week of junior golf at the Oaks
Country Club Monday.
Ryan fired a nine-hole score
of 45, while Fox shot a twoover-par 14 for three holes.

Poulan
S2S-DA-14- SN
automatic
$1 5995
Oiling

Other girls competing were
Vicki Edwards, Shorty Ford,
Amy Ryan, Mitzi Boggess,
Terri Lamb, Sherri Lamb,

Poutan
INIS0/14-16-SN
Cosnwelinbe
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Kentucky All-Stars Hoping To Extend Victory String

Time Out(s)?

Bettho Dad
would want a

But his torrid blades cooled. He never
won a major crown after the 1964
Masters. His last tour triumph was in
the Bob Hope Classic five years ago.
His legions never lost hope.
He has always been a golfer of the
people, with a warm, homespun personality that appeals to women and a
ruggedness that makes him a favorite
among men. He will stand around for
hours until every autograph book is
signed.
A surge goes through the crowd when
he jerks at his trousers and begins a
charge. Women sigh when he stops to
peer at an airplane flying overhead.
The magnetism never dulled, even
though his skills did.
"I just found I couldn't maintain
concentration," the 48-year-old son of a
greenskeeper said. "People said! had
too many business interests. Maybe so.
When I was younger, I thought only of
golf. Now I worry about a lot of things."

look not only on how many major
championships the golfer won but how
many hearts the golfer stirred."
He added: "Whereas Jack Nicklaus
played for the record book or against
the memory of Bobby Jones, Arnold
Palmer played for us."
Indeed, it's true that Arnie has not
inundated us with major victories —
only that one U.S. Open and not a single
PGA — but few, if any men, have made
a greater impact on the game.
Much of it stemmed from his
remarkable triumph here 18 years ago
when, on the final round, he drove the
par-four first hole, birdied six of the
first seven and, with a closing 65, beat
off the challenges of Ben Hogan and an
amateur named Nicklaus.
Three times after that he tied for the
Open lead after 72 holes but lost in
playoffs. He collected four green coats
at the Masters and won consecutive
British Opens in 1961-62.

81

Ballard (24.1) and Vince
Taylor of Lexington Tates
Creek (29.2). But two lesser
known players are expected to
play key roles.
One of the most unlikely
members of the 11-man
Kentucky team is Jim
Chambers of Lexington Henry
Clay, at 6-foot-7 the tallest
Kentucky player and the
fellow expected to handle the
rebounding.
Kentucky's high scorers can
expect a helping hand from
Mark Dowden of Louisville
Valley, who is being counted
on to play defense and keep
the ball moving to the open
man.
"I'm sure it suprised a lot of
people when Chambers was

picked for the team," said
Coach Tom Creamer, who
guided Shelby County to the
state title in March.
"You can't believe how
quickly Chambers can get out

on the fast break," said
Creamer. "And he concentrates on getting the ball
back in the basket. He keeps it
alive off the offensive board.
That's why we picked

CORN - AUSTIN
Has The Clothes That
All Dad's Appreciate--SO--

Shop Corn-Austin for
Father's Day

OUR 60 ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND JUBILEE

Kentucky League

mutant/Ir.(

$17995

A's, Yanks Are Winners

SN models are equipped
witn sprocket nose bars.

Murray Home
& Auto Store
753-2571

Chestnut St.

Fine pitching led the Yanks
and A's to victories in Kentucky League action Tuesday
night.
Mark West tossed a twohitter to defeat the Cards &O.
He added a single and a triple
in helping the Yanks to their
fifth win without a loss.
Terry Jones and Elie Whited
combined to stop the Reds on
three hits as the A's beat the
Reds 10-7.
Robert Hopkins led the
hitting for winners with a
triple and two singles.
In Kentucky League games
Monday, the wins beat the
Cubs 17-12, and the Priates

bombed the Astros IV.
The Cubs and Twins totaled
only six hits, but 25 walks
contributed to the highBob
contest.
scoring
Peebles rapped two singles
and two doubles for the
winners, while Alex singled
and doubled for the Cubs.
Three hurlers held the
Astros to only one hit—a
Chuck Adams double—in the
Pirates victory.
Jay Watson tripled, doubled
and singled to lead the
Pirates. Tony Bybee added a
triple and single, and John
McMilloesingled twice.
In Park League action
Tuesday, the Pirates beat the
Mets 28-21, and the Twins
defeated the Cards 21-15.
1- Yanks
Cards

Buy Seasonal Foods in Quantity and SAVE More!

np MA:tater
Ter—

CHEST FREEZER
• Counter-Balanced Lid
stays open by itself.
• Safety adjustable
Temperature control
• Free local delivery
MMMMM memimmin

301 212-8 $ 2
000 000 0 2 5

I
I

Ask about our FREE I
$200 5-year food I
spoilage warranty I

Even loss with tracka-in.
Compact cob.net only 30" wide has 702
cu. ff. capacity, •ffic,ent thiriwoll foam ifs_
sulotion. With basket. 86-286-7

107 02-b0 4 2
420 16 7 3 3

USE OTASCO CREDIT

Terry Jones, Elic Whited and Darrell
Rogers; Jeff Clendenen. Shawn McClure
and Clip Atkins
Pirates
Aare@

FO

SALE PRICE

Mark %est and Chris Padgett; Mark
McClard and Richard Janes
As
Fteds

A

110 059 16 10 0
300 031
7 1 1

*Ns
Tony Bybee, Jay Watson. John McMillen and Ricky Harrison Deren
Clark, Chris Darnell. Chuck Adams and
Greg Futrell.
Cubs
Twins

• 2 100 0 12 3 7
4 36 4 17 3 3

THE0

Tony Robinson, FA Hendon and AIM
Barrett, Mark Doran, Jody fl
MarkMiller, Eric Schmaltz and Oen
Morris,Kelly Slater
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5 Americans Fall
BIRMINGHAM, England —
Five seeded U.S. entries lost
first-round matches in the
$125,000 John Player Grand
Prix Tennis Tournament
Gold Kid
Leather

The well-dressed gentleman prefers Florsheim
Classics. Timeless style.. . unbeatable value.
Florsheim fit.

Downtown,
Murray

.

Open
Mon 54it

51111t5 97'57:251:°:
• mow-

Dick Stockton, the No. 5
seed, lost to South African
Bernie Mitton 6-2,5-7,6-2 Stan
Smith, seeded 10th, lost 243,98,6-4, to Egypt's Ismael El
Shafei; No. 12 seed Arthur
Ashe was routed 6-1,6-3 bY
Brian Fairlie of New Zealand;
Bob Lutz, seeded No 14, fell 60,6-4, to Dave Carter of
Australia; and Jeff Borowiak,
the 15th seed, was beaten 6-4,62 by Victor Pecci of Paraguay.
Roscoe Tanner was • an
American winner, beating
Britain's Rohun Beven 6-1,6-4.
CHICHESTER, England —
Evonne
Goolagong
of
Australia gained the second
round of the Keith Prowse
tennis tournament with a 6-2,60 win over Betsy Nagelsen of
the United States.
1." -

00.N.

13

Cu. ft.

UPRIGHT

11 cu.ft.

REFRIGERATOR

SALE
PRICE

SALE
PRICE
Evert toss

frade-fn.

Thin-wall foam .nsulafion for
greater food capocify in
floor
spoce. Convaniont pushbutton de •
frosting. 51.de out phelv•s, mop
netic atiii51-gatti& 56-111.11

Uptight Model 131 cult
/opacity, 4 beefing
shelves, space sating, off.
tient loom 'Mutation
.56322

Frtenply Folks —
Fr iendly Servio•
for 80 Years

hi

Evan lass with

with trod.-in.

r..,

Prices gond nt r,tt (MASCO stoic, and participating dealers

Bel Air Center 753-11111
Mos.-Thurs. 11-11 Fri.&
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It didn't take Fred Norman
long to settle a score with the
Chicago Cubs.
The last time the Cincinnati
left-hander faced the Cubs, he
was blasted off the mound by a
fierce Chicago attack that
resulted in a 10-1 loss.
That was a week ago. But on
Tuesday night Norman threw
it back in the Cubs' teeth,
combining with reliever Doug

Bair to fashion a four-hit, 1-0
triumph.
"Everything was there, the
good command and good
location," said Norman. "And
I knar exactly what I wanted
to come back with."

in the fifth and only three Cubs
reached second base until the
ninth.
Then, with runners on first
and third, Bair came on to
strike out the last two batters
and preserve the victory.
In other National League
games, the Los Angeles
Dodgers
whipped
the
It was one of Norman's best Philadelphia Phillies 5-3;
the
performances in a Cincinnati San Francisco Giants stopped
uniform. He didn't allow a hit the Montreal Expos 9-5;
the
until Steve Ontiveros singled New York Mets edged the
San
Diego Padres 3-2; the Houston
By TOM CANA VAN
Astros nipped the Pittsburgh
AP Sports Writer
Pirates 2-1 and the Atlanta
Baltimore Manager Earl
Braves routed the St. Louis Weaver said it was a longshot,
Cardinals 12-1.
but pitcher Mike Flanagan
had a better name for it —
Pitcher Preston Hanna
belted his first major league Eddie Murray.
The Orioles, saved from the
homer and recorded his fifth
brink of defeat by Murray's
victory and Atlanta erupted
for seven runs in the seventh two-out 10th-inning homer,
won in the llth on Larry
inning to rout St. Louis.
Featuong 2 Great Fish Dinners
Hanna's homer opened the Harlow's RBI single and
fourth off Cardinals starter stretched their winning streak
Silvio Martinez, 2-1. Hanna, 5- to 12 with a 3-2 victory over the
1, worked seven innings, Seattle Mariners Tuesday
night.
allowing
six hits.
Or
And Weaver didn't bother to
Lee Lacy slugged a threehide
his suprise.
run homer in the first inning
"That's what you hope for,
and Steve Yeager hit a solo
shot in the second to lead Los but deep down you don't ex=
pect it," Weaver said of
Angeles over Philadelphia.
Don Sutton scattered eight Murray's homer that wiped
hits, three of them bases- out a 2-1 Seattle lead.
"I wasn't leaving the dugout
empty home runs by Mike
Schmidt, Richie Hebner and until after Eddie hit," added
Greg Luzinski. The victory Flanagan after firing a fiveServed with choice of potatoes,
was Sutton's fifth in '11 hitter, chalking up his ninth
hushpuppies and cote slow
decisions and first since May victory in 13 decisions and
winning his fourth consecutive
92.
,game.
Jack Clark drove in four
In other American League
runs with a double and a three)
action,
Minnesota swept a twirun homer to lead San
Francisco over Montreal.
Left-hander Bob Knepper,8-3,
survived a shaky three-run
first inning and then retired 16
batters in a.row to post the
By The Associated Press
Giants' fourth straight vicAMERICAN LEAGUE
tory.
EAST
..W
L
Lenny Randle's two-run
Pct. GB
41 19
single in the ninth sparked Bost
.683 —
34 24
New York over San Diego. NY
.586
6
34 25
Handle's hit came off Padre Bait
.576
61
/
2
32 26
reliever Rollie Fingers, 2-7, Milw
.552
8
31 26
while Skip Lockwood, 7-4, Detr
.544
81
/
2
26 30
gained the victory with two Clev
.464 13
19 38
scoreless innings of relief Toro
.333 201
/
2
WEST
work.
32 28
.533
Cesar Cedeno tripled home Oakl
30 27
.526
Restaurant
/
1
2
Dennis Walling from third Tex
KC
29 27
.518
1
eighth
to
the
in
out
two
with
Highway 641 N.
30 29
.508
11
/
2
lead Houston ever Pittsburgh. 'Cal
Murray
27 ao
.474
342
With one out, Walling singled Chi
23 35
.397
8
and stole second before Minn
19 43
.306
14
moving to third on a grounder Seat
Tuesday's Games
by Enos Cabell.
Minnesota 2-7, Toronto 0-2
Baltimore 3. Seattle 2, 11 Innings
Boston 5, California 0
Milwaukee 7, Detroit 2
New York 5, Oakland 3
Chicago 10, Cleveland 9
Kansas City 5, Texas 0
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee iTravers 3-2 and
Augastine 5-3) at Toronto (Gar
yin 2-5 and Kirkwood 1-0), 2
California (Tanana 9-3) at
Baltimore(Palmer 8-4),(n
Oakland (Broberg 6-5) at
Boston ( Tiant 5-0),(n)
Seattle (House 4-4) at New
York ( Messersmith 0-1),(n I
Texas (Matlack 5-6) at Chicago ( Torrealba 2-4),(n)
Cleveland 1Clyde 4-0) at Min
nesota Erickson 7-3-, n)
Detroit ( Billirigham 5-31 at
Kansas City(Splittorff 7-5),(n

at

National

North Atlantic Fillet
of Flounder

Genuine Kentucky Lake
Catfish Steak

#tuen
*ens

A 32-PIECE PICNIC SET
FROM NAPA
FOR JUST $9.99

Maw

J11

Is Dad's Day and
Demonstration Day

THE ONLY THING YOU NEED TO BRING IS THE FOOD
Summeris the—tima for _picnicking and NAPkinakes_itr
easydror you. While supplies last, your local NAPA store is
Offering a complete family picnic set, suitable for four, that
includes 32 pieces in all, ranging from knives and forks to
such basics as serving bowls and salt and pepper shakers
Easy to pack, this entire set fits into a neat, one-foot square
package. And it's a $25.95 value for only $9.99. Visit your
NAPA store today and be ready for a family picnic soon.

605 Maple St., Murray,Ky.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct. GB
Chi
33 23
.589 30 24
Phil
556 2
Mont 31 28
.525
3
NY
28 33
7
.459
Pitt
25 31
446
8
SLou
23 39
371 13
WEST
SFra
36 21
.632
Cinc
36 -25
.590 2
LA
32 27
.542
5
Hou
26 30
_464 - 9 SDie
25 33
.431 11
Atla
23 34
.404 17
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 12, St.Louis 1
Cincinnati I. Chicago 0
Houston 2, Pittsburgh 1
New York 3, San Diego 2
Los Angeles 5,Philadelphia 3
San F'rancisco 9, Montreal 5
Wednesday's Games
Chicago ( Roberts 3-01 at Cincinnati ( Moskau 0-2)
Philadelphia (Christenson
41 at San Francisco(Blue 7-4
St. Louis (Forsch 7-5) at
lanta ( Ruthven 2-6 ),(n
Pittsburgh (Robinson 4-2
Houston ( Richard 5-6 ),In)
Montreal (Fryman 2-4 a)
Twitchell
) at San Di.
Perry 5-2 and Rasmussen 2
New York (Kobel 0-1) at
Angels(John 7-4),(n)
Thursday's Games
Montreal at Safi Diego
Philadelphia at San Ft
risco
New York at Los Angel,(n)
Only games scheduled

PAUL WINSLOW'S
This Friday & Saturday
June 16th eir 17th
night doubleheader from
Toronto 2-0 and 7-2, Boston
blanked
California 5-0,
Milwaukee blasted Detroit 7-2,
New York edged Oakland 5-3,
Chicago outlasted Cleveland
10-9 and Kansas City
whitewashed Texas 5-0.

American
While the hand of fate was
aiding the Baltimore Orioles,
a quirk of fate may have
separated Rich Gale from a
no-hitter.
Gale held Texas hitless for
62-3 innings en route to a onehitter over the Rangers.
Al Oliver tripled down the
right field line in the seventh
inning to break Gale's nohitter and leave.Kansas City
Manager Whitey Herzog
shaking his head in disbelief.
George Scott homered and
drove in three runs and Butch
Hobson drilled a solo homer to
back the two-hit pitching of
Jim Wright as Boston whipped
California and rolled to its
fifth straight victory.

Switch-hitter Roy White
slammed home runs from
both sides of the plate as New •
York edged Oakland.
White's first blast, batting
right-handed against A's
starter John Johnson, came in
the third and tied the score 1-1.
Charlie Moore and Ben
Oglivie hit home runs and
Mike Caldwell scattered eight
hits as Milwaukee defeated
Detroit and posted its sixth
consecutive victory.
Dan Ford drove in three
runs with a homer and a single
leading Minnesota to a 7-2 win
over Toronto and a sweep of
its twinigtt doubleheader.
In the first game, Willie
Norwood had two hits and
scored both runs as the Twins
defeated Toronto 2-0 to snap a
six-game losing streak.
Chicago rallied from a ninerun deficit, riding 61-3 innings
of brilliant relief pitching by
Rich .Hinton to a 10-9 victory
over the Cleveland Indians
and their 15th triumph in the
last 17 games.

Fri. 9:30 To 900
Sat. 9:30 To 500
Demonstrations on Quasar Televisions,
Microwaves and Vacuums.
19" Color Portable

Quasar TV
with remote
control
Model
5.575
2 Days Only

$39900

PAUL WINSLOW'S
N. 12111 St., Olympic Plaza
159-1636

For More Good Years
GOODI
1EAR
In Your Car

20% OFF
ON PAIRS
Save 516.40 to
24.60 Per Pair

On POLYGLAS...
Double
Belted To
Fight Squirm!

Size A78-13 Blackwell
plus 01 71 F.E.T. per tire.
No trade needed..

Custom Power CusTriOn
Polyglas
Double fiberglass belts help firm
the tread to resist wear-producing squirm. Polyester cord body
helps smooth the ride. Rib type
-tread, designed for action. Buy
now and save 20% on this
POLYGLAS tire.
RAIN CHICK — If we sell out of your size
we win issue you a rain check, assuring future
delivery at the advertised price.

20% OFF
PAIR PRICE

Illackwall
Size
678-13
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-15
H78 15
L78-15

$ 84.80
$ 94.20
98.60
$103.70
$110.0
r. $106.50
$114.40

$67.80
$75.30
$78.80
$82.90
$88.40
$95.20
$91.50
8.00

Sak Ends Saturday

Vacation Value
lliwinwall
Size
.‘
678-13
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-15
H78-15

WA
PRICE
$26.50
$29.25
.$33.50
$35.00
$38.00
$36.00
$39.00

Choose 478-13 or
54)0-15 or 6 00-15
bleckwall plus
$1.61 to $1 70 ft r
and old tire
•

Plus
F.E.T.
and
old tire
$1.72
$2.03
$2.26
$2.42
$2.60
$2.45
$2.65

6-Rib Tread
For Carefree
Summer
Driving

Enjoy the traction and confidence a
new set of Power Streak 78 tires can
addrtp your car. Resilient polyester cord
body for a smooth thump-free
ride. Durable six-rib tread
for traction. Stop in today!

Lubeck Oil Change

Front-End Alignment
and 4 Tire Rotation

Engine Tune-l'p
Price includes
parts and labor
$4 less for
electronic

Parts extra
If required
Excludes front
wheel drive
• Up to 5 cils. major brand oil
• Helps protect moving parts
& insures smooth quiet performance • Complete chassis
lubrication and oil change •
Check fluid levels • Includes
light trucks • Call for an appointment

6-cyl.
$34.68 — 4-cyl. $411 IS — S-cyl
• Electronic engine, starting and i harging
system analysis • Install new points, spark
plugs. condenser and rotor • Set dwell and
'none timing to specifications • Adjust
carburetor for maximum fuel economl
• No extra charge for air conditioned cars
• Includes Volkswagen. Toyota, Datsiin
and light trucks

• Protect tire mileage and improve
vehicle control • Inspect and.rotate
4 tires, check suspension and steerin eystem • Set Camber, caster and
toe-In to manufacturers specificstidns Most U.S. made — some import cars

Jus(Say `Charge It'
(lite any id these 7 other ways to buy • Our Own
Customer Credit Plan•Master Charge• BankAmericard
• American Express Card • Carte Blanche •Diners
Club•Cash
Gambian Rendvine(Urge Accoeuei
ilY1111:11

See Your Independent Dealer For His Price and Credit Terms. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Store.
In All Communities ServH By This Newspaper,

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Rows: 7:30 A.M. yeti 6-00 P.M. Dear °Pea FAIWY

8:00 11111-

Mgr. T. Younkin

Mgr. E. Witte

315W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

600 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
424464

My. L. G. Gioia)
100S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000

U.N. Troops., Christian Militia
Share Control Of Lebanon Border

PAAGI41114
E

Pol

peacekeepers failed to protect 1976 ended the Christianthe Christians from guerrilla Moslem civil war elsewhere in
the country. They had said
reprisals.
Erskine said the Lebanese they would not tolerate
government in Beirut told him Haddad's taking control of
Haddad "represents the evacuated areas.
As the Israelis went home,
legitimate authority in the
south. We have no ob- Israeli Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan charged that as
jections."
as
300
armed
There was no immediate many
Palestinians
already
have
reaction from the Palestinians
and thew Lebanese Moslem returned to southern Lebanon.
allies, who continued to battle *He. cabled U.N. Secretarythe Christians in the south General Kurt Waldheim that
after a cease-fire in November this violated a U.N. commitment to keep the guerrillas
out of areas relinquished by
Israel.
Israel invaded Lebanon
March 15, four days after a
Palestinian raid in which 36
All Men's Suits
Israelis were killed on the Tel
New Shipment
Aviv-Haifa highway. The
Sports Coats
Men's Poly Cotton
Israelis
occupied 500 square
Casual
Pants
$106$ Off Reg Pricy
miles of southern Lebanon to
Waist
Sizes
Come in Today
guerrilla-free
create
a
3040
Put One on Lay-Away
security belt along the border.
They began withdrawing in
Good Selecuurt
GoodSelection
One Table
response to a Security Council
Pre-Washed
Ness Bias
demand
and creation of the
Men's
Dress
mat
Jeans
U.N. peacekeeping force and
p46 waist
se up
Sport Shirts
completed the pullout after 91
locks anii
By King — Reg.$9.99
days of occupation. They also
Underwear
$799
gave Hieddad's Christian
Now
militiamen more arms before
*nes
leaving.
In northern Lebanon,Syrian
One Group Men's
Save
Pair
troops patrolled the Christian
Poly Cotton Western Pants
All Men's
towns of Ehden and Zagartha
Reg.$14.99
to prevent former President
Suleiman Franjieh's Giants
Brigade from taking revenge
for the slaying of Franjieh's
son, daughter-in-law and
granddaughter by Phalangist
Party militiamen Tuesday.
New Shipment
At least 50 Phalangists and
Good Selection
Men's Shoes
Giants and three Syrians
JOGGING
Alea's Work
soldiers were reported killed
& No use Shoes
SHOES
Shoes
in the fighting that followed an
by Converse
attack by 800 Phalangists on
and
Ehden, a Franjieh stronghold
Sizes 6412
KEDS
in the mountains. Tony
Sizes 61.Widths C/EEE
Franjieh, his 22-year-old wife
7N
and their 2-year-old daughter
died in their summer home,
S. Sleeve Polyester-Cattle
which was shelled and set
MENS LIGHTWEIGHT
Sizes
afire.
JUMPSUITS
S-M-L-XL
After Syrian troops intervened and drove the
Phalangists from Ehden, the
bodies of Franjieh and his
CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
family were taken to his
REASONABLE
PRICE
QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
father's headquarters at
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
Zagartha, another mountain
FREE-GIFT WRAPPING
town 12 miles to the southwest

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
U.N. peacekeeping troops and
Christian militiamen shared
control of the border strip in
southern Lebanon today
following Israel's withdrawal,
while Syrian troops enforced a
ceasefire between feuding
Christian factions in northern
Lebanon.
The U.N. soldiers took over
14 key posinkn.s along the
frontier belt, six'\ miles wide
and 59 miles longl,as the last
Israeli forces pulled back

By VIC
Associll
It's a

across the frontier Tuesday.
The Christian militia
commander in the area, Maj.
Saad Haddad, said he agreed
to the U.N. checkpoints and
observation posts after the
U.N. commander, Maj. Gen.
Emmanuel Erksine of Ghana,
pledged his men would
prevent infiltration by the
Palestinian guerrillas whom
the Israeli invasion drove
from the area.
Haddae warned that the
Israelis might return if the

How About A Mail

Gift
Subsatiption

fOR YOUR fliVORITt KAN!

To Last All
Year

SETTLE-WORKMAN

Open Mon.thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
Prices Good June 15th thru 21st

SPORTING GOODS
Hummingbird
Super 60
Locator

Fly Line
CORTLAND 333
LEVEL FLOATING
FLY LINEMist Green, 1 to box
.
"Ms.et
"owl,

U. L. Reg
$3.97

ZEBCO

The famous "Super Sixty" quickly becamt
a favorite with the bassin' mm. 'deaf for
bass fishing because of its super sensitive
definition in shallow water. Reads in
depths of as little as 12 inches to 60 feet,
(Reads to 120' on second revolution and
will actually read up to 200 feet by simply
adding 120 to third revolution). Super Sixty
. the pinpoint accuracy and resolution
that pros demand in a sounder tough
enough to gift@ yo-u years of flawless
'service!

11 Oz. Size
U. L. Reg.
$1.47
Special
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Special

SPIN-CASTING

Ra , nireie".s Exclus've line of hunting & Fishing buckles cOntist of authentically
designed
repiscas.seach mount is 24 k gold overlay
ano_hanrrpamleo .Solid burnished brass finish. Each in red velour lined box.

REEL

U.L. Reg.
$10.97

DUDL

ORTS

Baseballs
FLAMEZEL MOUNTAIN TENT
atostel TOO "MOSS"
Heavy freshwater reel Ideal for catfish, carp
and other species of large freshwater fish All
metal construction throughout Precision metal
gears Hardened steel center shaft and crank
shaft. Tempered aluminum covers Polished,
less st•el spinner-heod with 22-point pick u p'
Si len t, selective ant,,reverse. Counterbalanced
-power handle" of,stoinlitss steel, with ABS knob
Pre-spooled with appro. 66 yds of 25 lb.
test mono lino. Weight 8 or

U. L. Reg.$29.97

NO. 21101

$177
REMINGTON HIGH POWER
MODEL 700 HEAVY BARREL VARMINT SPECIAL

Sleeps two in finished size 5' x 7' base and 38"
high. Popular blue color breathable
polyester/cotton blend drill, with Armor-Tough',floor. Fire Figher Finish* treated. Screened
zippered front with Velcroi closure at sill, plus
storm door. Metal poles, metal stakes, and guy
ropes, Individually csrtoned. Wt. 7 lbs.

DAIWA

Marlin Golden 39A
Allartin Golden 39A specifications: Cal, .22 lever action rifle Tubular magazine capacity .- 26
Shorts. 21 Longs or 19 long Rifles, 24" barrel with Micro Groove, rifling; 40" 01 length,
appro• wt 6% lbs. two piece genuine emeric•n black walnut stock with fluted Comb, full.
pistol grip and tote and, blued steel forivend cip, sling swivels; grip cep*, white butt plat*
and pistol grip spacers; tough Mar Shotrid" finish; gold plated steel trigger; adjustable
folding semi buckhorn rear sight, ramp front sight and new removable Wide Scan"v hood
Solid top receiver tapped for scope MoUllt. or nilicaietir sight MOW tw0-14tvet scoPe adapter
iiii" tip-off scope rings as well as popular l detachable scope
. belie accommodates 11." end ,
rings Offset hammer spur few scope use--work; right or NM New sohrt wicking, springloaded magazine closure system

•
Center Fire Bolt Action
The Varmint Special version of the Model 700—
America's best-selling high power bolt action rifle—le
available in 7 different calibers Features are same as
Model 700 BCIL Custom Deluxe version except: 1 % In.
1 2 in. drop at comb (from center line of
drop at heel, /

bore_j_np sights, 40XI3

.22-260 Rem
.222 Rem
223 Rem.
25-06 Rem
6mni Rem.
243 Win/'

type scope

FLY

Special
$2388

RODS

VIP Series
Two-plerix; hollow fiberglass blank with glass to gloss ferrules. Bridged
hord chromed stainless steel guides and tip-top, Dioloy stripper guide.
Durocork grip, hooded double locking reel seat

mounts.

7-71
/
2
8-81
/
2Ft.
U. L. Reg.
$19.97
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A 418-F, 1052, Or 430

Policemen Everywhere Dread The Call
By VICTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press Writer
It's a 418-F in San Francisco, a 10-52 in New York, a
430 in Chattanooga. In Dallas
they call it a Signal Six. In
Detroit it comes crackling
over the police radio: "family
trouble."
It happens all the time, the
family beef, the lover's
quarrel. It can end in handshakes or gunshots, but you
don't know until you get there.
There's not a policeman with
savvy who doesn't dread the
call.
The family quarrel is
hazardous to his health,
frequently more so than
chasing bank robbers. With
them, police know where they
stand. In a family argument,a
complaining wife might
suddenly side with her
husband, who might just be
carrying a gun.
On Monday, one policeman
was fatally shot, another
critically injured when they

answered a family disturbance call in Chattanooga,
Term. Police say the husband
was an exconvict who shot
before the lwo officers could
draw but was killed by the
felled officers.
"The family disturbance is
one of the most dangerous
calls we get because you never
know what to expect," said
Sgt. Bob Sivley of the Chattanooga Police Department,
adding that 60 percent of all
calls his department gets are
for family disturbances.
"You don't know if you're
going to find someone with a
weapon or if they're going to
use it. You just have to
assume it's a dangerous call,
think trouble and be alert."
Chattanooga claims but a
small part of national
domestic warfare and police
everywhere know its danger.
In New York, Officer Robert
Shack says,"I always assume
the man is armed."
The battlefields across the

country
encompass all
economic and social levels;
they are tenements, penthouses and suburbs. The
combatants are husbands and
wives,
boyfriends
and
girlfriends — and sometimes
police.
According to FBI statistics,
about 40 times a day, a
policeman is injured while
investigating a disturbance.
About three times a day a
policeman is shot while
responding to a disturbance
call. One is killed answering a
disturbance call almost twice
a month.
Disturbance calls include
family quarrels, man with a
gun, bar fights and other
situations short of major
crime. Law enforcement
experts say the family quarrel
is often the big one.
"If you could look behind all
the murders and assaults,
you'd see family quarrels," said Bill Ellingsworth, public.

1

"While television is dramatic and memoriable, more
people get more news from newspapers than from
'affairs director of the
television." -.
International Assocition of
.t4 So says Dr. B. Stuart Tolley after sifting through the
Chiefs of Police.
According to the FBI, more , mass of data contained in a major study of the public's
media habits funded by the Newsprint Information Compolicemen were shot, stabbed;
mittee. He is research director of the Newspaper Adassaulted or otherwise injured
vertising Bureau.
while responding to family
Dr. Tolley said the in-depth survey shows that the
quarrel and other disturbance
average daily reader spends more than half an hour with
calls than in any other
his newspaper.
situation.
,(
He also noted that the amount of information in a hailsufinjuries
49,079
the
Of
hour television news program would fill littlei more than
fered by police in 1976,, 15,448
half a full-size newspaper page.
came from disturbance calls.
"It is clear that the amount of news read is far more
Of the 2,768 policeman shot on
than
the Amount that can be covered in even an hour's
from
stemmed
1,034
duty,
viewing of television news," Dr. Tolley said.
family quarrels and other
The NIC-sponsored study traces the hour-by-hour exdisturbances.
posure of 3,000 adults to each of the news media on a given
In 1977, 93 policeman were
day. Final data summarized in "How the Public Gets Its
killed in the line of duty, and
News" shows that 62 percent watched some TV news on
the most lethal situation,
an
average weekday, while 69 percent read at least one
was
lives,
claimed
22
which
newspaper.
the disturbance call.

1

"CHANGING OUR LIFE -51NLE WON'T
HELP. WE DID THAI LAST MON-TH."

U.S. Observers Expect Soviets
To Attempt A Spy Trading Deal
MOSCOW (AP) — Western
observers in the Soviet capital
expect the Russians to try to
trade an arrested American
businessman for two Soviet
U.N. employees on trial as
spies in New Jersey.
"The Soviets have a
tradition when their hand is
caught in the cookie jar of
trying to possibly get
something in return," said one
diplomat who declined to be
identified.
The businessman is Francis
J. Crawford, 38, of Mobile,
Ala., a representative of
International Harvester in
Moscow for two years. He was
arrested Monday night on
smuggling charges.
It was believed the Soviet
government would try to swap
him for Valdik Enger and
Rudolf Chernayev, who went
on trial in Newark last week
on charges of conspiring to
pass U.S. Navy secrets to
Moscow. Both pleaded innocent.
One Western diplomat said
he thought Crawford might be
"an innocent victim" of
U.S.-Soviet
deteriorating
relations, strained over the
Kremlin's involvement in
Africa, U.S. charges of human
rights violations in the Soviet
Union and espionage charges
from both sides.
Moscow policemen pulled
Crawford from his car at a
stoplight Monday night as he
and his fiancee, a 32-year-old
secretary at the U.S.
Embassy, were on their way
to a diplomatic party.
The fiancee, Virginia
Olbrish, got away by claiming
diplomatic immunity and
alerted the embassy. The
the
protested
embassy
behavior of the arresting
officers to the Foreign
Ministry, and the State
Department took up the
Soviet
with
matter
Ambassador Anatoly F.
Dobrynin in Washington.
Consular officers met late
Tuesday with Crawford but

refused to tell reporters where
he was being held, what
condition he was in and what
they had learned about the
charges against him.
Other informed sources said
he was held at Lefortovo
Prison.
Legal experts at the embassy said earlier they
believed Crawford would be
charged with smuggling
currency, punishable by three
to 10 years in prison. An
International Harvester
spokesman in Chicago said his
good record indicated he was
unlikely to have violated
currency regulations.
Crawford was arrested a

few bours after the Soviet
government newspaper
zvestia reported that Martha
D. Peterson, a CIA agent
formerly attached to the U.S.
Embassy, was expelled last
July for spying and furnishing
poison to an accomplice who
used it to kill "an innocent
person who stood in his way."

TOOLS for the Homeowner, Craftsman, or Professional
•
WORKMATE. Biecksthicker.

So far, the United States has
not commented on the
Peterson case, which lzvestia
publicized after 11 months of
secrecy because of the
Newark trial and the U.S.
charges on June 1 that the
Soviets bugged the American
Embassy in Moscow.

State's Wage, Hour Law
Changes Effective July 1
Kentucky Labor Com- "I want to emphasize that
missioner James R. Yocom this change takes place July 1.
said today that changes in We want employers now
Kentucky's wage and hour paying on a monthly basis to
laws will necessitate ad- have time to adjust their
justments by many em- payroll schedules and comployers.
puters," the commissioner
There is a new minimum added.
wage and a change in the pay These labor law changes
period regulations. Both were adopted by the 1978
changes are effective July 1, General Assembly.
1978.
"The new minimum wage Donations Needed For
will be increased to $2.00 an
hour from the present $1.60 an Dixon Cemetery, LIR ,
hour and this will apply to all
Donations
are
being
workers now covered by the
state labor laws. Those per- solicited for the upkeep of the
sons subject to the federal Dixon Cemetery in the
minimum wage will not be Pleasant Hill Community of
the Land Between the Lakes of
affected," Yocom said.
Tennessee
Valley
--,The other change relates to the
'
the pay period. "Some Authority.
Persons interested in the
businesses are now paying
their employees once a month. upkeep of the cemetery are
This will no longer be ac- asked to send their donations
cepted under Kentucky wage to Mrs. James Dixon, Route
and hour laws," Yocom ex- Seven, Murray, Ky. Other
plained. He said businesses members of the committee
operating in Kentucky will are Mrs. Leland Peeler, Route
have to pay employees no less Eight, Murray, and Mrs. Roy
Ezell, Route One, Cadiz.
than twice a month.

NOW'S THE
TIME TO BUY!
For a limited time only GE is
offering rebates with the purchase
of these portable radios. Allt
rebates will be sent directly.from
GE. Come in today to see these
special buys!

For medium or small
lawns. Weighs just 31-2 lbs.!
Cuts a 10-inch path. 25-ft.
line
c.

4-CU. FT. LAWN CART.
No matter the words when he yells. What he's saying is that he loves you.

*Dips for easy unloading or raking.in.

Show you love him on his day
.Father's Day,Sun, June 18th. With
special gifts from us. Cologne, ties,
—socks,pants,goif shirts.
Everything we sell Will fit him so
well he'll get constant compliments. Then he'll say, "this is
what my kids got me for Father's
Day." Think how great you'll both
feel.

Gradually releases nutrients to provide balanced,
prolonged feeding - so
your lawn grows thicker and
greener, not just taller.
Controls dandelions, kills
weeds roots and all.

We'll make it easy by reducing all
our clothing gifts.
Just tilt it down to easily dump out or rake in
leaves, grass clippings. Baked enamel steel body.
10-inch wheels, solid steel axle. 02/4LC

ALL STEEL AUTO RAMPS
Holds up to 5,000 lbs. a full 11 inches off the
ground Heavy gauge steel with built-in tire
stops. ..ly assembled. A3/R75

Traps and kills flying pests
without insecticides. Enjoi
outdoor living again. Safe,
economical. 05/101-P

Be Sure To Take Advantage of

33

Murray Home & Auto's
211 N. 15th Next Door to the Bookstore
Murray, Ky.

Bridal Registery

Home and Garden
WHEEMARROW
Holds 3 Cu. ft. 9turdy
front tray braces, ball3HW
bearing wheels.

Furrow, weed, cut roots,form hills. Adlustable
dedth, angle.
HWC 243'
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Prices Good Through Sunday
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ome items not exact

Norsk()
Adjustable
Tripleheoder

Northern
1200 Watt

Rotary Razor

Fan Jet

stramaimed cord olodei with 36 sift tberPwwilli

Blower/Dryer

Medal mr 1131

Jamboree
Pure
Preserves
Choice of Blackberry, Strawberry, Peach 2 lb. jar.

liipktirokilst, 3 boats and 2 spools, model 1U1

Close-Up
Toothpaste
Regular or Mint Flavor
Large 4.6 Oz.
Wild Cricket
Table Lighter
Reg $5A4

Old Spice
After Shave Lotion
434 oz

Shell
Flying Insect
Killer
in oz.

Sale

"By Coppertone"

$199

With Natural logrodieats, dark
tammial
or dark Wakes
$ ot.

With 2 Cricket Lighters, a perfect gift for
home or office.

owoy we-

Come io wed dwek
advertised "wide

Assorted

Entire Stack
Ladies

Mens

Ladies

Pajamas

Dresses

& Robes

Sport
Brief

Iron Free Fabric
Cotton & Polyester

Cool Spring and
Summer Colors

, STINGER
221,

Light control for
the natural look
cotton lined crotch

Reg $699
Sizes A-B-C-D
Great Gift for Father's Day

4 Player

Sizes 5-13, 10-18
1P-t-26".:

Only $

World's Fastest 22
Long Rifle

Cannon Sheet Sale

49

Flip Flops

Sclids & Patterns
Luna 5 Boxes SPECIAL

$149

•BOX

Pillow cases Reg.$3.99& $3.49.•
Twins Reg. $3.99
Fulls Reg. $4.99-5.99
Queen Reg.$7 99-8 99

Compound
Bow

Pkg

Archery
Target

Men's Terry

Men's Packaged
Dress L Sport

Slacks
100% Polyester
Your Choice of
Solids or Patterns
Sizes 28-48
Reg
_$12.99

Heavy dirty backing
designed to cushion
isnpect even fro..
corn
-bow.

Mens 694
Ideal for Shower
or Beach

MOO

Mens Dress

'Fl

Ladies 594

$3.00
$3.00
$6.00

•

•
•

Childs 494

Sole

La

Robes
Roomy,Ideal
Lounge Comfort
Reg.$11.99

Button Front,
Solids and
Prints
Sizes S-M-L-XL-3X

Registel
nesday
Mornins,
.Employ
only may

Sizes
S-M-L

595

SPIN

Limit One Please

Victory
Interior
or
Exterior
Vinyl
Latex

Paint
$699

Victory
K:I URI

/
1
2"Drive
24 Piece

Porch
Enamel

Erlarn€

Socket Set

Wear Resistant
12 Colors

with metal case

Gal.

Reg.$33.47

"Cool Seal"
Mu-Live

Come and
See

Wheel Barrel Wheels
Too!

Cast Iron
Cookware

Roof
Coat

*Skillets
*Pots
*Stew Pots
*Deep Fry
*Cornbread Pans
Etc.

Silver Color
5 Gal,
$2399

New Shipment Dolly Madison
Refrigerant
12

Ice Cream
Freezers

Rely On
11 FL Oz.

7

14 oz

• Garbage
Cans
UL97
20 gal with lid

Garbage
Bags
97c

Removers
Checker
King Stripper
$r
$477

Am

Gal.

$2495

Gasoline
Cans
with

GASOLINE

7

Box of 10

C

Caulk
c

Plastic

Fre

Pap

6 quart electric, 4 quart electric and
quart hand crank.

Salvanized

lb.

Gal.

spouts
5G1.
2 Gal.
1 Gal.
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Folgers
Instant

•
•

.
a 7 Coffee
$398
••

Margarine
C
SAVE 14'

Tomato
Juice

99c,
.•

46 OL SAVE 16°

Aok
i ek

Coffee
coirec

Gillette
litre
Twin Blade

Cartridge

1 Lb. Can
with 610.00 order
or more

kilgerP

Chicken
of the
Sea

Reg $L70 SAVE SP

4

Tuna69

$1

Glad

Merit

6'iz Oz.
SAVE 10'

Twin Pops
Assorted Flavors

SAVE 10'

39c

12 Pack
SAVE 60'

Bath Size
SAVE
22'

Trash Bags

Saltine
Crackers

North Star
Frozen

Soap

19

SAVE 68*

Light Chunk

59C

Lux

Potato Chips
79c

Folgers

99c

Hunts

•
Pepsi,\O
7 UP, •
•
Mountain e
Dew or
Dr. Pepper•
•
16 01.11 Bottle
Carton

1211z.
SAVE
22'

Pringle:

Twin Pack
SAVE 16'

GiOW

SAVE 71'

•

Low Overhead
Means Lower Prices

Luncheon
Meat

lLb.

•

10 Oz.

inFour Trutt

Shedd's
Soft

.011111.*

211

i99

se:Mod:iv eci

Prices Good Thrusday, June 15
Through, Wednesday, June 21

30 Gal Si..

10 Pack SAVE 25'

98c
Cascade
Dishwashing Detergent

French's Instant

•

with bottles
Or
deposit

50 Oz. SAVE

Mashed Potatoes

-

0000000000.
•
•
•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 PRODUGE

Save 60'

133
/
4 Os. SAVE 2'

•••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
Week
Each
Given Away
•
Register each time you
•
the
for
store
are in the

FREE $100.00 BILL

•
•
•

$100given away each week
•
Jerry Fulton
Last Week's
•
Winner
Rt. 5, Murray
•
•
*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Wed•
Drawing
Store
In
The
Are
Time
You
Each
Register
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday.

25 Oz. SAVE 14'

59c ••

•Lucky Leaf

4.••••••••••••••••1

•lceburg
Lettuce
Fancy Red Cap Georgia
•Peaches
Honey Dew
•• Melons
•

Mustard

••
••

Morning.
111110
•
vEmplo3,res of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win. vAdults
win.
to
only may register .You do not have to be present

gitaltedE tiinljunt

Kraft
Prepared

large head

lb.

large size

•Yellow Sweet
•

Apple Juice
•
•Onions
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • Auac•
9di)•
Dog Food$1 19 •

3 lb. bag

49c
59c
69c
49c

32 Oz. SAVE 16'

..AT BEST BUY PRICES
Armour Test Tender

•

Alpo Dry

ibs

Round Steak
Lean Tender
Minute

lb.

Lean
Boneless Rolled

Armour No. 1
Sliced

Rump
Roast
$1 99

Steak
$189

Bologna
$.1-09
lb.

lb.

Fresh Water

Catfish Steak

lb
Armour All Beef

Wieners

Wieners
12 oz. pkg.

mitzuW10
1111011

•

•
•
•
•

•
oat Cika,StanoweVeaits
•
•
•Garden Delight French
49c
:Fries
•
Hyde Park
•
Frosty Acres Baby
Bathroom
•Butter Beans 79*
•
• Frosty Acres
Tissue
:Hushpuppies, 59c
•4° Frosty
6 Roll Pkg
• Acres Orange
• Juice
69c
lb••••••••••••••••••
11hdbIlkiCOUPON
)
- Bugles
Niagra
Snacks
Spray
Allerest
Starch
2

Bag
SAVE
34'

eiti fever

2 lb. bag

20 oz. bag

•
•
.
•
•

.
99
24 Tablets
Rog. SI 11
SAVE 70'

Armour No 1

Sliced Bacon

•

lb. bag

12 oz

Ammar

12 oz. pkg.

Cl.

5 Lb.

i?"
•-41*,

sl29

12 oz pkg.

7Os 801
with this
carpool

S cot
with OW
COup011

99c

49c

Offer Expires &218

Ariu•diwiAti„ri,„-

4ffer Expires 6-21-78
Good' I

tparkersT.
TiriTrrt

"If You Matc 'tir •ua y... 'ou ant :eat I ur 'rice
Home Owned •
and
Home Operated
Joe M:Piirker —
and
Sammy Joe Porker
Owners

We Reserve th
Right to limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stariips

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7.. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sot.
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Rep. Riner Uses State Expense
Money To Support_ School Suit
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)State Rep. Claudia Riner, I)Louisville, has used part of
her legislative expense
allowance to support a
challenge to the state's right
to regulate private, churchrelated schools.
However, Mrs. Riner said

Tuesday that she sees nothing
wrong with her using tax
money for that purpose.
Mrs. Rifler recently sent a
letter on official legislative
stationery to many churches
and individuals asking for
donations and moral support
in connection with a law suit
that began today in Franklin
Circuit Court.

The suit challenges the
state's right to set minimum
standards for the churchsupported schools, which do
not receive state funds.
The asked the individuals to
contribute one dollar apiece
for a
newspaper
advertisement urging prayer for
the Christian schools. The ad
appeared in The Courier-

•

Journal in Louisville Tuesday
and contained more than 1,400
names.
In her letter, Mrs. Riner
said a similar ad campaign
this spring raised $1,650, with
the ad costing $aoo and the
remainder going toward the
legal expenses of the Christian
schools.
She claimed those expenses
1
would total $27,000, but attorneys for the Kentucky
Christian School Association,
which filed the suit, would not
confirm the figure.
Mrs. Riner said she didn't
know how much money the
latest ad would raise, but
estimated between 2,500 and
Prospective teachers who plan to
On-the-spot registration will not be
000 letters were mailed out
take
the
National
permitted.
Teacher
-to nearly every church in the
Examinations on July 15 at Murray
During the one-day testing Session, a
state," at her private expense.
State University have less than two
registrant may take the Common
Mrs. Riner said she does not
NEARLY COMPLETE—The set is nearly complete for Thursday night's opening
show of the Murray-Calloway
weeks to register with Educational
Examinations, which include tests in
keep a separate account for
County Community Theatre's first summer season show, "The Hobbit." Shown working
are Stephannie Bartlett
Testing Service i EIS) of Princeton. N.
professional and general education,
the monthly expense money
(back to camera) an elf in the play, Leesha Hazel, assistant production director and
Linda Shepard, scenic designer.
,
J.
plus one of the 21 Area Examinations
she receives as a state
The play begins at 7:30 DAL at the new city-county park in Murray
and runs June 15, 16 and 17, and June 22, 23 and
designed to probe knowledge of parlegislator.
24.
Photo by Bill Phillips •
Dr. Bill Allbritten, director of the
ticular subject matter and teaching
"It would be hard to say
Counseling and Testing Center at
methods.
where it the money for the
Murray State, said registrations must
Once registered, each candidate will
stationery and mailing)•came
be mailed in time to reach ETS no later
receive an admission ticket and
from, but I imagine part of it
than June 22. Registration forms and
notification of the exact location of the
would come from my expense
instructions may be obtained from the
center at which to report. Those taking
money," Mrs. Riner said.
Counseling and Testing Center on the
the Common Examinations will report
"But that is given to each
campus or directly from National
at 8:30 a.m. and finish about 12:30 p.m.,
legislator to use at his
Teacher Examinations, ETS, Box 911,
while Area Examinations are
• discretion," she said. "Each
By SY RAMSEY
general.
commissioner in mid-1975 and served
Princeton N. J. 06541.
scheduled from 1:30 to 4:15 p.m.
state legislator makes his
Associated Press Writer
As for the Carroll forces, who are
for
more than two years.
salary and I am supporting
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) James C. promoting state Commer
ce ComVernon also has been president of the
-itax-paying, people."
Vernon opens his campaign for missioner Terry
McBrayer for
Kentucky Jaycees and says he has
lieutenant governor tonight, which may governor next year,
they are core
averaged more than 200 speeches
signal a Democratic scramble for 1979 sidering three persons
seriously as his
annually around the state.
for that post.
running mate.
He said he will open stata===2The former state public information
One is William Cox of Madisonville,
headquar
ters for his campaign next
commissioner, who owns a Corbin radio who resigned as federal
highway admonth at Corbin.
station, will make his announcement at ministrator to return
to Kentucky to
Vernon has a wife and two children,
a Louisville hotel.
run. His formal announcement is
whom he predicted would "be the most
He said his basic themes will be scheduled June 24.
aggressive family campaign team KenLONDON, Ky. !AP)- Its runway.
"citizen participation in state governThe second is Martha Layne Collins
see what's happening.
say good about him and
tucky has ever seen.
nothing personal, but Lester
ment
and
That poses problems for
raising
the activity level of of Versailles, currently the clerk of the
-They don't realize what nothing to say bad about
Whitaker wishes that former Whitaker because there is
the lieutenant governor's position."
Kentucky Court of Appeals. She has
sort of shape I'm in here," him."
President Richard Nixon only one ramp leading off the Whitake
Vernon also said he plans to call for confirmed she is an informal
r added. "When that
candidate.
One
spectato
r
will
be
Roy
would not use the airport here runway.
The third is Senate President pro tend,.
727 comes in here, it's gonna Caldwell, 52, a Piedmont. -a new order in Kentucky politics,"
when he visits eastern Kenstressing
openness and candor. He did Joe Prather of Vine Grove, who
No other commercial flights block my (gas) pumps. I hate supervisor who does not share(Continued From Page One)
has
tucky next month.
will be able to arrive while the; to get my pumps blocked. Whitaker's opinion of the riot elabarate.
said he is definitely interested.
execute all contracts or to select
The co _
_lieutenant governor
Nixon plane is on the ground That's the way I make my former president.
The anti or non-administration
professional services?
"I wish he'd land in on that ramp,
--among
Democrats is just taking shape, candidates for governor have not
living."
he said.
"I'd
If bids exceed the funds available,
like
to
see
the
old
son of although
Lexington," said Lester
prospective and announced settled yet on any preferences for
a
then
gun
does the judge-executive negotiate
again,"
Caldwell
Said.
Piedmon
the
t,
only
airline
Whitaker, who said he
Whitaker, 62, manager of the
-I may be a little prejudiced, gubernatorial contenders already are lieutenant governor.
with the lowest bidder of all bidders?
London-Corbin Airport in operating out of the airport disliked all "politicianers,"
in the limelight.
Vernon said he has raised and will
thougti. I always liked him."
Are credit checks and performance
Laurel County. about 40 miles here, has flights arriving and predicted 5,000 spectators for
Richard Lewis of Benton, a former
continue
to obtain enough financing for
references on bidders or vendors to be
departing three times a day.
Nixon's arrival.
from Byden.
TAKE DATA
chief aide to Gov. Julian Carroll, has
a vigorous statewide campaign with
required?
"There's no way we can get
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. teen campaigning on a limited budget,
organiza
tions in all counties.
Small purchases i under $5,000) can
Piedmon
a
YS-11
"Never
t)
and
a
727
have
did
359.2,
nothing
for
down
0.4.
an without claims of administration
Nixon is scheduled to visa
His political activity on the state level
be made by a variety of methode.
that
on
ramp
the
at
same
him,"
Whitaker
said
of
Below
Nixon.
dam 304.5, up u 6.
support.
Hyden July 2 to dedicate a
began with former Gov. Wendell Ford
Requistion procedures, price checks
Barkley Lake, 7 a m 359 1.
recreation center named in his time. It's just impossible," "Never had nothing against
Vernon is expected to try to stay in
and later he was state citizens' and record keeping need to be defined
Whitake
r
him,
either.
down
I
said.
thought
he'd
be
0.1.
a
"Then,
the middle of the Democratic factional
honor. His 727 jet will touch
chairman for Carroll's primary cam- for financial and inventory control. The
Below dam 316.2, up 08.
down July 1 on the London- naturally, there'll be a lot better president than he
road,independent of the administration
bulk of county's purchasing falls into
paign.
more
little
made,
but
planes
I
have
nothing
Sunset
eoming
to
in to
8:17. Sunrise 5.36.
he left months ago, yet not against it in
Corbin Airport's 6.000.-foot
He was named public information
this category.
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Tug-Of-War Rope Breaks, 200 Hurt

HARRISBURG, Pa.!AP The giant tug-of-war was
meant to ease the tedium of
final exams for 2,300 young
students. jut the rope
snapped, slicing off fingers
and fingertips on four small
hands.
A fifth student is in danger
of losing her thumb. Some 200
people were injured.
"It sounded like someone
banged a piece of plastic on
the wall or someone pulled the
string on a party cracker,"

_cfoci:nralicer.
Priers of Hoek at Mad interest at
noon, EDT. today, twiiiilied to the
Logger & Tbnes by FWIt sit Itictagan,
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said 14-year-old Shannon
Meloy. -I smelled something
burning and I thought it was
the rope, but I think it could
have been hands."
Almost all students at
Harrisburg Middle School,
comprised of grades seven
through nine, had lined up on
the school lawn Tuesday for
the tug-of-war, which was
billed as an attempt to make
the Guiness Book of World
Records.
The Guinness record book
currently has no entry for
tugs-of-war.
The students grabbed the
2,000-foot-long braided nylon
rope and pulled. It broke about
12 minutes into the contest, the
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Murray Man
Arrested On
Theft Charge

IteIiing's Utn
Air Tenth
144,1",
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0101li

relaxed, witnesses said
Two boys, aged 14 and 16,
lost their left little fingers.
Two others, 13 and 14. had
fingertips cut off.
It could have been the snap
or the nylon rope running
through their hands at such
high speeds that it took the
finger right off," said Betty
Bogar, public information
chief at Polyclinic Medical
Center.
"It happened so quickly that
I didn't see or hear anything,"
said 13-year-old Lisa Seay,
both hands wrapped in bandages over second-degree
burns.

A Murray man is expected
to reappear in Calloway
County District Court Monday
for arraignment following his
arrest Tuesday on theft by
unlawful taking charges.
Murray Police arrested 30"Home
Economics:
year-old Tommy Manis of
Preparin
g the Special Needs
North 16th Extended in
Murray charging him with Learner for Life" is the theme
theft by unlawful taking of a for the eighth annual teacher
value over $100, according to education enrichment
workshop in home economics
police.
at Murray State University on
A district court spokesman
Thursday, June 15.
said Manis was',leased early
Scheduled to rigiWissI8•30
today after path* a $1,000
a.m.
to 3:45 p.m. in the
cash bout departent of Home Economics
According to a apokesman
in the Applied Science
for Murray Police, the man's
Building, the conference will
arrest came after a lengthy
focus on the natural and the
investigation by that deparneeds of handicapped persons
tment
and the role of the home
economics teacher in teaching
them basic living skills.
Sessions will be conducted
during both the morning and
the afternoon. The nioring
theme is "Understanding the
Special Needs
The Dexter-Hardin while the afternooLearner,"
n theme is
Methodist Church will have a "Teaching Strategies
To Use
Vacation Church School with the Special
Needs
starting Monday, June 19, and Learner."
closing on Friday, June 23.
The conference is coEach session will be from sponsored by the
9:30 to.
11:30 a.m. and will be Education Project inCareer
the
in the following age level: Pre- • Center for
Innovation and
schobl; first and second Development
and
the
grades; third and fourth Departme,nt
of.
rane
grades; fifth and sixth grades:
- Econikillci--Pti the eampus'
A time for fun and refresh- Pauline Waggener,
ment will also be scheduled, professor of home associate
according to the church is the coordinator. economics,
pastor, the Rev. Steve
Several resource
Shepard, who urges all from both on and people
off the
parents to enroll their children campus will
participate in the
in the school.
conference activities

Home Economics
Seminar Slated

Dexter-Hardin Will
Hold Church School
Starting On Monday

7,..,

• All Sport Shifts
• All Tennis
Shorts /4 Shirts
• All Swim WPM

oo

whizzing rope searing through
muscle, tendons and bones.
Some students near the point
of the break had relaxed their
hold,_trut othela in the back
kept 'pulling. The rope
whipped back through the
hands of those who had

"I just fell to one knee. I
looked down at my hands and
saw mostly blisters and some
blood. My hands were numb."
"It was just a game," said
. Keith Morton .14, third in line
on his team when the rope
snapped. "We jut wanted to
see how many people could do
it."
At least 68 students and
faculty were taken to
hospitals. All but one were
treated and released, according to hospital officials.
An additional 150 were treated
by the school nurse, mostly for
rope burns and assorted
bruises.
Marie Lewis, 13, was the
lone admission. Doctors hopedte save her thumb, which was
connected only by tissue, by
surgically sewing it back on
her hand. She was listed in
satisfactory condition.
Doctors could not replace
the fingers of the boys because
of the degree of tissue
damage, Ms. Bogar said.

Creative Expression
Woftlop Planned
By The Local Park
Susan Teague will be the
instructor for the workshop in
creative expression to be held
by the Murray-Calloway
County
Parks
and
Recreational Department
starting Monday, June 19.
The class will meet three
days a week on • Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, for
one hour each session. Classes
will be offered for ages
preschool through 12 years of
age. The registration fee will
be eight dallors per par,
ticipant.
A variety of the arts including music, drama, art,
dance, titereitare, and speeelagrill be featured with each
child to explore the arts
though creative self expression.

For information persons
may call the Parks office at
7534601
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FROM THE
\GOVERNOR'S DESK
Anyone who walked
through one of our state
mental hospitals as recently as
10 years ago had to come away
terribly depressed.
There we
simply far
: too many patients in the
hospitals to. even supervise
them adequately, let alone
offer a meaningful treatmeat
program. Facilities also were
st crowded as to provide little
comfort.
It really did seem to most
visitors that the main function
'of the hospitals was to keep
our mentally ill citizens out of
sight and out of the way, so
they wouldn't upset the rest of
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average of $81 a day to keep
one patient in a mental
hospital in Kentucky. When
you run this up to thousands
of patients who are hospitalized for months on end, the
cost . runs out of sight in no
time.
Actually, the comp care
centers can be given only part
of the credit for this drastic
reduction in pakients at our
mental hospitals.
Another major factor is
the development of psychotropic drugs which began to be
used on a widespread basis in
the 1960s.These drugs made it
possible to keep mentally ill
US.
people under better control .
But even at that time, we they would be less violent and
were in the midst ofswitching so it was not so necessary to
over to a new approach for keep them confined.
- caring for the mentally ill.
But even from that standThat approach involved point, the comp care centers
building many "comprehen- were a big help because they
sive Care" -- or "comp care" - provided a place close to home
centers across Kentucky where the drugs could be
where people with mental' or administered correctly and
emotional problems could be with the proper supervision,
offered a wide range of and where a staff could make
counseling and treatment pro- sure the patients continued to
grams. Just as important as the receive the medication.
programs themselves was that
Kentucky has 22 of these
the people had access to them comp care centers now,
• close to their honies, or even strategically located throughwhile they were still living at out the state in spots where
home.
they are not too inconvenient
Not only is it possible, for anyone.
with this approach, to catch
Even apart from their
problems at an earlier stage, great value in keeping down
but also the patient is being the population of our mental
treated in more of an every- hospitals, the comp care
-day atmosphere,instead of an centers are of great service to
artificial one. The patient thus all Kentuckians for making all
is better able to deal with the kinds of counseling and
"real world" when he or she mental health assistance availleaves the center.
able to each of us, at a
I really think the results comparatively very low cost.
we achieved with our comp
At the ouLset,the federal
care centers were nothing government provided millions
short of, amazing. In 1960,the and millions of dollars to get
average daily patient popula- these comp care centers built
tion of our mental hospitals and staffed, because no state
was 6,742. Today, the average could afford that kind of
is just 1,027.
money for this new approach.
Kentucky was right there
It used to be 'that
commitment to a mental from the very beginning,
• 4ftespitai
meant that the willing and fully able to make
,patient was likely to remain the utmost use possible of this
there for months, at least, and federal money. As a result, we
for years in far too many cases. were among the leaders
Today, the median nationally in setting up a
average stay in a mental comprehensive, statewide
hospital in Kentucky is just 21 system of comp care centers.
days. That means there are just
But the federal governas many people staying in the ment never intended to
hospital fewer than 21 days as ftnance these centers indefithere are staying longer than nitely. The initial plans called
that.
for federal money to be
Everyone benefits phased out as the 'centers
tremendously from this new became fully operational.
approach -- the patients, who
Although state governnow can get more personalized ment was well aware that the
treatment that really does "pot of gold" for the centers
prepare them to lead a more was not bottomless, it still has
normal life, and the general caused some problems now
public, who don't have to pay that the time has come to cut
so much in taxes..
off the federal money. We will
Mental hospitals are explore that problem next
terribly expensive. It cosk ,10 week.
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J. D. Sumner
Show To Appear
Here July 11

AND HERE'S JIMMY! — President Carter (with his back to the camera) greets John
Mack Carter (with his hand,outstretched to the President), editor-in -chief of "Good
Housekeeping" magazine and Dr. Mario E. Ramirez(second from far left), recipient of
Good Housekeeping's "family Doctor of the Year" award. The reception for Dr.
Ramirez, a 52-year-old Mexican-American practicing in Rio Grande City, Texas was
held last week at the White House. All eight members of the doctor's family accompanied him to the reception. Seen here(to the left of Dr. Ramirez)is his son, Mario
Jr., 27. John Mack Carter, a Murray native is the son of Mrs. W.Z. Carter and the late Mr.
Carter.

Need Inspiration? Try
Sitting On Baruch Bench
WASHINGTON (AP) —
"Yes, sometimes I do see a
Tired? In a rut? Uninspired?
person get up from it as
When next in the nation's though they'd suddenly
capital, walk 11 paces nor- thought of something," he
the said.
from
thwesterly
equestrian statue of Andrew
Regardless of inspirational
Jackson across from the qualities, Baruch's bench, in
White House.
common with park seats all
Sit, uninspired one.
over the land, provides a
You are now on the Bernard soothing mental balm about
Baruch Bench of Inspiration, which he onctsaid:
and if any of that park-bench 'In this hectic Age of
sage's genius and know-how is Distraction, all of us need to
transmitted to you, you're on pause every now and then in
the way.
what we are doing to examine
From this sylvan seat, where the rush of the world
Baruch ran the War Industries and of our own activities is
Board during World War!and taking us.
advised presidents from
"Even an hour or two spent
Woodrow Wilson to John F. in such detached conKennedy on matters ranging templation on a park bench
from economics to atomic
energy to politics.
In New York City, his "park
bench office" was another
green-slatted seat in Central
Park West near his home.
The Zench of Inspiration
isn't the capital's most
popular attraction. Few
tourists are aware of it or
notice the memorial plaque on
an adjacent granite base.
When asked during a short
time one day, only one of eight
who sat there knew the bench's history. Two had heard of
Baruch.
But it was different on Aug.
16, 1960 — the elder
statesman's 90th birthday.
On that afternoon, the Boy
Scouts of America dedicated
the bench to the famous
financier, philanthropist,
consultant and public servant
for his "inspiring devotion to
country and distinguished
service to boyhood."
Baruch, unable to come
from New York, sent a taperecorded message. His old
friend Winston Churchill
wrote in a letter: "It is fitting
that this bench on which he
has so often meditated and
talked should now be
dedicated to him."
There were many tributes in
Congress and on the nation's
editorial pages.
of
Bench
the
Does
Inspiration live up to its
name? The National Park
Service has no testimonials on
file. A park attendant considered a while.
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State To Sell
Over 100
Police Cars
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
More than 100 former state
police cars will be auctioned
off June 20 at the State Police
Academy.
The cars include 50 1975
Plymouths and 48 Fords, 1975
and 1976 models. Several of
the cars are unmarked.
One 1977 Oldsmobile, a 1975
Buick and 10 non-running cars
aLso will b.offeFed.for..aup_.
tion. •
•'
Only cash or cashier's
checks will be accepted and
all property will be sold as Is.
The academy is located
about one mile west of Frank
fort on US60

Wednesday,June 14,1978
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Northside's
New Store Hours
Are

6 to Midnight
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Celebrating our Second Year in Murray
41100111,rriy,414,....

will prove rewarding. The
importance of such periOdic
stocktaking was one of the
most valuable lessons I
learned from my early experiences."
And who's to argue with a
man whose investments
earned him a million dollars
before he was 30?

ROUND STEAK
LB :49

,•.• • •..• • • •••••.....

P0 Box Ill. Hwy IS West Cadiz. Ky

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Legislature felt that a chairman
of the review
A new legislative sub- legislative group also should
subcommittee and Sen.
committee has taken its first look at them.
Delbert
Murphy,
1)step in setting up a method of
DeMarcus conceded the Owensboro, vice
chairman.
reviewing
state-awarded subcommittee has little power
Other members of the
personal service contracts.
to stop contracts it feels are
subcommittee are Sens. Ed
The Personal Service not justified. But he feels Ford,
D-Cynthiana, and John
Contract
Review
Sub- publicity may deter blatantly -Eck" Rose, 1)-Winchester
committee asked the state political contracts.
and Reps. Hank List, DPersonnel
"In my eatimation, the
Department
Lexirigton, and Bruce Blythe,
Monday for a list of all state statute gives us no authority
R-Louisville.
employees and their job skills. whatsoever," DeMarcus said.
The motion to request the "But it does give us the
list was made by state Rep. authority to review them in
arold
DeMarcus,
R- public and let the sun shine
ord, at the panel's first upon them. That will be our
ting.
only function."
arcus said the list
DeMarcus said that if the The J.D. Sumner Show, one
top
moul low the subcommittee contracting authority refuses of
nation's
the
to chec ,when such a contract do what the subcommittee pop-country variety acts,
IS pro
, whether a state says, the panel can rater the will appear in concert locally
department or agency already matter to the interim at the West Kentucky
has personnel with the skills Appropriations and Revenue Livestock and Exposition
State
needed for the job.
Committee for review. If that Center-Murray
The seven-member panel, a committee agrees with the University on July 11, 1978 at
subcommittee
of
the contract review subcom- 7:30 p.m.
Legislative Research Com- mittee, it can submit the issue
The J.D. Sumner Show,
mission, was created by the to the next session of the featuring Ed Enoch and the
1978 General Assembly to General Assembly.
sensational Stamps, along
review personal service
The subcommittee also with Saundra Rucker Steele
contracts.
voted to ask the Department and the multi-talented TCB
The state awards such for
Finance
and Band will be performing in a
contracts, without com- Administration to furnish, at fast paced show, highlighted
petitive
bidding,
to the next subcommittee by a special portion,
professionals such as ar- meeting, July 11, a list of the "Memories of Elvis."
chitects, engineers, lawyers areas in which the department
Sumner, Enoch and The
and physicians for various issues personal service Stamps worked with Elvis for
services.
contracts.
the past six years as part of
The contracts have been a
DeMarcus said the sub- his Elvis Presley Show.
source
of
continuing committee would review all
Tickets to the concert are
controversy over the years, aspects of personal service available at the West Kenwith charges that they have contract awards, including tucky
and
Livestock
been a vehicle for the ad- whether they are needed, Exposition Center and are
ministation in power to whether the state can do the priced at $6 for reserved and
reward political friends.
work itself, whether the $5 for general admission.
Gov. Julian Carroll has set amounts are excessive, and
For- further information
up a commission that reviews whether politics are involved. concerning tickets and the
the contracts before they are
Rep. Bob Jones, D- show, call Bill Cherry,
issued,
but
the
last Crestwood, was elected director of Expo at 753-8890.
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THURSDAY,
JUNE 15
Eastern/Central Times
3.30/2 30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/300 SESAME STREET
5:00/4100
MR.
ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/430 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00
ZOOM
4Captionectl (RI
7:00/6.00 THE
MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
800/7:00 KENTUCKY NOW
Lundy Taylor, a 72-year-old
practicing blacksmith of Steele.
Ky., and Marguerite Carson of
London are profiled
8:30/7:30 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA "Two
Cheers for the C.I.A.- The
former head of all C.I.A. clandestine activities and former
director Richard Helms discuss
the C.I.A.
9:00/8:00 WORLD "ChaChaii,
My Poor Relation" A blind
Indian writer tourneys to his
native land and records the
daily ceremonies of his elderly
uncle in New Delhi.
10:00/9:00
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE Ross goes to France
to search for Dwight Enys.

FRIDAY,

JUNE 16

Eastern/Central Times
3:30/2:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/5:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00
MR.
ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00
ZOOM
6:30/530 STUDIO SEE Skateboarders in California, Indians
in an Alaskan village fishing
arid aspiring country music
singer Beth Crider.
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30
COMMENT
ON
KENTUCKY
8:00/7.00
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
8:30/7:30
STREET
WALL
WEEK "Energy. A Crisis in
Hiding"
9:00/8:00 WAR AND PEACE
"Men of Destiny" As Napoleon prepares to invade Russia

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
ladepeadeace?
Project Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase.
It
Is
designed to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institutional facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persona wt:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chorea, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If
you
have
questions about
Project Independence
can Bonnie Ashby at
753-6382.
4

WKAS 25
WKGB 5.3
WCVN 54
WKZT 23
WKHA 35
WKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35

Morehead
Murray May
Owenton
Pikeville
Somerset

WKMR
WKMU
INKON
WKPI
VVKSO

TRANSLATORS
Barbourville

in 1812, Andrei visits his father
and quarrels with him.
10:00/900
KHRUSIICHEV
REMEMBERS
Nikita
Khrushchev tells' of his life as
political
figure during 40
a
years of world change and
upheaval.

SHAPES: EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 GED "Orientation
& Test-Taking Skills"
1:30/12:30 GED "Reading I
Main Idea'
2:00/1:00 GUTEN TAG Lesson
Six
2:30/1:30 DANIEL FOSTER,
M.D.
"Reconstructive' and
Cosmetic Surgery"
3:00/2:00 JOURNEY INTO
ART
3:30/2:30
CROCKETT'S
VICTORY GARDEN Summer
and Winter Squashes (RI
4:00/3:00
THE
FRENCH
CHEF
"Bavarian
Combo"
4:30/3:30 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA "Two
Cheers for the C.I.A. IF4
5:00/4:00 CONSUMER SUR•
VIVAL KIT "Antiques, Credit,
Pianos- (RI ICaRtiohell}
5:30/4:30 TURNABOUT "A
Delicate Balance" (RI (Captioned)
6:00/5:00 NOVA "Memories
from Eden" (RI
7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR I
"The Doomed Dynasties" The
royal families of Europe before
the guns started firing.
7:30/6:30 OLD FRIENDS..,
NEW FRIENDS "Padre" Host
Fred Rogers visits an American
pastor who has adopted nearly
4,000 Mexican children in the
past 25 years.
8:00/7:00 FEVER The preLenten festival held each year
in Brazil.
8:30/7:30 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLF TRAP "Roberto
Devereux" Beverly Sills stars
in this production of Donizetti's
opera. (Two Hours and 30
Minutes)
11:00/10:00
THE
TWO
RONNIES

MONDAY,
JUNE 19
Eastern/Central Times
3:30/2:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00
MR.
ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00
ZOOM
6:30/5:30 GED "Reading II:
Inference"
7:00/6:00 THE
MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT "Vitamins, Vocational Education and Homes"
8:30/7:30
TURNABOUT
"Shifting Gears" Host Gerri
Lange introduces five housewives who changed their lifestyles.
9:00/8:00
BLUEGRASS
BLUEGRASS
"New
Grass
Revival" This Bluegrass group
uses progressive blues and rock
for a modern interpretation of
traditional music.
10:00/9:00
SOUNDSTAGE
"Fiddlers
Three"
Three
violinists -- country-rocker Doug
Kershaw, . jazz-rock
virtuoso

It Pays To Know Renter's Rights

66

WEDNESDAY,

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
House study concludes that
despite President Carter's
complaint that Congress has
tied his hands on foreign
policy, neither the president
nor the State Department has
requested repeal of any
congressional restraints.
The report was made to
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill,
who had asked Rep. Clement
J. Zablocki, D-Wis., chairman
sof the House International
Relations Committee, for a
study of Carter's complaint.

• Casual Dress
• Moderate Cost
• Individual Private
Dining

An ad hoc group appointed by
Zablocki made its report in a
memorandum to O'Neill on
Friday.
At the same time, Zablocki
and senior members of his
committee told Carter in a
letter that "we need considerable clarification."
"While Congress is being
imposing
of
accused
restrictions," the letter said,
"there has not been any
specific request from the
executive branch to repeal or
modify any provisions."

Presidential press secretary
Jody Powell said Monday the
White House was arranging
meetings in the next few
weeks between administration
officials — possibly including
Carter — and membeis of
Congress on Carter's foreign
policy.
Powell said the meetings,
which had been under consideration for at least a
month, would be "helpful to
Congress in understanding the
complexities of foreign policy
problems."

DRUG

ENGLISH LEATHER
ALL PURPOSE
LOTION

A bite by a rat into a sugarcane can let in fungi that cause
the sugar to ferment and ruin
the entire cane.

emerged from a breakfast
with Carter on May 16— three
days after the Katangan invasion of Zaire began —
saying Carter was upset that
congressional restraints kept
him from helping such
friendly countries as Zaire.
House Republican Leader
John J. Rhodes said then that
Carter had made no specific
request for repeal of
congressional restraints, but
added it was clear that one
was coming.

APPLY TODAY FOR A
BEGLEY'S CHARGECARD
We also accept Visa
and Mastercharge
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KODACOLAR
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ASH TRAY

Italian Spaghetti
Special
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'Super Special For Kids 1 /
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PHILLIPS
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12 OZ
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WATERING
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— a formal, legal document.
Normal lease provisions,
according to HUD, include: a
description of the property,
the durat on of the rental, the
names of the landlord and
tenant, the date the rent is due
each month, the amount of the
rent and any penalties for late
payment, the responsibilities
for maintenance, notice
requirements for ending the
rental and the landlord's rules
and regulations.

FARM DAY ill(111

4 OZ

0 Seating for over 150

Conxbinetion Wad (with Neel)

Powell did not comment
directly on the Zablocki letter
to Carter, but the issue of
congressional restraints on
presidential foreign policy is
almost certain to surface at
the meetings.
The House study group
interpreted a recent Carter
news conference statement on
the issue as meaning that he
any
want
not
does
restraints
congressional
repealed after all — but wants
no new ones imposed.
Congressional leaders

BEGLEY'S

WILD CRICKET
TABLE LIGHTER

Eashim/Central Times
3:30/2:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00. SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00
MR.
ROGERS'
NEIGH8ORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00
ZOOM
.
6:30/5:30 GED "Social Studies
t Government"
7:00/6:00 THE
MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6.30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW

With Garlic tread and ,price on

the building and check off
violations. Look for things like
leaky faucets, lack of heat and
unlighted hallways. If the
landlord will not agree — in
writing — to correct violations
within a given period of time,
look for another building.
Once you decide to move
into a building, you should find
out what to do about problems
that develop later on. Who
should you contact with
complaints? Should you
telephone, write or call in
person? Where can the landlord be contacted?
Most rentals involve a lease

SALE ENDS JUNE 19
UANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

FIVE RnINTS— Ivf(IRRAY KENTUCKY 42071

• Prime Rib
• Steak
• Shrimp
• 24-ft. Salad Bar

code and whether it is enforced. Almost every area has
such a code, but the Department of Housing and
UrbanDevelopment says that
some authorities do not enforce the rules, particularly in
inner-city areas.
Note: Housing and building
codes are different things. A
building code deals with
structural standards and
materials; a housing code
etvIrs regulations on safety
and health.
Take copies of the housing
code with you when you visit
potential dwellings. Inspect

Neither President Nor State Department
Request Congressional Restraints Repeal

TUESDAY,
JUNE 20
Eattern/Central 71mas
3:30/2:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
6:0014:00
MR.. 'ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00
ZOOM
6:30/5:30
REBOP
7130/6:00 THE
MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:0Q/7:00
JAMES
MICHENER'S WORLD "The
South Pacific: End of Eden?"
Michener's personal impressions
of this region.
narrates this film on the origins
and history of the blues and the
legendary "bluesmen" perform.
10:00/9:00 KENTUCKY NOW:
SPECIAL
EDITION
Two
Kentucky women with diverse
lifestyles -• Anita Madden,
hostess and horse farm owner;
and Mary Elizabeth Sowards,
who is to be installed in Phoenix
as president of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs,

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Renting a house or apartment can be just as confusing
as buying one, and it pays to
know your rights and to learn
what you can and cannot
expect from a landlord.
Government statistics show
that more than a third of all
Americans live in rental
housing — apartments, attached houses, duplexes,
townhouses and single-family
homes.
Before you start looking,
you should find out whether
your community has a housing

8:00/7:00 NOVA "A Whisper
from Space" The most recent
theories on microwave signals
from space and the origins of
the universe.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES
"The
Norman
Conquests, Part II - 'Living
Together — Alan Ayckbourn's
second program in this comedy
series is centered around an
English family's reunion week
end.
10:00/9:00 KENTUCKY ONSTAGE "Play Selection in the
College Theatre" E.K.U. presents segments of Centre College's
"Frankenstein"
and
Georgetown
College's
-The
Mound Builders."

Jean Luc-ronty, and master
classicist Itzak Perlman perform.

.:aorsraer -swoop insisveirsBLUES Blues star 8.8. King

CE

Renting Can Be Confusing

64
9
66
10

12

Plague Dogs" Richard Adams,
author of "Watership Down"
talks about his new book.
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE
PITTSBURGH "Isaac Stern"
The chamber music of violinist
Isaac Stern, cellist Michael
Grenbanier and Andre Previn
at the piano is showcased
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
"Poldark"
Ross
finds his friend Dwight Enys
alive in France.
10:00/9:00 WAR AND PEACE
-Men of Destiny" Napoleon
readies the Russian invasion,
and Andre quarrels with his
father (RI

SATURDAY,
JUNE 17
Eastern/Central Times
12:30 p.m./11:30 a.m. NEW

SUNDAY,
JUNE 18
Eastern/Central Times
8:00/700 a.m.
SESAME
STREET
9:00/8:00
MR.
ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
9:30/8:30
ZOOM
10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
11:00/10:00
INFINITY
FACTORY
11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE A
kid manachi band in FloridiC
techniques in solar energy, and
the pirate ship "Adventure."
12:00/11:00
REBOP
12:30/11:30
GUTEN TAG
Leeson six leklp
1:00/12:00
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW IR)
1:30/12:30 KENTUCKY NOW
Interesting people and stories
from Corbin, London and
Steele, Ky.(R)
2:00/1:00 WORLD "Chachaii,
My Poor Relation" (R)
3:00/2:00 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA -The
State of the Unions" (R)
4:00/3:00 HANK Jim Owen's
one-man show about the life
avid music of Hank Williams. (R)
5:00/4:00 ANTIQUES "The
Historical
of
Significance
Quilts."
5:30/4:30 OLD FRIENDS...
NEW FRIENDS (R)
6:00/5:00
CROCKETT'S
VICTORY GARDEN
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Robin Hood" Robin
has both his title and estates
restored when King Richard
sees the Huntington birthmark.
7:00M:00 WORLD WAR I
.-'Atrocity 1914" The German
invasion and occupation of
neutral Belgium
7:30/8:30 BOOK BEAT "The
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5-24-78
Adults 128
Newborns 4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sally Mae Rogers,
Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Wilma Jo
Brandon, 705 South 4th,
Murray, Mrs. Janice Faye
Clark, Route 5, Benton, Mrs.
Verna E. Enoch, Route 7,
Murray, Lloyd P. Evans,
Route 8, Murray, Mrs. hilable
L. Clark, 206 Routon, Paris,
Tenn., Jimmy Rogers, Box 41,
Hazel, Mrs. Gladys Garland,
509 Poplar, Murray, Mrs.
Susan Simmons and Baby
Girl, 1503 Danbury, Murray,
Mrs. Nancy L. Bucy, Bx. 161,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Becky
Bramlett and Baby Girl, Box
8, Hazel, Fredrick Bibber,
7350 Gillman, Westland,
Mich., Miss Tracy L. Henry,
Route 1, Murray, Earle E.
Tisdale (expired) Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Janet S.
Ferguson, Cr. Box 277, New
Concord.
5-25-78
Adults 131
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Cherry Pamela)
Rt. 6, Murray, Baby Boy
Chambers (Darlene) Rt. 1,
Farmington Baby Girl Worley
(Virginia) Rt. 6, Murray,
DISMISSALS Mrs. Betty A.
Garland, P.O. Box 67,
Kirksey, Mrs. Jennie V.
Keene, Box 382, Hazel, Mrs.
Cathi E. Culek, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Donna K. Whitfield, Rt.
1, Murray, Randall B. Pat- terson, Box 153, Hazel, Mrs.
Myrtlene Cherry, Rt.
Buchanan, Tenn., Miss Sheila
J. Blakely, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Mary M. Coley, Box 133,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ladean
McCuiston, Rt. 5, Murray,
J.T. Adams, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Neva F. Hopkins, Rt. 8,
Murray, Larry Carpenter, Rt.
5, Murray, Mrs. Bonnie C.
Winchester, 1304 McFadden,
Paris, Tenn., William J.
Kaelin, Box 3157 Univ. Stat.,
Murray, Wiley P. Outland,
Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Annie H.
Adams, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
J.W. Leslie, 1405 Henry,
Murray, Mrs. Flora M.
Brittain 829 Hurt, Murray,
Everett D. Whitson, Rt. 7,
Murray. Leon Lockhart, 504
N. 6th., Murray, Commie E.
Cain, Rt. 1, Almo, Walter E.
Harrison, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Melba I. Landers, New
Concord.
5-26-78
Adults 109
Nursery 5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
, DISMISSALS
Phil B. Stamm, 104 So. 9th.,
Murray, Norris L. Rowland,
521 %Viand', Murray, Mrs.
Donna M. Cavitt and Baby
Boy, 507 N. 1st., Murray, Mrs.
Freddie P. Fitch and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Springville, Tenn.,
Yvonne Robinson, 500 Draper,
Paris, Miss Camille Kemp,
222 Parkway, Dresden, Tenn.,
Mrs Jane H. Baker, 1207
Crestwood, Murray, David V.
Miller, Rt. 2, Murray, Ruby K.
Vandyke, Rt. 5, Murray,
James A Whitlow, 1500
Tabard, Murray, Mrs. Dustine
A. Adams, Rt. 3, Cadiz, Mrs.
Lucy Borders, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Linda B. Stom, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Paulett M.
Crouch, Rt. 3, So. Fulton,
Tenn., Mrs. Hazel M. Beadles,
Gen. Del.,Sedalia, Mrs. Dottie
L. Bailey, 1705 Wells Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth E. Earley,
Lake Way T. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Hope Thorn, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie L.
Bazzell, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Mildred L. Warner, Rt. 8,
Murray, James E. Craig, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn., Danny K.
Lawrence, Rt. 7, Murray,
fBardie Vaughn, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Thelma I. Bennett, Rt. 2,
Murray, Hattie Vaughn. 300
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Phyllis G. Robertson, 501 So.
16th., Murray, Mrs. Sylvia D.
Stone, Rt. 1, Murray, Hugh D.
Raspberry, Rt. 2, Hazel, Enos
D. Winchester, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Mary F.
Parker, 1321 W. Main,
Murray, Elisha T. Orr, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Jessie J. Barnes
(expired), Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Flora J. Thomas (expired), Rt.8, Murray)
HEALTH SERVICXS
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) The myriad of health services
here generates more than 55,000 jobs for Kansas City area
residents, according to a recent
study by city officials.
Compared to the city's growing convention and tourism indtplry, which employs 12,700
persons, medical care is big
business. Liealth-related jobs
comprised 1.6 percent of regional employment during 1977,
according to the study, . compared to 2.2 percent in the convention industry.
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CRIME Shawl

Extra comfortable terry
cloth track shorts with
contrast trimming. 60%
Polyester, 40% Cotton.
White, Blue, Navy, Yellow. Sizes extra-small,
small, medium and large.
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SIX
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INSECT REPELLENT

WYLER
DRY MIX
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Welch's always gives you a ;ar
full of old-time goodness!

HAIR SPRAY

1 27

WITH COVER Features

Reg.
2215

lemonChoose
age, fruit punch,
cherry,
grape,
pink
lemonade
and strawberry.

18-0Z. CONSORT

TENNIS RACKET

1

1

Spray on skin or clothing. Keeps
pesty insects away. 14.5-oz. can.

WILSON
MATCH POINT

97

44

aluminum
frame racket which
provides durability
firmness and control to
a game. Attractive.
sporty cover for racket
protection.
Assorted
grips and weights.

asisoI

POLAROID

PRONTO B

OUR REG. 1.57

,

In regular or superhold.

8-0Z.
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WILSON-YELLOW
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VINYL CLEANER

TENNIS BALLS

57

9

The least expensive way to get
beautiful, long-lasting SX-70
1_/ghtwet§ht, cbWipact, nonfolding. Pictures from 3 to infinity. Has viewfinder.

7 3 BALLS

Reg. 2.37

...IL MAW
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Pick Winn, the best -pressurized
ball and heaviest felt cover or
Wilson and Penn yellow tennis
balls designed for hard court
surfaces

Helps restore beauty to vinyl, leather, rubber, wood. Ea:3y-pump bottle.
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RACQUET & SPORT

TRAINER

ASSEMBLED
MODEL

MODEL 201

88

OUR REG. 630
i'ohite and assorted colors.

REG. 17.97

MENS

Great form of exercise for'kids 6 to
60. Improves timing and •co-ordination and is an excellent trainer for
racquet games such as tennis and
squash. Light and portable-sets up
in seconds and can be unassembled
with ease. Completely safe.

OPERA SLIPPER
450
ALUMINUM

497

Nylon strung rackets in
assorted grip sizes
weights and colors

ASSORTMENT

MENS

YOUR CHOICE

HANDSOME MOC

97

00

WOOD TENNIS RACKET
397

TACKLE BOX

Leather-look manmade uppers. Soft foam lining
and innersole; easy-stepping sole. Sizes 7-1?.

TENNIS RACKET

Top quality, durable wood
rackets reinforced with
fibre glass and nylon
strings. Assorted grip
sizes and weights.

MODEL
1423

VLCHEK

REG. 5.99

REG. 7.96
Quality leather-look uppers with rawhide hand laced moc. Durable rubber sole. Sizes 7 to 11.

#PA103-Polypropylene box features 3 trays,
21 compartments, rust-proof hardware and positive latches. Assorted colors.
#1423-Molded, rust-proof box has 3Mrays, 51
compartments.

MODEL
PA103

ZEBILO,

Johnson

Skipper
Combo
666
Reg. 7 97

BEAR WHITETAIL
HUNTER•

OMEGA 33XBL•

ZEBCO
REEL

24
DP125

Selection of

Reg.

Features interchangeable
handle, super-smooth ball
bearing action, removable
spool and many other quality features.

Quality Skipprr rrpi packed wfth 54400t, 3-pc
solid glass roil 740 feet of 10-lb teat line on reel

9-9 Moss -Sat.

1-6 Sundays

COMPOUND
BOW
la°11
•
1
45S•

Lures
Reg.

.
Off
Now50

epoxy-resin
Features
bonded
limbs, new positive weight control
system and simplified eccentric
and idler suspension system

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Eqeal eapertentty Employee
Unlit Rights Reserved
Awes ef Free Parking

163-Sill

VISA*

88
Res.
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Let's Stay Well

FCC May Call For Study
On CB Effect On Pacemakers
DETROIT (AP) — Every
time Helen Hinderer's neighbor talks on his citizens' band
radio, the 57-year-old grandmother says it feels "like
something has shocked my
heart."
The Marysville, Ohio,
woman wears a heart
pacemaker, and a federal
agency believes the CB waves
may be interfering with the
device's vital function.
Prompted by complaints
from Mrs. Hinderer and two
unidentified other women, the
Federal Communications
Commission says it may call
for a nationwide study on the
effects of CB radios on heart
pacemeakers.
James McKinney, deputy
'chief of the FCC's field
in
bureau
; operations
'Washington, Said he recommended the study because
; _engineers cannot explain why
the women were apparently
- affected by CB transmissions.
m hoping that Marysville
is a single instance, but I can't
take that chance," McKinney
said.
Engineers with the FCC's
Detroit office said tests
Hinderer
Mrs.
showed
became dizzy, nearly fainted
and had to be placed on
oxygen therapy when a neighbor three blocks away
broadcast on his CB.
The pacemaker, which
stimulates the beating of the
heart by sending it rhythmic
impulses of electricity, apparently reacted to the CB
SCARED OFF
;SIOUX FALLS, S.D. AP ) —
'would-be robber at a restaudint here was apparently
frightened off by the sound of
ep ice-making machine turning
ilself on.
"He was very nervous," said
itmdy Smith, a 30-year-old bartender. "When I told him 1
I 't know the combination to
he got all nervous and
darted shoving me against the
desk.
"Then the ice machine went
on. He heard that and turned
around and ran out the front
door"

•safe,

For Information
Regarding

Eledrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 153-8856

Surgical Centers Serving Useful Purpose

Q: Mrs. K.D. writes that
she has returned home
signals by clicking on when it drafted a letter that will be from a visit with her
was not needed, the FCC said. mailed to any CBer suspected daughter and her family.
with a Her grandson had his tonThat caused Mrs. Hinderer's of interfering
hart to beat faster than nor- pacemaker. The letter warns sils removed and her sonthat a complaint has been filed in-law had a hernia opermal,officials said.
"Sometimes he (the CBer) and asks the CBer to volun- ated in a surgical clinic.
They entered, had surgery
would just knock me out, tarily stop broadcasting until
and came home the same
practically blow me off the an investigation has been day.
made.
bed," Mrs. Hinderer said.
Mrs. K.D. retnarks, "It
The letter also warns that a
Mrs. Hinderer last fall filed
all seemed so easy and
CBer
whose
radio
is
found
to
suit against the CBer, Walter
quick, but I wonder if it
Jones, 60. Jones, a disabled cause interference could face was as safe as similar
laborer, denies that he is the legal action by the FCC and by surgery in a regular hospithe pacemaker wearer.
source of her discomfort.
tal."
An estimated 250,00 to
Cardiac Pacemakers of St.
A: Such in-and-out surPaul, Minn., which made Mrs. 300,000 Americans use heart gery is innovative and useHinderer's pacemaker, says it pacemakers. An estimated 13 ful for certain surgical prothinks its products have million Americans have cedures. They are safely
done and often cost less.
adequate shielding to prevent citizen band radios.
interference by CB radios.
The firm says it knows of no
other cases of CB interference
except Mrs. Hinderer's.
As a result of Mrs. Hinderer's case, the FCC has

Too, the household routine
for the family is not disturbed as much as is required for one or more
days and nights in a hospital.
Many kinds of minor surgery can be handled in
such surgery centers. Selected major operations,
such as hernia repairs and
cataract removals, can
also be done in these units.
Such surgery centers
have an ongoing affiliation
with one or more local
hospitals, and the surgeons
and anesthesiologists often
have regular appointments
on the hospital staffs.
Therefore, the patient in a
surgery center can be

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sun

THERE'S LIGHT AHEAD —
SAY-RITE
EFFEREDENT
DENTURE CLEANSER

SKIN CARE CREAM

48 TABLETS

Oz.

TABLETS FREE)

•REGULAR 'UNSCENTED

FASTPAIN RELIEF
HE ADACHE;COLDS BODY ACNE i NEURALGIA

REG.$1.68

REG. $1.89

ANACIN

TABLETS

WITH THIS PURCHASE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

REG.$2.22

100's

96
C
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FLEX NET
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--- 8 et.
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SPRAY
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EYE DROPS
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111111111111=1110
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,...-. ......,
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'22,
!
,
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%a
'
n
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58

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

„.......

\

*EXTRA BOW

2. t.
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.i
i
".'•'

• 96C

*OILY

12' OFF UIEL
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CREAM 2 Oz.
MEG. $1.119

SHAMPOO
7 oz.

*FIRM 110LD
NEL $2.51
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•11111
•OILY

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

lapiTh

96c _.._:, $156 cond

MEDICATED
CLEANSER

NEET HAIR REMOVER

PROTEIN 21

13s3.

rat.

rtionef

'JOHNSON'S

CLEARASIL

, 0/ s/
;f * •
CREAM

EXTRA DRY
CREAM DEODORANT
1.5 oz. MEG. $1.49

REG. $1.19

96c

ARR1D

•

_

NOW!

ODOR EATERS

SCNICK
SUPER II
CARTRIDGES

LANAG11
.
4 MIL $1.48

4 Fl. Or.

LANACANE
ANESTHETIC CRIME
1.25 Oz REG.$1.19

96C

PLUS PLATINUM

9

INJECTOR
RIG
Si S9

50'
REBATE
OFFER

RIG 525C

11

COLOGIIK 4.75 Or.

FOAMY
IMS.$3.111 $228

15' OFF LABEL

KING EDWARD IMPERIAL

*REGULAR •MENTNOL

CIGARS 50's

'LEMON-LIME

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

REG. $3.68
$147

ONLY

SAYE 73°
SM..

Captain D's.
Offer good thru June 30,'78
Murray ,Ky
753-9383

SHAVE CREAM

11 Oz. REG. $IMI

Ariaralrimaimasimi

75
RIG

118

$1 41

Reg $ 2-07
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SAY-RITE'S

LOTION 4 oz.
MEG. $1.55
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2piecesof
•- crispfrench fries
• creanrycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hushimppies.
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8 EXTRA TASLIETS AT
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Captain D's.

INFLATION
JUNGLE?

ROSE MILK
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$1
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SPECIAL

transferred to a hospital if
necessary.
One criticism of such
free-standing surgical
units is that they skim off
certain cases, which other
wise would have gone into
a hospital, making it more
difficult for hospitals, already financially pressed,
to survive and give quality
care to a greater variety of
illnesses. To compete,
some hospitals have established such surgery units
within the hospital, or have
erected one nearby as a
free-standing unit.
A considerable amount
of minor surgery is done in
offices of physicians or in

LOST IN THE

Postal Service To
Keep Papers Moving
In Event Of Strike
WASHINGTON
Negotiations between the
United States Postal Service
and its four postal unions are
proceedings without a hitch.
But postal officials said last
week that in the event of a
strike, the, Postal Service is
prepared to keep the nation's
newspapers moving.
According to the postal
officials, the first thing the
Postal Service would do is
embargo nonessential mail
and then implement a contingency plan which would
include steps to insure that the
priority mail is delivered.
"I would guess the need to
keep the public informed is an
important issue," a Postal
Service executive said. -I
would say (newspapers)
would not be the first" class of
mail to be halted in the event
of a strike, he said.
-But we do not anticipate a
work stoppage. We are aiming
toward settling a contract by
July 20," he added.
A wildcat strike by •tibnot
200,000 postal workers in 1970
affected less than a half dozen
metropolitan areas of the
country, and the Postal
Service made deliveries of
essential mail — including
newspapers.
The contract with the
nation's 600,000 postal workers
expires July 20. Some militant
union leaders have said if
their workers' demands are
not met, they are prepared to
mobilize forces across the
country for a job action this
summer.

cent less than the charge
for the same surgery in a
regular hospital.
Most patients treated in
surgery centers are from:,
the immediate area in
which the center is located.
Since only a limited num.
ber of such centers are
operation, this treatment
hospital emergency is not widely available
rooms. These cases, plus throughout the country al
more demanding proce- this time.
dures,can be carried out in
surgical centers. The more
MISS YOUR PAPER?
complicated, serious conStesafbers eke have est
ditions require preparareceived their heme-IISNYNNI
• tion, surgery and longer
follow-up, and these recopy of The Norm Leaps
quire hospitalization.
Times by S:311 pa. IdenderyThe surgery unit is meetfriday .by 3:30 p. es se Saturing a need and is appardays are griped to call 733-1416
ently here to stay. The first
between 3.30,. m. mid p.m.,
one was created in Phoebleaday-fr)day, sr 3:30 p.m.
nix, Arizona, in 1971, and
awl 4p. m. Saturdays, to bran
about 70 such centers are
delivery of the newspaper. Calle
currently in operation. Because their cost of operaoast be placed by 6 p.m. weektion is considerably lower,
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
patients can often be
imareatee delivery.
treated for about 50 per-
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Social Security Records Need
To Be Checked Every Few Years
It is a good idea for people in
this area to check their Social
Securitymegord every 3 years
or so to make sure that all
their earnings are being
correctly reported, a local
Social Security spokesman
said today.
And, to make it easier,
people can get a fr.eeRostcard
form for this ptupose at their
local Social Security office. All
a person has to do is fill out the
card, stamp it, and send it to
the address on the card. In

return, he or she will receive a
statement of the earnings
reported to the person's Social
Security record.
The statement will show
actual yearly earnings for the
past few years, along with a
stunmary of the earnings
reported to the record since
the person began working in
jobs covered by Social
Security.
Also, the spokesman continued, if the person is 55 or
older, he or she will receive an

Child Abuse To Be
Program Subject At MSU
A program presented by the
for
Coalition
National
Children's Justice on child
abuses inherent in the US.
juvenile judicial system will
be conducted at Murray State
University on Monday, June
26.
Kenneth Wooden, author of
"Weeping in the Playtime of
Others" And investigative
consultant to CBS' -60
Minutes," will discuss his
research findings. He has
spent six years investigating
children's homes, reform
schools, detention centers,
and institutions for mentally
retarded and emotionally
disturbed children.
Wooden will present a lecture entitled "Justice for
Ifor
Time
Children--A
Advocacy" at 7 p.m. in the
Student Center Auditorium.
Three films, produced in
-60
with
cooperation
Minutes," will be shown as 9

ETS AT

Give Dad
A

1-Shirt
oil

Father's Day
14414 Alywnm
Oling
COo•

From

1-Shirts
Etc.
1411 Olive

Mon.-Sat.10:00 a.m.-600 p.m.
(family Owned
and Operated)

and 11 a.m. and at 2 and 5 p.m.
in the Student Center.
Wooden, the executive
director of the National
Coalition for Children's
Justice, has interviewed
children and social workers in
30 states in becoming known
as one of the nation's foremost
advocates in working for the
rights
of
incarcerated
children.
The program is sponsored
by the Center for Innovation
and
Development
and
Department of Special
Education of the university's
College of Human Development and Learning.
A $2 registration fee covers
the films, the lecture, and a
reception following the lecture.
Anyone wishing to register
should send a check or money
order made out to Department
of Special Education, MSU,
along with name,address, and
telephone number to •
Peggy Pack Hunter, Confetence
Coordinator,
Department of Special
Education, Murray State
University, Murray, KY.,
42071, by June 20.
BIGGEST
BIRTHDAY CARD
NEW YORK (AP) — The
world's largest greeting card is
on its way around the globe to
help celebrate the centennial of
the Berlitz Schools of Languages.
The birthday card, measuring
12 feet 4 inches by 8 feet 2
inches, contains 100 different
congratulatory greetings representing languages spoken all
over the world. Although both
card and envelope together
weigh some 60 pounds, when
shipped in a specially-buill,
crate, the total weight exceeds300 pounds.
The itinerary of the giant
greeting card after its unveiling
here includes Mexico City, Tokyo, London, Paris and Frankfurt, Germany.

estimate of the retirement
benefits payable at 65 based
on current earnings and
benefit rates.
There is a reason why a
person should check his or her
record about every 3 years,
the spokesman added. That is
because corrections cannot
generally be made in reported
earnings more than 3 years, 3
months, and 15' days after the
end of the year in which the
earnings were reported.
A person who thinks there is
an error in reported earnings

should get in touch with their
local Social Security office,
the spokesman said. He or she
should
bring
whatever
evidence they have thatshows
the correct earnings. This
might include Forms W-2
(Wage and Tax Statement),
pay slips, tax returns,
statements from employers,
and similar evidence.
The telephone number for
the Paducah Social Security
office is 443-7506; the number
for the Mayfield office is 2478095.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Man's nickname
4 Roman road
8 Pack away
12 Guido's
high note
13 Additonal
14 Gaze intently
15 Permit
16 Went
18 Roman
deities
20 Boring
21 Note of
scale
22 Pronoun
23 Smaller
nurnber
27 For shame!
29 Pronoun
30 Commemorative disk
31 Cyprinoid
fish
32 Parent
(colloq.)
33 Gave food to
34 Chinese distance measure
35 Whiskers
37 Temporary
bed
38 Crimson.
39 Surfeit
40 Sorrow
41 Symbol for
tellurium
42 Iranian
leader
44 Ardent
47 Chief executive
51 Exist
52 Ireland
53 Silkworm
54 Falsehood
55 Young
salmon
56 Man's name
57 Lamprey

DOWN
1 Wealth
2 Appellation of
Athena
3 Gossip
4 Demons
5 Rocky hill
6 Wears away
7 Happen
again
8 Signifies
9 Bushy
clump
10 Native metal
11 Marry
17 Spanish article
19 Babylonian
deity
22 Concealed
24 Man's nickname
25 Transaction
26 Skidded

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
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30 Encountered
32 Article of
furniture
3a Enemy
36 Near
37 Stick to
38 Feast
40 Walks in water
41 Symbol for
tantalum

43 Greeting
44 Greenland
settlement
45 Great Lake
46 Walk un-
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28 Mental image •
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2 Notice

1

PUT IT IN THE

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747

13 For Sale Or Trade

Peducah, Ky.

5 Lost And Found

COLOR PORTRAITS, *
bring us yours for extra
- --copies. Made ftom any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

14)ST GOLD coin ring
Reward offered. 7538=8
year old female
Irish Setter in vicinity of
Welch's Concrete and
Septic, Thursday, June
8. She answers to the
name of Shammy. Call
Gina at 753-1916 before 4
and 759-1189 after 5.

SCHOOL TEACHER
NEEDS babysitter in
my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
Must have own transportation and willing to
do light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.

Father Buys
His Tools At

Starks
Hardware
12th and Poplar
753-1727
Free 6i11
Wrapping

PHONE SOLICITORS
needed Saturday only,
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 753-7861.
WATKINS
FOR
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

WILSON
INSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE AGENCY,
INC.
have moved to 302 N.
12th. Ron Talent is no
longer associated with
the agency: Call or see
Wayne Wilson or

MEDICAL
SECRETARY
with
experience to work with
specialist
in
new
physician's
office
building. Send yped
resume to Dr. Phillip
Klapper, Murray Calloway
County
Hospital, 803 Poplar,
Murray, KY 42071.

PARTY
PLAN
SUPERVISOR
MERRIC-MAC
toy
parties has opening for
and
. _supervisors
._ demonstrators in your
area. Quality merchandiseHighest
commission. No inBIBLE FACTS INC. IF
vestment, deiiverthgTor
we decide to serve'God,
collection. Call Ann
then we must do it His
Baxter collect 319-556way Proberbs 16:25
8881 or unite MERRICstates "There is a way
MAC,
Box
1277,
that seemeth right unto
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
a man, but the end
thereof are the ways of
WANTED TEMPORARY
death." The Bible is the
part-time homemakers.
only source of inCall Senior Citizens
formation that is inOffice, 753-0929 or 753spired by God: and is for
0930.
our information and
edification, II Timothy
WANTED - HELP with
3:16,17 For Bible study
elderly gentlemen. Call
and answers call 759for information 753-1690.
4600.
TRUCK DRIVER. See
YOUR NEED IS OUR
Doris Ezell or Elaine
concern. NEEDLINE,
Pittenger at Murray
753-6333.
Silica Sand, Industrial
Road,753-7196.

r2A

AMWAY
DISTRIBUTORS
needed in Murray area
for full details on this
business opportunity
write Rae Borgarding,
Rt. 3, Box 322, Theodore.
Al. 36582

Riviera
Costs hash

SN
Jam Speelal

2554 Off
753-0157
&mit Citation disiment on
reesseirsled Wednesdays

5 Lost And found
AFGAN, FOUR months
old, apricot color.
Sometimes answers to
Rufus. Lost on Stadium
View Drive. Reward
offered. 753-0335 before
5: after 5, 759-4486.

FOR SALE, a 1976 Honda
TL-250 Dirt Bike. $550 or
will trade for camper or
fishing rig or almost
anything. Also 1975 CR125 Honda $350. 474-2741
after 5.

FEMALE TO WORK at
The Hitching Post Gift
Shop in Aurora. Call 4742266.

.a.cosr, 1

6 Help Wanted

It's A Fad

6 Help Wanted

NOTICE
Applications
now
being accepted for
nurse-aide
training
class. Contact Personnel Office, MurrayCalloway
County
Hospital.

HELP
WANTED
If you are employed and eighteen
years old or will be eighteen by
12/31/78 and would be interested in
skilled training of a six-months
duration located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, there will be courses offered
for machinists, welders, physical
testers and pipefitters. Contact your
Manpower Services office at 319 South
7th Street in Mayfield.

ADDITIONAL help
Jerry's
needed at
Refinishing and Custom
Built Furniture. Call
492-8837.
RN's NUHLENBURG
Hospital,
Community
Greenville, Ky. 42345.
patient
Beginning
care,
centered
t Modified primary
care I. RN's are back at
the bedside doing total
care with only 5-6
patients. New salary
schedule and fringe
benefits. Opening on all
shifts. Write or call
Director of Nursing
502-338-4211. ,
SEWING MACHINE
OPERATOR.
Experience desired but not
necessary. Apply at
Calloway
Manufacturing, 111 Poplar.
PART-TIME
HELP
wanted. must haveuwir
transportation. Apply at
Senior Citizens Office,
203 S. 5th Street.

SERVICE
VET1311111$
E-4 AIR ABOVE
If you have been out less
than 48 months and have an
honorable discharge, we have
Inunectiate openings for you in
.0 S. Navy
We offer good steady pay,
osetstanding retirement
bsmafit.&, tai-free 1104E4AI-advanced- •
a lowance.
Sidinical training, low-cost
g vernment insurance
benefits, commissary/PX
shopping, security, daady advancement, ioh satisfactions.
travel.
Call 502 7534438 now for
information.
The Navy It's not just a job,
it's an adventure worth
looking into the second tune
around

WILL DO house cleaning.
Conscientious and experienced. 753-0634.
WANT PART time work
in afternoon, 3 or 4 days
a week. Call 759-4954
after 11 a.m.
WOMAN
WILL
do
housework, 759-4615.
WE DO masonry work,
anything in brick or
block. Specialize in
repair work. Phone 1901-243-4651,
10 Business Opportunit)
MONEY TO LOAN for
farms, business construction, real estate,
venture capital and
start ups. Any worth
while project considered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 10 p.m.

WALT DISNEY
JEWELRY MEM
Sin
STYLES BY MR=
a division of a
company, is now offering
distributorships for this
fast moving, highly
lucrative product line.
Children's jewelry
manufactured under a
Wait Disney license asil
quick sod retire wok*
profit We provide canscz a
nb szad Watkins,
and
much, muctirill"e
ore.
now for one of the hotpot
impulse items in the
---mirrketplare today.
Phones are staffed 24
Mors
1-11$11-124-5134,
operate, 24

11 Instructions

„...nsea
teitio;,

-

.'-

FOR SALE
.Newly renovated 4.wall-to-wall carpet sinsulation .storm windows 418,400.4th & Barnett,
Hazel .4924101

REF: INSTRUCTIONS
in basic macrame
starting Thursday, June
15 at 6 p.m. last course
offered for summer
Little Red House of
Crafts, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center.

BENNETT
ANT,/
ASSWYN14011.
Group
Insurance
Specialists
serving West Kentucky
lind
Tennessee
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 759-1486.

14 Want To But
PULL TYPE bush hog.
436-5548.
USED SHOWCASE. Call
474-n66.
WANT TO buy 1-3 acres of
land with trees on water
system. 753-8491 after 5
p.m.
WANT TO BUY STANDING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
HOSPITAL BED
and
mattress. Call 753-4499.
ON LAND CONTRACT 10
to 30 acres. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P.O. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
15 Articles For Sale
SMOKE DETECTORS,
nationally
advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.
TILLERS 5 h. p. chain
drive. Briggs and
Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Appliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So MY
KINGWOOD HEATERS
-automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
premium
grade.
A78x13", $19.30 plus
$1.74 FET, C78x13",
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,
G78114" or 15", $24.81
plus
$2.60
FET,
H78115", $26.36 plus
$2.85 FET, L78:15",
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble South 9th. Call
753-5719.
WEED EATERS Clippie model, $19.99.
Snippy model, $39.99
Needle model,500 or 507,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE- store fixtures. Island, glass
shelves, tables and
more. Special Occasion,
121 Bypass.

15 Articles For Sale
SWING
FOR
SET
SALE.Has Teeter
Totter, Slide,Swing Bar.
A place for two swings.
Call 753.6531.
ALLIS CHAMLERS notill four row drill with
six coulters and 200
gallon aluminum tank
attached. Call 436-2372.
IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well gift Shop."
FEATHER BEDS at top
price, 753-7462 from 5-8
p.m.
OFFICE EQUIPMENTdesk, 3 metal shelves,
two 30 drawer cabinets,
addressograph typewriter, wooden tables
and 190 new unfolded
cardboard boxes. Call
753-9414 or 753-7316.
6,000 BTU Westinghouse
air conditioner, also
large wall or window
mount Frigidaire air
conditioner. Call 7538197.
DARK FIRED tobacco
plants for sale. Call
after 4, 759-1084.
650 LBS. Burley Tobacco
base. Call after 5 p.m.
753-9880.
CANOPY
BEDROOM
set, mattress and box
springs,
chest _ of
thitswers, spread,
canopy, and curtains,
$150. 753-0061 after 5.

16 Home Furnishings
16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

When Yea Think
hies-Think
4:-

4

Fiberglass
repairs,
Marine and Auto. Bob
Cook, 317 N. 4th. 7674386 or 759-1161.
12 FT aluminum Flat
Bottom, 1666 Ryan Ave.
HOUSEBOAT, HOLIDAY
house, 25 ft. aluminum
hull. New motor, new
steam curtains, sleeps
6, fully equipped. Phone
354-6295.
FOR SALE 474 BLUE
and silver _ Inetallic
Checkmate. Lots of
extras. For more information call 354-6419.
I-OR SALE, 1975 Ranger
Bass
Boat,
135
Evinrude, completely
set up. 527-9279.
1977 RED AND silver
metal flake, Marlin Jet
boat, 455 Olds motor,
Berkley stern drive,
White naugahyde interior, AM-FM stereo
tape with power booster,
seats 7. Real nice boat.
$6000. Phone 753-8117.
te H. P. JOHNSON 15t4'
bait anA trailer.
Record in fathometer,
$125. Call 436-2538.

KIMBALL
MUSIC
CENTER 601 ,Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph 443-3879 Shop
if you like, but check our
prices. Open late Friday
nights.

FREE

tcrtpicrirst

Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
8 Pest
Control
loo Sewell 1316

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales 8, Service
N
753-4471

541

18 Sewing
USED SINGER SEWING
machine, zig zag, all
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect, fully
guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments
may be arranged. For
free home demonstration write Martha
Hopper,
Route
5,
Benton, Ky. or call 354E1619.
19 Farm Equipment
JOHN DEERE wagon,
$250 ('all 436-2355 or 4362788.

FOR SALE-Decorated
Rock,
Rip -rap,
driveways white rocked
and
graded,
free
estimates, Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.

Win christor S•rvic•0
111 II MI 751 51,7

15' GLASS par runabout
and trailer with 50 hp
Mercury. $800. 4354363.

Of

TRUCK TOOL BOX.1
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, $75.00. Tail
gate protectors,
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.

KIIATOI PAD SW
pricirthis week

20 Sports Equipment

=MI

EXCELLENT BURLEY
tobacco, bed $75. Call
753-0672.

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 7514104 or 753I551.
•-

BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
Premium
quality
guaranteed, $10.99 per
bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

FREEZER BEEF-Choice
grain fed-aged beef.
PIAMO III STORM(
Front quarter,89 cents a
Beautiful spinet-console
stored locally. Reported like
pound, whole or half 99
new. Responsible party can
cents a pound, hind
take a big saving on low
payment
balance Write
quarter, $1 09 a pound
Joplin Piano, Joplin, Missouri
hanging weight. Food ,64801
stamps accepted. We
also
do
custom BALDWIN PIANOS and
slaughtering,
Paris
organs, used pianos,
Meat Processing 642Lonardo Piano Co.
8201 off 641. One mile
across from Post Office,
North of Paris on/ Old
Paris, Tn.
Murray Road.

GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759'1117 after 4 p.m.

TURNTABLE,
REALISTIC
LAB-100
with ADC magnetic
elliptical cartridge. 7674383 after 4 p.m.

19 farm Equipment

SELL211' flatbed
gooseneck trailer with
double axles, $1600 14'
JD- A W disk and ram,
$5000Thone after\ 6, 3822294.
NEED GRAIN BINS,
don't buy from anyone
until you get our quote.
The best bin at the
lowest
cost.
Agri
Products, 753-3000 or
753-9920.
FOR SALE tobacco arta
tomattr sticks. Call 4892126.

Phase 753-3514
In fit1.91/1PU Over
30 Years
ertlfied By l'A

24 Miscellaneous
RADIAL TIRE Sale Steel belted premium
wall,
white
grade
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
FET,
$2.97
plus
HR78x14" or 15", $45.42
FET,
$3.15
plus
JR78x15" or LR78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMPARE
ROTO
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
16 TV Radio
DON'T BE MISLED
will not be undersold
Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker T.V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
SISSON'S Zenith can save
you $20 or more on TVs,
stereos, video recorders. One year free
service on all color TVs.
Shop, then come see us.
Sisson's, 19 miles West
on Highway 94, 382-2174.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 after 5.

.4

mUTUAI
P•of

26 TV Radio
FOR SALE-two black
and white T. Vs. $25.00
each Call 492-8224.
LARGE SELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
.. Clayton's
per month
(Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take up
payment like. new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music),753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
71' ARMOUR DOUBLE
wide trailer for sale. 7591219 until 3, 753-3337
after 5.
FOR SALE - 1959 Star
mobile home, 10' x 55',
furnished, good quality
and good condition.
Phone 753-2895 or 7533482.
FOR SALE, 2 bedroom,
1973 mobile home,
moving must sell cheap.
.492-8407.
FOR SALE- 1974 12 X 70
Granville 3 bedroom 1
and 34 bath, central heat
and air. In good condition. May assume
payment if credit acceptable. Call 753-3569.
FOR SALE- 1959 Star
Mobile Home 10' X 55',
furnished, good Quality
and good condition.
Phone 753-3895 or 7533482.,
0).=
1114-9 ACRES; 2 mobile
homes for sale; 1
wellhouse, 14 x 20;
utility room, 10 x 15. 4365844.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO
BEDROOM
TRAILER for rent on
HWY 280. 436-2690.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
3 bedroom house. Call
753-2896.
WANT TO LEASE or rent
three or four bedroom
home. Two year lease
with option of two additional years. Will
furnish local reference.
Call 753-8514.
32 Apartments for Rent
FOR RENT, 5 room
unfurnished apartment,
carpeting and drapery,
$150 per month plus $100
deposit. Call 753-5447
after 5:30 p.m.
OLIVE
STREET
Apartment-one room
efficiency apartment for
rent. Bath and open
closet near campus $85.
Call 753-4453 from 8-5
NICE FURNISHED
I
bedroom apartment
Inquire at 100 S. 13th.
TWO BEDROOM house, 4
miles South on 641
Older couple preferred.
$120 month. ('all 1-901642-7220.
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
APARTMENTS South
Broad
Extended,
Murray,
Ky.
Applications now being
taken for new one, two
and three bedroom,
Section
VIII
Hudsubsidized apartments.
Occupancy available 3060 days. Call 753-8668
Ask for Brenda Jones
Equal
opportunity
housing.
OLIVE
STREET
Apartment-one room
efficiency apartment for
rent. Bath and open
closet near campus, $85.
Call 753-4453 from 8-5.
ONE ROOM apt. furnished. Working man
only $50 00 month. Call
753-3685
34 Houses for Rent
NICE UNFURNISHED
HOUSE, 4 miles East.
City water. Garden.
Couples. No
pets.
References. Call 7537551.

36 For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE- building,
3400 sq. ft. 121 Bypass.
Call 753-3111 or 753-6869.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
758
37 Livestock

THREE PARTY YARD
SALE. 94 East, first
mobile home North of J
and B Market, Friday 95.
42 Home Loans

Supplies

WHITE MALE hog, about
300 lbs. 492-8651.
5 COWS WITH CALVES
and 1 cow will have calf
soon. 1 bull. White faced.
436-5844.
38 Pets

43 Real Est

41 Public Sales

Supplies

GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies-$10. 759-1890
after 5 p.m.
REGISTERED BASSET
hounds, long ears; sad
faces, $125 and up, from
stock now showing. 7530672.
41 Public Sales
CARPORT SALE. Friday
and Saturday June 16
and 17. Dining table with
6 chairs, coffee table,
antique mirror, antique
screen,
fire
bed,
glassware, clay pots,
odds and ends. 8-5 both
days. Three miles out
Highway 121 South of
Lynnwood Estates.
YARD
SALE-Bills
Trailer Park, 1 mile off
94 Ledbetter Church
Road. Some antiques,
tools, dishes Start June
14, 15, 16 and 17.
TWO PARTY yard sale,
June 14, 15 and 16 at 1633
Farmer Ave.
YARD SALE, 302 N. 17th.
Baby items lots of baby
clothes, women's
clothes, aquarium and
fish, couch, piano,
curtians, and
bed
spreads, and lots of
miscellaneous. All day
Saturday.

FRESH
ON
THE
MARKET and in that
demand area of park
and shopping.. living
room with fireplace, 4
bedrooms,economic gas
heat. Priced in the 30's.
Reach for the phone
now...don't let this home
get away. LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS...7531492.
GOVERNMENT
GUARANTEED loans
$15,000-550,000.
Other
business loans venture
and mortage money
unlimited. Call collect 1502-443-0835.
"AS DAY BREAKS."
listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with plenty
of space-3 acre minifarm-located southwest.
Priced in the 20's. Call
now . . . . 7 5 3 1492...LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS
NEW
LISTING-3
bedroom mobile home in
Rolling Acres Subdivision off Hwy 200.
Convenient to lake or
town. This home has
been remodeled for
comfortable permanent
living. New Central air
conditioning system, 2car carport with canopy
for protection from sun
and rain. Gas heat for
economy and all furnitur is included. Large
block 12 x 20 building for
workshop or storage.
Must see all the extras
for only $16,995. Nelson
Shroat Co. Realtors, 7591707.
FIVE CHOICE acres,
partially cleared with
paved road frontage in
Brewers, Ky. Call 4892195 after 5 p.m.

MOVING SALE- Lots of
furniture, carpets,
clothes for everyone.
glassware, nick-nack,
avon
bottles,
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday, 8 to 4
p.m. 907 Vine Street.

AIWINKa

YARD SALE. Thursday
and Friday. 703 Payne
Street. 9-6.

BUDGET BUY...A
little paint, a lot of
savings when you redecorate this 5 room
house
size
lent to
sc 1-waPring distance to downtown.
Priced Right. Mid
Teen's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105. N.
12th.

MOVING SALE, Friday
and saturday from 8-6,
1708 Melrose. Swingset,
lawn mower, sofa and
chair, 30 x 60 formica
top desk and chair,
English Setter, clothers,
toys and much more.

[MTV
"
Im BOYD-MAJORS
.
"
REAL ESTATE
7534080

APPROXI1
plus
ac
negotiabl
Realty,57,

PLEASURE
THERAPS
those city
is a 3 bedi
enjoy with
entry hall,
plush car
room or
with firepl
the carpete
bedrooms
floor and
baths...Sou
School Dis
Jobs Reall

Waldrop

in Bus
Since I
753-5

NEW LIS1
UNIVERS]
-family hon
bedrooms
living roc
I
dining
bination,
- OR a two
se
with
trances.
fenced ya
extra larg
workshop
building.
PERUD
1222 or v
veniently
at 711 Mai

A
WINN
BINATIOP
and a goo
listed veil
bedroom
kitchen, ft
room, and
with fir
heatalatoi
come poi
upstairs,
apartment
nice nel
Extra
Asaurnahl
percent lo4
$35,000. 1
PERUD
1222
foi
professioni
Service.

THE NELS
CO. RE
759
s
th.d.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch'

3 bedroo
baths, fi
washer,

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SAI 1
'[FADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ha

FREE
,20 NILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and re•iy Up to 12 s 74. Alm Worn style, Mikes, attunes,
mobile home oil oat, end patios, or 11-111flUZI, prio-cot completely rowdy
to assemble up to 74 60 "Ivy MO kat for

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Beautiful
on Highs

Inflation
Fighter

Beautifu:
.3 bed
fourth be
*large
room an
.2-car,
.over 1

1978 Chrysler LeBaron
Town & Country
Station Wagon

$8,014.50

Adjacent

$1,000 00 Discount

Inflation Fighter Price

$1,014.50

Jim Fain
III Sycamore

Includes
and elect
ce barn
$3,500.

Ph()
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43 Real Estate

Sales

'ARTY YARD
4 East, first
ime North of J
rket, Friday 9-

loans

ON
THE
r and in that
area of park
pping...living
h fireplace, 4
., economic gas
!ed in the 30's.
r the phone
't let this home
y. LORETTA
ALTORS...753-

1ENT
4TEED loans
50,000.
Other
loans venture
ortage money
I. Call collect 1135.

Y BREAKS."
o the rooster
ed your horses
own country
ise with plenty
acre miniited southwest.
I the 20's. Call
. .753RETTA JOBS
RS

LISTING-3
mobile home in
Acres Suboff Hwy 280.
int to lake or
his home has
!modeled for
ble permanent
ew Central air
ing system, 2)ft with canopy
ction from sun
. Gas heat for
and all furncluded. Large
c 20 building for.
p or storage.
all the extras
$16,995. Nelson
r. Realtors, 759-

IOICE acres,
cleared with
ad frontage in
, Ky. Call 489r 5 p.m.

)-MAJO
L ESTATE
3-8080

ional Services
'riendly Touch"

ET BUY...A
int, a lot of
when you rethis 5 room
size
ient to
ar,ing clistadowntown.
Right. Mid
3oyd Majors
ate, 105. N.

APPROXIMATELY 2
plus
acres.
Price
negotiable. Erickson
Realty,527-1441.
PLEASURE
THERAPY.. Cure for
those city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the,
plush carpeted living
room or family room
with fireplace or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged
floor and 2 decorative
baths...Southwest
School District. Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.

I Waldrop Realty
-in Busoness
Since 1956"
753-5646
NEW LISTING-NEAR
UNIVERSITY a sirngle
-family home with 3 or 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, kitchencomdining room
bination, utility room;
OR a two-family house
enseparate
with
trances. Also a lovely
fenced yard, plus an
extra large garage and
workshop or storage
building. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 or visit our conveniently located office
at 711 Main.

-Your Key People
In Real Estate"'

753 7774
.001 Sycamore
Murray, Ky
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout
home has living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our conveniently located office
in the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.

Want To
Buy On
Land
Contract
30 Acres. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P. 0.
Box 223, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.

CSTA BLISHEDRUSLN FSS
located in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a
life time pass you by.
WINNING
COMA
•
.Call LORETTA JOBS
BINATION a good home
REALTORS today. 753and a good price. Just
1492.
listed very attractive 2
bedroom home with
kitchen, formal dinning
room, and living room
with fireplace and
heatalator. Extra income potential with
BOYD-MAJORS'id
upstairs, one bedroom
REAL ESTATE
apartment. Located in
753-8080
nice neighborhood.
Extra
bonus:
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
Assumable FHA 814
percent loan. Priced at
Beautiful
$35,000. Phone KOPbedrooms, 142 baths,
PERUD REALTY, 753Brick Veneer home.
1222
for
full-time
Formal dining &
professional Real Estate
Breakfast
room,
Service.
marble fireplace in
living room, den adjoining
ketchen.
0
Breezeway,2 car att.
THE NELSON SHROAT
garage - 111 acres. 3
minutes to shopping.
CO. REALTORS
Boyd Majors Real
759-1707
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
thecae letts Statitiml C•s6•1

n

For Sale
By Owner

faV

JG

413 SALE
TICS

3 bedroom brick in Bagwell Manor Subdivision. 2
baths, fully carpeted, built-in range and dishwasher,central heat and air.

Phone 753-6752
after 5 P.M.

FREE
20 NILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

offices cottages,
I completely reser

II

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered
51 Services Offered
'77
SCOTTDALE
pick-up
all
of
PAINTING
SPRAY
ALL
TYPES backhoe and
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
FOR SALE 74. acres,
step-side bed, custom
WILL DO ALL TYPES
kinds. Metal roofs,
septic tank work. Field
than 1,000 miles. Call
well of water, 2 trailer
LIST YOUR property
paint job, sun roof,
carpenter work. Exbarns, farms and
tile lines installed, 28
436-2262 or 753-8078.
hookups. 1 mile from 94
with us for quick action
headers, side pipes,
perienced. Large or
homes. Call Ralph
years
experience.
East and Kenlake Golf
and courteous service.
48 Automotive Service
power antenna, AM-FM
Free
small
jobs.
Worley, 436-.2563.
Licensed through Health
course. Call 437-4617.
John C. Neubauer,
stereo-tape.
'75
estimates. Call 527-1023.
Department. Call Rex
TRUCK TIRE Sale Realtor, 106 S. 4th
Silvered°,
Chevrolet
Camp, 753-5933.
OPPORTUNITY
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS
tread,
Hiway
700x15",
6
Street, Murray,Ky., 753camper speical, 30
KNOCKS almost new 4
Sears continuous gutter WATER WELLS. Smith
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85'
0101.
series,
loaded. '74
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
SEPTIC TANK PUMbedroom home just
installed per your
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
Cruisecraft, cabin
Call
1-527-1836
after
5
PING. Residential and
listed. Lovely design
specifications.
Call
$35.39
plus $3.59 FET.
Poplar Benno,
cruiser, with 105 hp
p.m.
commercial. Rex Camp
and ideal location across
Sears 753-2310 for free
Wallin
Hardware,
Chrysler, 1842 ft. long.
753-5933.
street
from
the
estimates.
Paris.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
753-5216
or 753-6073.
Robertson Elementary
49. Used Cars & Trucks
DALE SPENCER'S
exterior. Also dry wall
J AND R Pool Contractor.
School and one block
REAL
Portable Sandblasting
finishing.
10
years
exlined
vinyl
built
RABBIT.
Call
'75
VW
Custom
from University cam1973 HONDA 350, $450.
Painting
and
and
perience. Call 436-2563,
sizes.
Several
Bob
Wynn
at
pools.
Chuck
or
pus. Central heat and air
527-1468 7519625
1975 Olds Starfire, local
Free
Service
Bedtime
Ralph
Worley.
or
355-2838
Valley
Water
753-2975.
and an economic price
car. $2850. Both in exestimates. Call 753-6626.
328-8567 call collect.
make this home an
cellent condition. 753- '71 PLYMOUTH FURY
Construction
44.
lots
Z
For
TO
Sale
A
excellent choice on
0605.
LICENSED ELECGrand Coup in good INSULATION
BLOWN
home building and
todays market. Priced
FOR SALE, 23 acres
Call
753-7438.
TRICIAN prompt efcondition.
IN
by
Sears
save
on
of
Repairs
remodeling.
MAVERICK.
FORD
1971
under $40,000. Phone
northwest of 'Currey
ficient service. No jig)
these high heat and
kinds. No job too big
all
radio,
low
automatic,
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Approximately 15 acres
van,
'78
CHEVROLET
too
small. Call Ernit
cooling
bills.
Call
Sears
437Call
small.
too
or
excellent
mileage,
753-1222 for an appasture or tendable, 7
•
White, 753-0605.
new. 753-2571.
free
753-2310
for
4338.
Call
753-7853.
condition.
pointment to see this
acres trees, all-weather
•
estimates.
home today.
creek, beautiful hilltop
FOR SALE 1973 Datsun
FORD customized van.
PIANO TUNING and
building site, only 6
CARPET CLEANING at
610 wagon with factory
REALTORS
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
repair. Call Joe Jackson
miles from town. Fronts
reasonable rates.
radio,
AM -FM
air, AM W-tape. Low
after,5 p.m. 753-7149.
on blacktop. $23,000. Call
No job to small. ExPrompt and efficient.
television, speakers
mileage. $1795. Call 753753-8709.
cellent
references.
Custom Carpet Care,
0011 after 5 p.m.
front and rear, couchor
TREES
NEED
Call 753-1486 ask for
753-1335.
sink,
portabox,
bed,
ice
or
cut
shrubbery
Farms
For
Sale
45.
Shelley between 7 and
1973 CHEVROLET
potti, carpeted, air
South 12th at Sycamore
trimmed? Call George
80 ACRE Tennessee
MITCHELL
3:30.
753extras.
Call
pickup.
Lots
of
conditioned.
753-4707.
Landolt,
TELEPHONE 7531651
Farm. 14 miles southBLACKTOPPING
Excellent condition. Call
0476.
west of Murray, good
sealing, patching
DO YOU need stumps
437-4836 after 6 p.m.
53 Feed And Seed
IT AIN'T necessarily so
house, b2 tillable, black
striping. For free
'75 CUTLASS Supreme.
removed from your yard
that good things must
SEED BEANS for sale.
top road, $62,000. 498estimates call 753-1537.
White on red, power and
1976 PLYMOUTH Fury.
or land cleared of
cost a lot...2 bedroom
Forest
Registered
8638.
436-2427.
air.
Excellent
condition.
Call
stumps?
We
can
remove
recently
frame
92.
Contatt
germination
Sears
SALES
at
FENCE
753-2565.
stumps up to 24"
redecorated and just
46 Homes For Sale
Bop Kemp, Lynn Grofe,
753-2310
now.
Call
Sears
Vista
1971
OLDS
cruiser
ground.
Leaves
beneath
new
looking
for
Ky. 435-4343 or 435-4321.
FOR SALE, 1957 Ford 4
for free estimates for
station wagon, air
HOUSE FOR sale by
only sawdust and chips
owners... large lot in
door, $75. 489-2118.
good
radial
tires,
your
needs.
power,
owner.
3
Call
for
free
Estimate,
bedroom,
one
District.
East School
54 Free Column
condition. $895. '73
bath, brick, paved drive,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
roof
barns,
1973
FORD
SPRAY
F-100
WILL
pickup
Dodge pick-up, short
chain link fence, sun
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
strip*
TWO TIGER
753-1492.
truck. $1500. 759-1807.
and thick throseal to
and wide, 6 cyl., $1295
deck, central heat and
three acht1t
kittens
and
rnasonary walls. Free HANDY MAN, lawn
489-2595.
air, fully carpeted,
cats. Call 753-9984.
Extimates. Call 753-6878
1976
MALIBU
CLASSIC
mowing, painting, other
newly decorated. Ap1975 AUDI 100IS, 27,000
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
blue, 4-door with air,
yard work. 759-4708 after
proximately ½ acre lot
1 YEAR OLD male St.
miles.
Like
new,
$3500.
power
steering,
and
5.
located in Lynnwood
Bernard must be given
We
WET BASEMENT?
Also glass show case,
brakes. Call 767-4302 or
Estates,
away by Thursday.
2
miles
basements
wet
make
$65. Call 753-7320 after 5.
753-6666.
sotitheafit of- Murray.
Owner is taaving and
dry, work completely
$39,900. 753-3922.
can't keep dog. Call 759guaranteed. Call or
JUST RECEIVED 150 1977 CUTLASS Supreme
Chain Saw
4668 after 4:311 "MIL
write Morgan Consalvage
trucks.
Sberp 2 Meseta aluminum
Brougham, white with
HOUSE AND 5 acres for
And
Routeli.
Co.,
siding Woe located in Mato
struction
Everything
must
go.
11 red vinyl roof with
FREE KITTENS-grey
sale by owner with or
Or comae let. New paneling
Lawnmower
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Call West Side Auto
Hurst T-Top. 21,000
and white, short haired,
trailer.
without
12
x
65
tiersagitaat, keep mums, Ime
Ky. 42001. Phone day
Parts, 502-684-2391 or
Sales and Service
miles. Loaded., Can be
mousers,
good
Price reduced. Phone
vt*Iy1011a. Nes 10 X 10 metal
or night 442-71)26.
come to Highway 641
seen at Five Points
housebroken. Call 436Stir.,. bpildiay, extra deep
492-8178.
South, Taylor Motors
Welding from 3:30 to
let. Priced to sail at $14,500.
5502.
Eastside Small
PIANO TUNING and
Truck Yard.
3-1,2, CARPETED,
4:30 each day, $6800
Engine Repair
repair. Call Joe Jackson
central H & A, garage, 1973
Nome mod ki acre let located
FIVE FREE kittens, 435CHEVROLET 1274 LTD Countes squire, 44r,k.g. ut. 753-7149.
is Numb latb Street. 3
Ifightiong el tam
fenced,
fireplace,
4180 before 2 in afpickup.
Lots
of
extras.
753-0400
Station Wagon. All
beibreem block home has
Lynnwood Estates, 753ternoon. '
Excellent condition. Call
PROFFSSIONAL
window
mews' pas, neat pine weed
power and air. In extra
0717 after 4.
437-4836
after
6p.m.
cleaner.
Private
homes
formica for tint economy 'mingood condition with new
ded. Plenty of space for a
and
stores,
home
HOUSE FOR sale by
tires.
$1750.00. Phone 1'75 FORD LTD 4-door
gerdes. Priced at $20,500.
repairs. 20 years exowner. 3 bedroom brick,
354-6217.
Brougham. Loaded with
perience. Call 901-782carpeted, $27,500. 1509
New building soon to be under construction, in
751-3263 Anytiatee
extras, local car, ex50 Campers
5981.
Clayshire, 753-0119.
prime location with OFFICE and RETAIL space
cellent condition. 753available for leasing. If interested call...
RV PACKAGE 25 ft. 1968
47 Motorcycles
7872.
BACKHOE WORK,septic
BUSINESS
OPAvion travel trailer
tank, gravel and dirt
PORTUNITY-A young
RD 250 Super condition, 1968 INTERNATIONAL
pulled by 1970 GMC
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
growing retail toy
$325. MX 250, good
pickup. Pickup fully
4-wheel drive pick-up.
753-5808.
sale.
business for
plus
shop
condition, $200
equipped to pull trailer.
has white spoke wheels
Located in one of
bill. Helmets included.
Call 354-6561 after 6 p.m. •
with lock-out hubs. Body
HARALD LAKE
Murray's new shopping
Call 753-0650.
is rough but 4-wheel
Two lev4t1, 5 i.)edroom brick, two full
centers, this store
works good. $700. Phone_ ARROWHEAD CAMPER
sales has the new
ceramic bath, huge utility room, 2
features a wide variety
HONDA MOTORCYCLE,
354-6217.
fiberglass cargo cover,
and selection of creative
1973 CL475, $300 or best
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
FOR SALE: 1908-Ford u2
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
play items for all ages of
offer. 759-1890 after 5
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
QUALITY SERVICE
pickup.
240-6
ton
Ky. 247-8187.
children. Owner wants
p.m.
garage
with nice guest apartment above.
Company
Inc.
Air
concylinder, straight shift.
offer. Phone KOPdition
sales
and
serOwner
has other interest. Price
55,000 actual miles. Call 1972 CHEVROLET motor -PERUD REALTY, 7531977 Y Z 80 excellent
vice.
Modern
sheet
$110,000.
436-2336.
to
home.
23,000
miles.
1222.
condition also want
metal
department
Sleeeps 6. $5900. Call 435'airy dune buggy. Call
Ohio Valley Real Estate
34 TON 1964 GMC pickup.
Larry
Wisehart,
4317.
753-8490.
701
West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Call 759-1890 after 5 p.m.
President,
Phone 753Purdom & Thurman
'9290.
1976
HONDA
CB
360T.
WHITES
CAMPER
Insurance & Real Estate
1968 BUICK LeSABRE
Like new. $750 or trade
SALES your starcraft
Souths,de Court Square
power and air, in good
for car or truck. Call 753dealer. You've got a SPECIAL OFFER inMurray, Kentucky
condition, $475. 498-8326.
8124.
good thing going with
troducing new vinyl
753-4451
Starcraft. Compete line
siding by Alcoa. Free
TWO DOOR 8 cylinder
BSA CUSTOM CHOPtravel trailers, pop ups,
gutters with vinyl or
1970 model Chevrolet.
PER 650_ engine. New
parts and accessories.
REDO AN OLDIE...make
aluminum
siding. Call
Call 753-3635 Ater 5.
inside and out. Built
Toppers and
used
her shine.. Have your 3
Byars Brothers and
and painted by Jim
campers. East 9$ Highacres and house up to
1971 COUGAR, extra
Sons, 354-8951 or 362DeFew. a rigid frame,
way, 4 miles from
date. Has 50 x 20 block
4895.
sharp,low mileage, new
Harley rearend, red
Murray. Call 753-0605.
building besides. Make
radial tires, $1375. Call
Friday, Jens Nth, 7110 p.m. rain or shine at
crushed velvet seat and
an offer. Also don't
ANY
KIND
OF
436-2353.
Dixioland Shopping Center, just off of Chestnut
lots
51
of
chrome.
Services
Ridden
Offered
forget to watch for our
HAULING in city or
less than 10 miles. Very
Strict, Murray, Ky. Businesses have changed owner1974 PINTO
wagon
ad on the building page
county.
Call
759-1247
EXPERIENCED MAN
reasonable must sell.
ship making it necessary to dispose of items that
automatic, 45,000 miles
of the paper each
or 753-9685.
will do interior wood
Call
1-354-6206.
Serious
hay. boon stored in two buildings for some time.
One owner. Clean. Call
Tuesday. If you have
working finish carinquiries only.
753-8197.
BYAftS BROTHELS &
any questions on any of
cabinet
and
pentry,
SON - General home
One building has 10 or 12 big electric motors, 3, 5,
our ads, please call or
finishing. Call 435remodeling, framing,
Nornbuckle Barber Shop
come by our office and
and
9 hp, 3 phase4111 run. Electric conduit, 4" angle
evening.
4150
aluminum Siding and
iron, big and small air compressors, twin post serpick up our new
209 Walnut St ree
gutters, Call 1-354-8951
brochure. Loretta Jobs
vice station hoist, metal door, divider panels, odd
NEW OFFICE HOURS
FOR YOUR septic tank
Or
1,361-4895.
-R-ea1tere,-----Th3-1492Saturday
7:
cOti15:00
tools of all kinds, big railroad jack, and much morei,
and barkhoe work
Monday-Friday-7:30-2:30
Other building has Ethan Allan chair, round and flat
needs. Also septic tank
Price Shave $1.25
Price Hair cut $1.50
ELECLICENSED
top trunks, dishes, glass and china, Duncan Phyfe
cleaning. Call John
TRICIAN and gas inCall'753-3685.
dining table, antique small tables, library table,
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
stallation
will
do
treadle sewing machine, daisy churn, bake oven,
436-5348.
plumbing heating and
12" brass speaker, metal wardrobes, lawn fursewer cleaning. Call 753niture, golf clubs, light fixtures, shop and hand tools,
PAINTING INTERIOR.
7203.
of all kinds, heaters and fans, lots more. For inexterior, Also dry wall
Outstanding shopping-center location in Murray
formation call:
BOYBMAJORSam
finishing. 10 years exMOBILE HOME ANflanked by high-traffic supermarket and drugstore.
perience. Call 436-2563,
REAL ESTATE
CHORS, underpinning
CHESTER & MILLER
Carries top national brand of hardware. sporting
753-8080
Ralph Worley.
awnings, carports and
goods, housewares, gifts, auto accessories-plus 6
"ProfessionalServices
roofs sealed. Call Jack
AUCTION SERVICE
more exciting departments.
BEAUTIFY your home
With The Friendly Touchafter
5
753-1873
Glover
435-412I or 435-4144, Lynn Greve, Ky.
with lightweight easy-top.m. or weekends.
No retail experience needed - we train yqu in your
install Eldorado Stone.
FAMILY SIZE AND
unique hardware school, keep on helping with our
No costly footings or
COUNTRY
comprehensive total-service program that covers
foundations. 100 percent
STYLE...A bedroom,
NEW-EXTRAORDINART Rill CONSUME* PROTECTION PLAN
masonary
advertising, accounting, taxes, insurance, infireproof
siding
aluminum
(optional)
the
ventory
control,
store
layout
product.
Less
than
anddisplay.
home, hall, large
Fedders not only gives you a FULL FIRST-YEAR WARRANTY ON THE ENstone.
natural
cost
of
living room, dining
TIRE unit but offers LOW-COST, OPTIONAL SECOND-THROUGH-FIFTH-'
Requires $155,000 personal investment.
Use for interior or exroom, ample closet
'YEAR FULL IN-HOME SERVICE as well. It's Fedders new optional service
_Lector.
An
..
exCellent_
f11171_
1
space. Located on
contract covering full labor and parts (except plaStic Parts2-40-filiersT,
Write or call for Coat to Coast Story.
it-yourself project or we
acre lot off 641 North
available for a one-time charge of just $20.00. Fedders backs up its quality with
will install. Buy direct
REDUCED! OWNEextraordinary
consumer protection atan extraordinary low cost!
Lary
factory.
Bowser
ourfrom
R SAYS SELL!
Coast Ti Coast
Timber-Lodge Stone and
$18,900 Boyd Majors
N.
Fireplace, 706
Real Estate, 105 N
803 N.F,nglewood Drive
12th.
Market Street, Paris,
Crawfordsville, IN. 47933
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901Cheatnut St. Murray
(317)362-5000
emommimmanmmow
3 ,
642-1328.

QUALIFY

ROOFING

icimet
P

WILSON

ATTENTION

753-7618 after 5:00

PHONE
502-685-4961

JCTS

HIDINGS

49 Used Cars & Trucks

43 Real Estate

Beautiful white brick home 2 miles west of Hardin
on Highway 80 Lot size approximately 150 x 210
Beautifully landscaped
.3 bedrooms, 2 baths, optional room to serve as
fourth bedroom or game room
.large living room/den combination, large dining
room and large kitchen
.2-car attached garage
.over 1,800 square feet of living area plus garage
CALL ABOUT THIS NOME
AT $45,900 IT IS PRICED
WELL BELOW REPLACEMENT C0.111
Adjacent lot of 100 x 200 is optional item for sale..
Includes new horse barn 32 x.40 with running water
and electricity $5,500 is the low price for this lot since barn replacement cos would be approximately
$3,500.
FOR SAL BY OWNER
SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Phone: 753-8355, M-F,8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

AUCTION SALE

F1fl

Hardware Store

Murray Home & Auto

Prices effective thru June 20th.
Quontity right reserved.
Copyright 1978.
The Kroger Co.
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